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Abstract 

Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is the most prevalent dementia arnong people over 

age 65. A wealth of information about the biomedical aspects of the disease 

stands in counterpoint to the lack of systematic inquiry amund the lived 

experiences of people with AD. Fiiteen (5 women, 10 men) recently diagnosed 

eady stage AD patients participated in the first phase of this 6 month longitudinal 

study. Of these, 13 (4 women, 9 men) also participated in the second phase of 

the study. Participants completed an open ended interview which focused on 

their experience of the diagnostic process, symptorns of the disease, 

relationships with family and friends, and thoughts about the future. The 

interviews were transcribed and analyzed using a hermeneutical analysis. A 

constitutive theme of agency versus objectification gave rise to a dialectical 

construction in which participants simultaneously acknowledged and resisted 

aspects of their disease in order to maintain agency in the face of cognitive 

losses. Acknowledgment was expressed thmugh the thernes involving 

acceptance of the disease and its symptoms, expression of feelings about the 

disease, and strategies to cope with the symptoms. Resistance was expressed 

in themes involving denial, minimization, normalizatkn, and rerniniscing about 

achievements and experiences of cornpetence. Longitudinal analyses of the 

narratives indicated that themes held across time. Descriptive measures 

indicated that depression was not a problem for these participants over the 

period of the study and that participants maintained a sense of integrity in spik 

of the cognitive losses they were experiencing. This research contributes to 

understanding how people live with early stage AD. This process should not be 

understood as either denial or acceptance, but rather as a dialectical 

construction that includes both acknowledgment and resistance. 
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Experiences in Early Stage Alzheimer's Disease 

"A very, very bad quiet place. " 

Iris Murdoch on her experiences with Alzheimer's disease 

(Mansbridge, 1 999) 

How do people in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease (AD) experience 

their illness? Briiish author, Iris Murdoch, compels me to understand her 

experiences of seeming isolation. The processes of awareness and coping are an 

enigma in much of the literature surrounding AD. This is so despite the fact 

dementia of the Alzheimer's type is the most prevalent dementia among people over 

age 65. A wealth of information about the biomedical aspects of the disease stands 

in counterpoint to the lack of systematic inquiry around the lived experiences of 

people with AD. This dissertation contributes to research about Alzheimer's Disease 

by focusing on the experiences of people who have recently been clinically 

diagnosed with possible or probable AD. 

Historically, Alzheimer's Disease has been identified for close to a century 

(Alzheimer, 1907). However it has only been in the latter part of the twentieth 

century that the symptoms of AD have been distinguished from other types of 

dementia. The American Psychiatric Association (1994) defined it as a degenerative 



disorder of insidious onset, which is characteriseci by Ioss of intellectual abilities, 

changes in personality, and behavioural disturbances. 

Although the clinical definition of Alzheimer's disease is clear, the practice of 

diagnosis is open ta interpretation. Currently a medical doctor makes a clinical 

diagnosis after ruling out cornpeting explanations, taking an in-depth personal 

history, and conducting a series of cognitive and other tests as required (Gauthier & 

Panisset, 1998). Even with a battery of testing, clinicians qualify their diagnosis as 

possible or probable AD, reseiving definitive diagnosis until autopsied brain tissue 

can be examined for the characteristic plaques and tangles of AD. Post mortem 

analyses have suggested some diagnostic centres have a 10% or less error rate in 

AD diagnoses (Rockwood et al., 1998; Wickens, 20W3). However this error rate is 

likely influenced by the resources allocated to ruiing out competing diagnoses 

(Bolla, Filley, & Palmer, 2000; Bowler, Munoz, Merskey, & Hachinski, 1998; Varma, 

Snowden, Lloyd, Talbot, Mann, 8 Neary, 1999) and access to the appropriate 

technology (Chu, Caruso, Cummings, Ervin, Rosenberg, & Hulette, 2000). Research 

centres have a team dedicated to the accurate diagnosis of the disease. Many 

people do not live near or have access to a research centre where a complete and 

thorough set of tests can be conducted to obtain an eariy diagnosis of possible or 

probable Alzheimer's Disease. Therefore, it is likely the vast rnajority of community 

dwelling residents do not receive the testing required to diagnose possible or 

probable AD in the early stages. In the absence of a clinical diagnosis, experiences 

of the symptoms of AD wouM interact with our social and cultural attitudes 

surrounding aging in general and memory ioss in particular (Knopman, 1998). Even 
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with a diagnosis Our saciocultural attitudes around aging likely interact with the 

disease process in the early stages to mediate how the person experiences AD. 

Living with AD challenges a significant proportion of the Canadian population. 

While dementia can result from a large variety of underlying specific diseases, 

50-70% of al1 cases of dementia in the population over age 65 are due to AD 

(Freemon, 1976; Alzheimer's disease, AMA Council un Scientific Affairs Reference 

Cornmittee D, 1998; Seltzer & Sherwin, 1979; Tomlinson, 1977). The Canadian 

Study of Health and Aging prevalence estimates suggested 8% (252,600) of 

Canadians over age 65 met the criteria for dementia. The prevalence of dementia 

was divided equally among institutional and community samples (McDowell, 1994). 

Among these, AD comprised 64% (l6l,OOO) of all dementia cases. The number of 

Canadians with AD will almost triple in the next three decades if these prevalence 

estimates remain constant. While the vast majorii of senior Canadians are enjoying 

strong cognitive health, a significant proportion of people in Our communities are 

dealing with the effects of AD. 

While some pharmacological treatments such as donepetil, metrifonate, and 

rivastigmine appear to alter the course of the disease (Wolfson, Moride, Perrault, 

Momoli, Demers, & Oremus, 2000), there is no cure for AD. Alzheimer's Disease 

carnes a prognosis of a 50% reduction in remaining life expectancy (Katzman, 

1976). This North American statistic is parallelled by research in the Netherlands 

where the mortality rates were higher for individuals with dementia in nursing homes 

than for other age-matched populations (van Dijk, van de Sande, Dippel, & 

Habbema, 1992). Added to the burden of this incurable disease is the 
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sociohistorical context of aging and dependence. Social stigma may be attached to 

the disease because of its direct implications for the individual and herlhis capacity 

to function independently, a hallmark of adulthood in our society (Kitwood, 1990; 

Kitwood & Bredin, 1992). 

Over the last three decades considerable knowledge has been gained in the 

search to better understand AD from a biological standpoint (Ashford et al., 2000; 

Davis, Schmitt, Wekstein, & Markesbery, 1999; Gertz et al., 1998; Hohl, Tiraboschi, 

Hansen, Thal, & Corey Bloom, 2000; Irina, Seppo, Arto, Paavo, & Hilkka, 1999; 

Jellinger, 1998; Perl, Olanow, & Calne, 1998; Shepherd, Thiel, McCann, Harding, & 

Halliday, 2000). However, as the biomedical understanding of AD has become more 

detailed and technologically sophisticated there has been a deterministic tendency 

to attribute the experience of people with AD exclusively to a disease process 

(Cotrell, 1997; CotreIl& Schulz, 1993; Lyman, 1989; Vittoria, 1998). In spite of 

increasingly biological explanations of AD, there remains much individual variation in 

the outward symptoms of AD which a strictly biomedical mode1 cannot explain 

(Chapman, Dickinson, McKeith, & Ballard, 1999; Cotrell, 1997; CotreIl& Schulz, 

1993; Hope, Keene, Fairburn, Jacoby, & McShane, 1999; Lewis, 1991 ; Rapoport, 

Hatanpaa, Brady, 1996; Tsai, Falk, Gunther, & Coyle, 1999; Vittoria, 1998; Wells, 

1979). Explanatory value can be added if disease symptoms are understood to 

reflect not only a neurogenic but also a psychological and socio-historical process 

(Cotrell, 1997; Vittoria, 1998, Lebert, Pasquier, Souliez, & Petit, 1998). 

The disease has a slow onset and it is progressive and irreversible. 

Neurogenically, AD is marked by protein plaques in the regions of the brain that 
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control memory and leaming, specifically the cortex and the hippocampus. Protein 

plaques are masses of degenerated cell matter which accumulate at the synapse 

beîween brain neurons. The synapse is the point at which information is transmitted 

from one cell to another. These biological changes initially form as neurofibrillary 

tangles within the body or cytoplasm of individual brain neurons. Neurofibrillary 

tangles are twisted, thickened strands of protein. Neurons cannot function properly 

because the tangle interferes with the transmission of electrical impulses along the 

cell body and axon. While these tangles are the single most recognizable 

characteristic of the disease, it is their accumulation into plaques which is significant 

to AD (Reisberg, 1983). Although neurofibrillary tangles resemble the organic 

changes in al1 aging brains, the development of protein plaques is distinct and 

separate from the normal biological development in the latter phase of one's life 

(Branconnier & DeVitt, 1983; Leonard, 1985; Shapira, 1 994). However, there is 

debate around this issue (Davis et al., 1999; Gertz et al., 1998; Jellinger, 1998). 

Prospective research comparing people who developed AD versus those who did 

not has suggested people who go on to develop AD are aware of their memory 

problems before standard cognitive tests can detect any changes (Geerlings, 

Jonker, Bouter, Ader, & Schmand, 1999). Thus, by the time standardized tests can 

detect changes, people have been perceiving a shift in their abilities. Perhaps it is in 

the early stages of AD when the brain is just beginning to lose some of the neuronal 

connections which facilitate memory and thought processes that a diagnosis might 

be most helpful. The diagnosis may help people to cope with the changes they are 

experiencing. There is some indication early diagnosis can be beneficial for 
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individuals who are seeking answers to what is wrong with their memory (Young, 

2000). Furthemore, individuals with an early diagnosis have reported using support 

groups to help them to cope with some of their fears and concerns around the 

disease (MacQuarrie, 1998a; Sauter, MacQuarrie, Munro, Adams, & Johnson, 

1 998; Yale, 1994). Yet, because a clinical diagnosis (Rockwood et al., 1998) 

contains room for error, some community physicians may be hesitant to diagnose 

the disease. Not everyone with suspected AD is told the probable diagnosis 

(Hutchinson, Leger-Kiall, & Skodol Wilson, 1997; Rockwood et al., 1998). Little is 

known from the perspective of the person with AD about how knowing a diagnosis 

of possible or probable AD impacts upon coping in the early stages of the disease. 

Personality Changes 

To date personality research in AD has been centred around empirically 

based studies as opposed to theoretically derived studies. Empirical work on 

personality changes has relied exclusively.on behavioural observations from either 

caregivers or health professionals and sometimes both. The operational definition of 

personality as behavioural manifestations which are overtly observable and believed 

to be indicative of underlying personality constructs is a common approach. Often 

spouses or other primary caregivers are interviewed and their observations are used 

to indicate personality change via changed behaviour. Some of the problems with 

this approach anse from the operational definitions. 

Operationally defining personality via outward behaviour reported by 

caregivers cames with it a systematic exclusion of the perspective of the person with 

AD. The behaviour change deemed indicative of personality change may be less a 
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reflection of the disease and more a reaction to it. A well known phenomenon in 

social psychological research addresses this issue as the actor-observer difference 

(Jones & Nisbett, 1972). According to mis attribution theory, actors tend to 

contextualize their actions within the situation whereas observers tend to attribute 

the cause of other's actions as reflective of the individual's psyche. This implies that 

caregivers and other observers might attribute the behaviour of AD people to their 

neurogenic disease process whereas the behaviour may be understood by the 

individual as a means of coping with a difficult situation (Vittoria, 1998). In addition, 

recall of family members for premorbid personality patterns may be systematically 

biased based on their familial dynamics (DeBettignies, Mahurin, & Pirouolo, 1990; 

Petry, Cummings, Hill, & Shapira, 1989; Wright, 1991). In the earliest stages of the 

disease, it is questionable whether caregiver accounts of personality changes 

should be privileged to the exclusion of the AD individual's perception of herlhis 

illness. 

Systematic research which views the AD person as someone who can 

directly contribute their perspective of their illness and how they cope is a missing 

piece in the literature (Cotrell, 1997; Cotrell & Schulz, 1993). Coping implies mental 

awareness of a problem the person either tries to change, escape from, or 

somehow adapt to. The AD person's denial of memory loss and attempts to cover 

up mistakes during the earliest stage of the illness could be termed coping (Cotrell, 

1997; Mace & Rabins, 1981; Reisberg, 1983; St. Pierre, Craven, & Bruno, 1986; 

Whall, 1986). Other coping behaviours have not been elucidated in the literature. It 

is plausible that some of the overt manifestations of personality changes might be 
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reflective of coping behaviours. Some evidence suggests that the specific site of the 

neumpathological damage is responsible for patterns of variation in the presentation 

of AD (Grady, Haxby, Schlageter, Berg, & Rapoport, 1986; Haxby et al., 1990; 

Pietrini et al., 1999; Prigatano & Schacter, 1991 ; Reed, Jagust, & Coulter, 1993). 

However, other research has indicated enough variabilii within and across 

individuals to warrant a closer examination of how people experience their disease 

(DeBettignies et al., 1990; Feher, Larrabee, & Crook, 1992; Green, Goldstein, 

Sirockman, & Green, 1993; Verhey, Rozendall, Ponds, & Jolles, 1993). Given the 

neurological basis for the disease, it is must likely a combination of bidogical 

changes and psychological adaptations that give rise to one's experiences with the 

disease (Chapman et al., 1999; Geerling et. al., 1999; Grewal, 1999, Hamilton, 

1 994; Kitwood, 1988,1990; McDougall, 1995; Pollack, 1994; Quayhagen & 

Quayhagen, 1 996). 

The kinds of personality changes which have been docurnented include 

disruption of interpersonal retationships, emotional dysregulation, and inability to 

conform to societal expectations. Where research has combined systematic 

observation with caregiver reports the changes reflect increases in self centered 

behaviour, insensitivity to others, and restlessness (Petry et al., 1989; Ru bin, Morris, 

Storandt, & Berg, 1987). These changes may be particularly devastating ta people 

at this point in their lifespan. 

A lifespan approach to adult development has not been studied in the context 

of AD, yet it may prove a usefut approach in understanding experiences. In this final 

life-stage, the resolution of the Eriksonian integrity and despair crisis is an important 
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issue for adult development (Erikson, Erikson, & Kivnick, 1986; Hearn, t 993). The 

developmental task is to reflect upon one's life cycle in examination of positive and 

negative experiences with a teleological end point of understanding and 

acceptance. In this integration phase there is an age appropriate re-negotiation of 

earlier psychosocial tensions in light of the finality of the life cycle. The resilience of 

the basic strengths acquired through the life cycle influence how the tension 

between integrity and despair is equilibrated. The dialectical interplay around 

integrity and despair completes Erikson's epigenetic construct of eight psychosocial 

stages of human development which span the period from birth to death. For this 

final life stage, a generally positive resolution produces the syntonic outcorne in 

favour of wisdom rather than personal insularity or dread (Erikson et al., 1986). 

Examining the reworking of relevant previous life stages in light of the integrity / 

despair dialectic may hold the opportunity for clarification of some of the issues 

faced by people in the early stages of AD. 

Previous research with cognitively intact older adults has shown relationships 

and how people view themselves within them as integral to the resolution of identity 

in the integrity and despair stage of the lifespan (Glenham, 1991). Given the 

evidence that relationships tend to become disrupted in AD, it becornes important to 

examine how people with AD view their relationships. 

If the construction of past and present selves in light of the future is the 

essence of integrity, and if one's view of relationships is a touchstone for this 

construction, then the social wodd must hold special significance and importance. 

Some evidence indicates people with AD remain social actors due to socially 
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constructed and embedded routines and practices (Fontana & Smith, 1989; 

Garfinkel, 1967; Vittoria, 1998) and that social interaction remains intact well into the 

disease (Temple, Sabat, & Kroger, 1999). Caregivers and staff facilitate social 

interactions that enable patients to be seen as comptent selves (Fontana & Smith, 

1989; Kitwood & Bredin, 1992; Vittoria, 1998). However, given the 

quasi-institutional setting for the research that gathered these observations, they 

represent the social process at more severe levels of cognitive impairment. 

Systematic research that illustrates how AD participants view their social worîd in 

the early stages of the disease has not been documented in the literature. 

Depression 

Depression or depressive symptoms are an expected outcome of receiving 

the diagnosis of a terminal disease (Lyman, 1989). Many studies have documented 

the incidence of depression in the population of people with AD. Oepression is one 

of the rnost widely researched aspects of personality change in older persons in 

general and persons with AD in particular (Blazer, 1982, 1989; Botwinick, 1984; 

Butler & Lewis, 1 982; Gurîand & Toner, 1982; Shah, Herbert, Lewis, 1997; 

Thompson, Gong, Haskins, & Gallagher, 1987; Trinidad, Alessi, Harker, 1999). 

Estimates of the incidence of depression in the senior population range from 2% to 

27% (Blazer, Hughes & George, 1987; Gurland & Toner, 1982; Thompson et al., 

1987). Traditionally, it was believed the rates of depression increased with 

increasing age. However, other studies have suggested the rates remain fairiy 

constant throughout adulthood (Blazer, 1982; Boyd & Weissmen, 1981 ; Craig & 

VanNatta, 1979; Hirschfield & Cross, 1982). 
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The impact of depression on AD is a controversial issue. This issue is 

complicated by the multidimensional nature of the relationships between mood 

disorders and cognitive deficits wherein variables indicative of one construct are 

also elements of the other (Barco, Brosson, Bolesta, Werts, & Stout, 1991 ; 

Cummings, 1989; Lichtenberg, Ross, Millis, & Manning, 1995). Estimates of 

depression in persons with AD range widely from O to 88% with the large 

discrepancy between studies acmunted for by variations in criteria for depression 

and sample variations (Alexopoulos & Abrams, t 991 ; Cummings, 1989; Kafonek, et 

al., 1989; Merriam, Aronson, Gaston, Wey, 81 Katz, 1988; Wragg & Jeste, 1989). 

The empirical relationship ûetween depression and cognitive impairment is 

unclear. Some studies report no relationship between severity of cognitive 

impairment and the incidence of depression in people with AD ( Shuttleworth, Huber 

& Paulson, 1987; Weiner, Bruhn, Svetlik, Tintner & Hom, 1991). On the other hand, 

one study found that individuals with AD and depression were less cognitively 

impaired than respondents with AD who were not depressed (Pearson, Teri, Reifler 

& Raskind, 1989). According to the literature, depression and AD seem to coexist at 

mild levels of cognitive impaiment. However at more severe levels of cognitive 

impairment practitioners are unable to detect and measure depression. In 

conclusion, while the relationship between depression and cognitive impairment is 

complex, it seems that measurement atong the continuum of cognitive irnpairment 

could hold the promise of clearer interpretation of its association with depression. 

For example, it may be that studies that do not show an association between 

increasing cognitive deterioration and a reduction in depression have not selected 
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enough variability along the impairment continuum. It would be helpful to 

understand the role of depression early in the disease. This understanding might 

clarify how issues of awareness interact with f.eelings of depression. lnsight and 

appraisal may mediate the relationship between cognitive loss and depression 

(Lewis, 1991). It seems plausible where cognitive awareness is only slightly 

impaired, individuals retain personal insight and appraisal which can give rise to the 

experience of depression. However the deterioration of cognition also causes the 

diminishment of the metacognitive acts of insight and appraisal, thereby alleviating 

the depression (McGlynn & Kasniak, 1991) or making it impossible to detect. The 

literature has not examined depressive symptoms in the early stages of the disease 

with a view to understanding how this may fit within a coping system for the person 

with AD. 

Systematic exploration of the individual's feelings about the limitations 

associateci with the early stages of AD has not been conducted. Research has not 

explored the AD person's awareness of and adaptation to increasing impairment 

and changing social status as a cause of depressive symptoms in AD (Cotrell, 1997; 

Lyman, 1989). Research efforts have largely been directed at understanding 

depressive disorders as a curable cause of cognitive impairment, rather than 

depression as a consequence of impairment (Reifler & Larson, 1989). As people 

with AD experience ongoing limitations they may become depressed. Thus 

depression, the most prominent symptoms being loss of energy and interest in life 

and cognitive impairrnent, may add to the disabling process of AD and could 

account for some of the variability in the presentation of the disease (Reifler & 
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Larson, 1989). Verhey and his colleagues (1993) investigated whether depressive 

symptoms were more likely to occur in people with dementia who had some degree 

of awareness of their impairments than in those who lacked this insight. The main 

finding was that intact awareness of cognitive deterioration was not clearly related to 

the development of depressive symptoms in dementia. However, awareness was 

shown to relate positively to anxiety. That awareness is connected to anxiety but not 

necessarily depression may be informative for understanding how individuals deal 

with their disease. 

The degree to which AD individuals lack insight into their cognitive deficits, 

raises a question of the extent to which they retain insight into their mood. 

Consequently the validity of self-report depression measures with this population is 

called into question. Evidence suggests cognitive deterioration does not 

automatically jeopardize the validity of self report mood measures. Memory for 

mood has been shown to be distinct from the processes of memory for facts and 

events (Feher et al., 1992; Zaskow, 1994). Research supports the validity of 

self-report depression measures in people with AD. In particular, the GDS 

(Yesavage et al., 1983) has been shown to be a valid measure of mild-to-moderate 

depressive symptoms in AD individuals with mild-to-moderate dementia (Feher et 

al., 1992). However, individuals diagnosed with AD who disavow cognitive deficits 

also tend to deny depressive syrnptoms (Feher et al., 1992, Nussbaum & Saurer, 

1993). The relationship of depression to AD is contextual and varies across 

individuals (Nussbaum & Saurer, 1993). Therefore a more open ended exploration 

of feelings is useful for this population. The Alzheimer's Clinic at UBC has modified 
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the administration of the GDS with AD participants to reflect an open ended 

contextualized approach. The accepted practice at the Clinic is to administer the 

GDS orally and to inctude qualifying comments about feelings. 

Hermeneutic Approach 

The comerstone for this research is an inductive approach to understanding 

and interpreting the experiences of people with AD based on two semi-structured 

interviews over a 6 month period. Hermeneutics is a qualitative interpretive 

methodology which lends itself well to this goal. 

To explain the methodology of hermeneutics, it is first necessary to review 

the philosophy. Hermeneutics, as a philosophical orientation, is based on the 

assumption that we are simultaneously formed by and forming Our interpretations of 

our world. Our interpretations are constructed by us through our own particular 

perspective, which is informed by Our psychological, socio-cultural and historical 

context (Gadamer, 1975; Heidegger, lQ2ïIl962, Ricoeur, 1979). In this manner our 

understanding exists, forms, and changes in dialectical fashion between guess and 

validation. 

Methodologically, a hermeneutic approach to textual interpretation requires 

us to enter the analyses sufficiently knowledgeable about the subject to begin to 

formulate an understanding of the text. This approach acknowledges that an 

understanding is always in process. The next step in hemeneutics is to retum 

iteratively to the original text as out understanding changes. The successive 

iterations enhance the validity of Our interpretation. As such, the hermeneutic form 

of inquiry is grounded in the assumption that oui interpretations will be rooted in our 
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own particular world perspective. Hermeneutic research assumes researchers are 

part of the world we research. This means Our interpretations of narratives will 

always begin from a practical and personal understanding of the phenomenon and 

will move from that standpoint (Packer & Addison, 1989). 

Historically, hermeneutics as a methodology was first used in the study of 

biblical texts (Gergen, 1989). In the last two decades, methodological hermeneutics 

have been used in the social sciences as a guide to interpretation (Woolfolk, Sass, 

& Messer, 1988). The original intent of hermeneutics was to rnove the perspective 

of researchers away from a detached and remote perspective to a more involved 

standpoint in the research. Bringing the philosophy of hermeneutics into practice 

required a practical understanding of the herrneneutic circle and its implications for 

social science research. The pragmatic application of the hermeneutic circle 

underscores that interpretive knowledge is always contextual. Facts are not 

constituted beyond us, but tather are established by us within Our own limited 

understanding (Burr, 1995). 

The hermeneutic circle has been described in terms of two arcs. The foward 

arc reflects our preconceived notions of what we will discover, find, experience. This 

has been variously described as pre-understanding (Packer & Addison, 1989) 

horizon of understanding, (Gadamer, 1975) fore-structure (Heidegger, 192711 962), 

and interpretive fore-structure (Gergen, 1989). Regardless the term, one brings past 

experiences to bear upon understanding a present experience. The implication for 

the researcher is to prepare as much as possible to enter the circle of interpretation. 
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As such it is important to reveal my context, or the forestructure for rny 

interpretation. This context is both personal and professional. I have been involved 

in various aspects of AD for close to a decade. My persona1 experiences with AD 

stem from my grandmother's undiagnosed illness beginning in her late eighties and 

continuing to her death in her 99th year. Given the genetic research, I wonder and 

worry whether 1 too will live with AD in my later years. I am considering genetic 

testing. 

My intellectual history includes several years of graduate training. 1 bring my 

educational experiences and training for a Master of Arts in cognitive experimental 

psychology. This combines with my current training and work within a Doctorate of 

Philosophy program in developmental psychology with a lifespan approach. 

Part of my training has included reading widely within the literature 

associated with AD, and I have also b e n  intrigued by Our popular culture's 

treatment of the disease in print, radio, and television media. In addition, I have 

examined some of the fictional works of Iris Murdoch, who after a lifetime of writing, 

died of AD. 1 have been looking for patterns in her books across time to see how 

issues of memory might be portrayed in her characters. 1 plan to look at this more 

systematically in the future since my preliminary reading has yielded some intriguing 

findings. 

In addition, during my graduate training I volunteered at the UBC Centre for 

Alzheimer's and Related Dementias to CO-facilitate two support groups for people 

with early stage AD. 1 have written materials based on this work (MacQuarrie, 

1998a; Sauter et al., 1998). 1 have also been both a participant and a presenter at 
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workshops and conferences designed for professionals and researchers who work 

with people with AD (MacQuarrie, 199813, 1998~). 

My graduate training as a scientist has included critiques of the approaches 

of science, including questioning the assumptions ernbedded within positivist 

episternologies. The other piece that I bring to this work is a ferninist critical realist 

philosophy of illness. I am intrigued by how we construct our realities around illness 

and I am particularly interested in working with people who may not otherwise have 

an opportunity to express their versions of reality. The voices of people with AD 

have not been included in much of the research literature and I plan to contribute to 

a broadening of the literature in that direction. 

Preparation for the analyses also came from the opportunity to observe some 

of the work of diagnosis at the UBC Alzheimer Clinic over a two year period. And 

finally, strong preparation for the hermeneutic analyses came from the design and 

work of the interviews and subsequent transcriptions. By the tirne I sat with the 

texts, I was well irnrnersed in the field. 

The second arc of the circle is the reflection upon the adequacy of Our 

fore-structures and knowledge in terms of explaining 1 understanding the current 

experience. Where issues remain unclear, or contradictions become apparent, we 

change Our fore-structures and expand Our horizon of understanding. This is the 

evaluative arc of the circle. It is only through the constant comparative circle of 

hermeneutics that any understanding can be brought foward (Packer & Addison, 

1 989). 
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My preparatory work to enter the field went through several iterations of the 

cirde. This cycle continued throughout rny intewiews where the interview protocol 

acted as a guide (Mathieson, 1999) and I was able to let the interview unfold along 

fairiy conversational lines. The cycle continued throughout the transcribing, coding 

and recoding analyses as well as throughout the writing process. In herrneneutic 

fomi, the cycle is constant and never really ends. According to Ricoeur (1979), the 

hermeneutic circle ernbraces the dialectic tension between guessing and validation 

whereby there is always more than one way to interpret text but not al1 

interpretations are equal. Thus it is always possible to argue for or against an 

interpretation and the role of falsification is played arnong cornpeting explanations 

which uncover various aspects of interpretation in context. The justification of 

explanation must consider whether interpretation uncovers an answer to the 

motivating concern. In this research the motivating concern focuses upon how 

people with AD experience and cornrnunicate about their illness. 

It is instructive at this time to examine other theories that have ernployed this 

cyclical process, rnost notably Piaget (Ginsburg & Opper, 1979). Assimilation and 

accommodation are the two processes that Piaget described which can be used in 

understanding the hermeneutic circle. Equilibration theory is grounded in Piaget's 

application of the concept of equilibriurn to describe the balancing of intellectual 

processes in the face of incongruent information. The manner in which the active 

construer achieves a balance is through the complementary processes of 

assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation is the process whereby the individual 

applies existing schernes to understand the current situation. Accommodation is the 
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complementary process whereby existing schemes are modified to incorporate 

previously incongruent instancedinterpretations. The whole process gives rise to 

increasingly more flexible, adaptive, and holistically perceptive ways of discerning 

and knowing about the worid. In sum, this is the development of a high caliber level 

of equilibrium as described by Piaget. There is a rematkable simiiarity between 

Piaget's description of the evolution of cognition and the concept of the hermeneutic 

circle. By drawing this parallel, I am hoping to clarify sume of the constructs around 

hermeneutic approaches for the reader who is more familiar with psychological 

theory than with the hermeneutic approach to text interpretation. 

My goal for this research was to provide an interpretation of how people with 

AD deal with the challenges they face in the months following diagnosis and how 

they communicate about those challenges. This 6 month longitudinal study used a 

qualitative approach to explore the kinds of experiences that occur in the early 

transitions to AD. 
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METHOD 

Participants 

Fifteen (5 women, 10 men) recently diagnosed early stage AD patients and 

their spouses' participated in the first phase of this six month longitudinal study. Of 

these, 13 (4 women, 9 men) also participated in the second phase of the study. All 

AD participants had been informed of their diagnosis of possible or probable 

Alzheimer's Disease. Participants lived within a six hour radius of Simon Fraser 

University, Burnaby, British Columbia. Criteria for inclusion of a dyad included the 

following: a) clinical diagnosis of possible or probable AD according to the criteria 

developed by Crockett, Tuokko, Koch, & Parks (1 989) which was utilized by the 

University of British Columbia (UBC) Clinic for Alzheimer's and Related Diseases, 

and b) absence of fluent aphasia and ability to comprehend and communicate in the 

English language. Rather than a specific cutoff score on a cognitive measure, a 

qualitative clinical assessrnent of cognitive impairment was used to determine 

L Data collected from spouses will be reportecl in future publications. During both phases of the 

research, interview data were collected from spousal caregivers along with a set of quantitative 

measures. The measures in order of administration were: Perceiveci Health Measure (Heam, 1993). 

MEPSI (Darling-Fisher & Kline Leidy, 1988), GDS (Yesavage, et al., 1983), Quality of Relationships 

lnventory (Pierce, Sarason, Sarason, Solky, & Nagle, 1993), Present Functioning Questionnaire 

(Crockett et a1.,1989), and Screen for Caragiver Burden (Vitahno, Russo, Young, Becker, 8 Maiuro, 

1991). For this thesis, given the scope and complexriy of the qualitative analyses, it was decided to 

focus on the experiences of people wiai AD since so little has been published in this area relative to 

caregiving. Future analyses will examine the interview transcripts and quantitative measures collected 

with spouses to explore dyadic patterns across the two phases of the study. 
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eligibility. Additional criteria for participants included c) recent diagnosis, within the 

last six months, communicated to the participant, d) minimum age 50, e) the spouse 

was a primary caregiver, and 9 that the spouse had not been diagnosed with 

possible or probable AD. Fourteen of the dyads were recruited through the Clinic for 

Alzheimer Disease and Related Oisorders. One âyad was recruited through an 

advertisement in Contact, the newsletter for the Alzheimer's Society of B.C. 

(Appendix A). This participant had received the diagnosis through her family 

physician. 

The primary source for participants was through the clinic. Over a two year 

period, 321 files were examined, 39 (12.1%) of which fit the inclusion criteria. Of 

these 39, 14 (35.9%) agreed to participate, 13 (33.3%) refused, 5 (1 2.8%) could not 

be contacted or were travelling, 4 (10.3%) spouses with AD had been placed in 

extended care, and 3 (7.7%) dyads had not yet completed their family conferences 

at the Clinic as of June 1997 and therefore could not be contacted. The family 

conference is the point at which the AD person and herhis family receive the 

diagnosis from the physician, have an opportuniîy to ask questions, and receive 

information about community resources. 

Caregivers' reasons for refusing to participate ranged from disinterest in the 

project to concem and fear about the implications of participating. Some said they 

were "not at al1 interested." Others indicated, T m  too burned out to participate" and 

that "it's not convenient now.' Other caregivers' reasons centered around their 

spouse, "it would upset my spouse too much." Sill other caregivers refused to 
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acknowledge the diagnosis their spouse had received fram the clinic, "it's really not 

Alzheimer's, it's only mild memory loss." 

Of the 321 files examined, 2û2 (87.9%) were excluded for the following 

reasons: the diagnosis was not AD (n = 120,42.6%), the AD person was too 

impaired (n = 110, 39%), there was no spousal caregiver @ = 35, 12.4%), or other 

miscellaneous reasons = 17,6%) such as distance from the researcher greater 

that a six hour radius, English as a second language, or death of the person with 

AD. 

In an effort to increase the sample size, recruitment was extended beyond 

the chic to the larger comrnunity through a number of avenues induding meetings 

with Communiîy Mental Health tearns representing Vancouver and the Iower 

mainland of B.C., local Short Term Stay and Assessment Centres, and Alzheimer's 

Society of B.C. community coordinators. Specif ic recruitment mate rials were used. 

Appendix A contains the recruitment materials for the community outreach 

component of the study. Some service providers cited the usage of the word 

Alzheimer's as problematic. in their pracüce they were not infoming their clients of 

the diagnosis and therefore their clients did not meet the criteria for inclusion. They 

preferred to use descriptions such as memory loss as opposed to the term 

Alzheimer's disease. They preferred this because "the diagnosis of Alzheimer's 

disease required specialized services" they did not offer. Others indicated they were 

"severely understaffed" and were uncertain they could maintain their own workload 

let alone assist in research. An advertisanent was written for the Alzheimer's 

Society of B.C. Newsletter, Contact (Appendix A). This brought two phone calls. 
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One resulted in a participant dyad while the other could not participate because he 

did not use the word Alzheimer's with his spouse. In addition, posters (Appendix A) 

were placed in seniors' centres both in the lower mainland and on Vancouver Island 

describing the study and encouraging participation. No one responded to the 

research based on the posters. 

In al1 there were 15 participants, three of whom were pilot participants. Two of 

the pilot participants were not included in the longitudinal analyses because they did 

not meet criteria of diagnosis within the past 6 months. The third pilot participant 

met al1 the criteria and was included. Thus 13 participants were included in the 

longitudinal sample. 

Measures 

Transition Interviews 

A semi-structured Transition Interview for Pesons with Alzheimer's Disease 

(TIPAD) (Appendix 0) was developed specifically for this research. The TIPAD 

provided a guide to systematically gather qualitative information on a series of 

issues. The issues were identified over a period of approximately 6 months in which 

I read extensively and thought about Alzheimer's Disease and some of the 

implications for this illness at this particular time in a person's life span. I attended 

conferences (Canadian Association for Gerontologists, Canadian Psychological 

Association, Qualitative Health) and was exposed to a range of ideas about how to 

understand expiences of health and wellness. The issues identified through this 

process ranged across personal, social, and existential issues and this is where the 

core questions for the TIPAD were centered. Personal questions examined self 
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image, adaptation, resilience, and coping. Social questions focused around 

relationships with spouse, family, and others and examined conceptions of care and 

dependence. Existential questions looked at the meaning of the disease and the 

future in terms of hopes and fears. I presented drafts for feedback on the TIPAD to 

colleagues and health professionals working in the area of gerontology. A similar 

protocol was developed for semi-structured interviews with caregiver spouses. 

However the transcripts from this aspect of the research were not included in the 

analyses for this paper. 

The TIPAD interview schedule provided a systematic guide to data collection. 

Most topics were covered in a conversational format and if not addressed 

specifically during the conversation, I returned to them at the end of the interview 

(Mathieson, 1999). 

In addition to the TIPAD, each participant completed a set of quantitative 

measures which will be used for another report but were not used in the analyses 

for this thesis. Two of the measures, the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) 

(Yesavage et al., 1983) and the Modified Erikson Psychosocial Stage Inventory 

(MEPSI) - tntegrity Subscale (Darling-Fisher & Kline Leidy, 1988) have been used to 

describe the sample. 

Procedure 

Interview 

Participants received a contact letter in the mail (Appendix C) following their 

family conference at the clinic. I followed up with phone calls within two weeks of the 

mailing to invite the couple to participate in the research and to answer any 
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questions. In every case I spoke with caregivers first. lnterested community 

participants responding to the advertisements phoned me on their own initiative. To 

maximize the quality of information gathered in each interview session, I asked 

participants to suggest the most appropriate time for the interview. If more than a 

week had passed since I had spoken with the caregiver I phoned ahead on the day 

of the interview to reconfirm Our appointment and to double check convenience. For 

participants whom t had not phoned on the day of the interview, I was careful to 

double check upon entering their home that the day was still a good one for them to 

participate in the research. 

I ensured the process of informed consent was not rushed. I took as much 

time as necessary going over the consent forrns (Appendix O) with both spouses, 

explaining the process and answering questions. I found this to be a key opportunity 

to build rapport. Also, I took special caution to ensure the AD participant was 

understanding her/his right to refuse to participate. 1 found caregivers often worked 

with me to explain the research purpose to their spouse with AD. Spouses were 

present when participants were signing the informed consent forms. In addition to 

the initial informed consent the 6 month follow-up interview included an informed 

consent (Appendix O). 

I used the informed consent process as an opportunity to emphasize the 

confidential nature of the interviews. After the consent forms were signed, the 

spouse was asked to move to a separate room while the AD person was 

interviewed. None of the interviews were conducted with the spouse present. The 

participant and I remained in the kitchenldining room at the table. At this point I 
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turned on the tape recorder reminding the AD participant the purpose for recording 

the infornation and reiterated that our discussion was confidential. 

I began the interview with the semi-structured Transition Interview for 

Persons with AD (TIPAD) by explaining I had written down a number of questions to 

guide out conversation but it was merely a guide. I emphasited I most wanted ta 

know about herfhis experiences, in particular since receiving the diagnosis of 

possible or probable Alzheimer's Disease. If it was dear to me that shelhe was not 

using the term Alzheimer's, I used the reference point of their visit to the Clinic at 

UBC. The average intewiew took approxirnately 60 minutes. Following this, we 

usually took a 10 minute break before continuing on with the second part of the 

research protocol, the quantitative meâsures2. The quantitative measures for 

depression and integrity were used for descriptive purposes in this thesis. 

Sometimes the AD participant did not want to stop for a break and wanted to 

continue. In these instances the full protocol was completed without a break. 

The administration of the paper and pencil measures was adapted to 

maximize the fidelity of the information. Modification was necessary if I were to have 

confidence in the quality of the information I was receiving from the questionnaires. 

Although this adaptation and deviation from a standardized protocol renders existing 

reliability and validity data for each of the measures less applicable, the 

standardized method for adrninistering these measures was untested in the AD 

2 Participants received a luller set of quantitative measures which were not analysed for this 

thssis. The measures in order of administration wre: Perceiveci Health Measure, MEPSI, GDS, 

Quality of Relationstiips Inventory, Present Functioning Questionnaire (modified for self assessment). 
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population. 1 strove to strike a balance of minimal interference white ensuring clarity 

of the responses. Specifically, I assisted participants with the forrns, monitoring the 

process throughout. The administration of the quantitative forms was also 

audiotaped. 

I pulled my chair beside the AD participant and gave assistance where 

she/he requested, At the beginning of each form, 1 explained the scale aloud and 

the first question was worked through as an example. Usually the participant read 

the statement aloud, then spoke aloud their response to the question. If in reading 

the question, the AD person made an error, I would clarify the wording for the 

question. Typically I did not hold the pen but rather the AD participant circled herthis 

own responses. Occasionally in speaking their response aloud they would answer 

the question and require a prompt from me to decide where their response would 

fall on the scale in front of thern. To ensure congruence between the verbal 

response and the mark placed on the scale I listened to and watched the process 

for filling in the questionnaires. On a few occasions I would intervene and clarify a 

question or scale if it appeared the participant had circled a response different from 

what I had heard stated aloud. The intervention involved my pointing to where the 

answer had been circled and stating the response. I tmk care to use a matter of fact 

approach. The participant would pause, reread the question and then decide their 

answer again. My intemention was not a wmmon occurrence and it rarely resulted 

in changed responses. Each participant worked through the MEPSl before the GDS. 

After completing the measures, I thanked the AD participant and indicated 

the next part of my work involved a confidential interview with their spouse. I tumed 
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the tape recorder off, removed and labelled the tape in front of the AD participant, 

and explained al1 identifying information would be removed from the transcription 

and the tape would be erased when the research was completed. I placed their 

labelled tape in my briefcase and reminded the AD participant that just as everything 

we had discussed was confidential so was my discussion with their spouse. 1 made 

it clear that I would not be sharing information between the two spouses. The AD 

participant not only heard me explain that Our conversation was confidential but 

shelhe also saw their information was placed in a secure location in my briefcase 

before they left the room. I also took time to answer any questions the AD 

participant had before moving on to the caregiver interview. 

At the day's conclusion, 1 again thanked both participants and ensured they 

had my card with contact information. I encouraged them to cal1 if any questions 

arose pertaining to the study. 1 reminded them they would receive a study newsletter 

(Appendix E) and that I looked forward to returning in 6 months to talk with them if 

that was convenient for them. Within a week of the interview I sent a letter thanking 

the couple (Appendix F) for their participation. 

For the 6 month follow-up, 1 phoned dyads to schedule a mutually convenient 

time one or two weeks in advance of the date marking 6 months since their first 

interview. 1 repeated the process and measures as at time 1. At the conclusion of 

the second session, 1 thanked them and offered to send a layperson's report of the 

research to them when it was completed. 
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Data Analvsis / Transcription 

Each interview was transcribed by the researcher using a two-step process. 

The first step involved a thorough verbatim record of the interview. The second step 

was designed as a herrneneutic iteration to ensure the accuracy of the content from 

the first step and to add contextual clarification to the verbatim account. In this 

second level of transcription, pauses were timed, non-word communications (Le., 

laughter, voice inflections) were added abng with any significant background 

additions / distractions such as loud noises or other interruptions. These 

contextually enriched transcriptions enhanced the credibility of the data and 

subsequent interpretations. I developed the idea for this methodology from thinking 

about Geertz's (1 975) work with thick description, and in realizing there was a great 

deal of information communicated around the words as well as through them. Given 

the exploratory nature of the research, 1 wanted to reflect as much of the interview 

experience on the page as 1 had resources to accomplish. I referred to these 

transcriptions as contextualiy enhanced or thick given the Geerttian inspiration 

underlying the work. 

The contextualiy enhanced transcriptions of the research interviews were first 

open coded (Emerson, 1995) to provide an overview of the topics and processes 

emerging from the interview. Open coding involved reading the transcript and writing 

notes in the margins. Based on the open codings, participants' narratives and the 

interview process were condensed into a set of thematic codes to provide a varied 

topography of each interview. The open coding and thematic code structure was 
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completed for each transcript. The thematic codings were placed on summary 

pages at the beginning of each transcript with the original open codes organized 

under each larger theme. Participant's entire transcripts and the initial open codes 

were te-read as the set of thematic codes were grouped into larger organizational 

categories or themes. This provided a check the thematic groupings cantinued to 

reflect the original interview and was the process for the development of a 

constitutive organizing theary (Pieranunui, t 997). The constitutive organizing 

structure and subthemes were developed through an inductive process from 

participants' thematic codes. Several iterations between categories, thematic codes, 

and transcripts were cornpleted before the constitutive structure for the current 

thesis was defined. This process has been described as the constant comparative 

method of hermeneutics (Bumard, 1991). In developing the broader categories and 

in keeping with a hermeneutical approach, special attention was given to thematic 

areas that did not fit with the emerging theory. Contradictory aspects of the 

transcript that did not fit with the emerging theory were examined with the purpose 

of better understanding the entire narrative. The guiding inductive approach was 

organized around similarities across participants. Where dissirnilarities existed, the 

transcripts were reread to better understand what may be contributing to the 

dissimilarity. This examination of the texts for contradictions proved a most 

rewarding process. Contradictions became the key to understanding how people 

deal with their disease. The constitutive organizing theme which emerged frorn the 

analyses was reflective of the piocess of how AD participants u nderstood, 
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cornmunicated, and dealt with their illness through a dialectic between agency and 

objectification. 

Definitions of the constitutive theme and subthemes were written and 

unmarked transcripts were reread in the context of these written memos. 

Multi-cdored pens were used to underscore key passages pertaining to each 

subtheme, After recoding the transcripts with the multi-colored pens, cornputer files 

for each subtheme were created with excerpts from the original transcripts. Within 

each subtheme there were variations on how it was expressed and this was 

captured with the original open codes. The files for each subtheme were organized 

based on the original open coding. All excerpts across participants dealing with 

similar issues within a subtheme were placed together in the file. Aftei constructing 

the computerized files, the open codes were used to facilitate and guide the writing 

process. 

Narrative Editino & Resmct 

Any transcribed conversation will not flow in a well-written prose form. Rather 

it will have haf sentences, pauses, false starts and other idiosyncrasies which will 

make it awkward to read as well as reflect pmrly on the speaker. Also, given the 

nature of AD these conversational divots may be quite prevalent. Therefore, to 

enhance the readability of the thesis and to portray the participants with AD in the 

most respectful rnanner (Jones, 1997), 1 have edited the passages in the body of 

the thesis where I deemed it appropriate to do so. Editing involved removal of 

material supetfluous to th8 central point of the passage including repetitive phrases, 

stuttered starts to words, and pauses. In addition, to facilitate the readability of 
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quotations, information in parenthesis was added for sentence structure or 

clarification. However, unedited excerpk from the transcripts are found in Appendix 

G with the pauses and full content of th8 quote in place. Each quotation in the text is 

accompanied with a superscript number wtiich corresponds to its number in 

Appendix G. Should the reader wish to examine the full excerpt complete with 

pauses, word repetitions, and other conversational accoutrements, then she/he may 

refer to Appendix G. A key to the transcript codes is located at the beginning of 

Appendix G. All place and participant names have been changed to presewe 

anony mity . 
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RESULTS 

Participants 

Longitudinal study participants were 4 women and 9 men who had feceived a 

diagnosis of possible or probable AD within the last 6 months. Two pilot participants, 

a man and a woman, were included in the quantitative description of participants at 

time 1. The fifteen participants for time 1 had an average age of 77.5 years with a 

range from 60 to 89 and a standard deviation of 8.17. Excluding the two pitot 

participants not included in the longitudinal study, the average age was 76.5 years 

with a standard deviation of 8.26 and the range was unchanged. 

Participants represented a range of occupations. Women in the study spoke 

about their work as secretaries, office clerks, homemakers, mothers, and 

grandmotfiers. Men described their work as soldiers, labourers, engineers, 

cornputer analysts, miIl wrights, office managers, writers, land developers, foresters, 

financial consultants, fathers and grandfathers. 

Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) (Folstein, Folstein, & Mctlugh, 1975) 

scores, a measure of cognitive functioning, were availabîe from clinic records at 

diagnosis. The MMSE was not administered as part of this research protocol. At 

diagnosis, the mean MMSE was 22.5, with a standard deviation of 2.75 and a range 

from 17 to 26. MMSE scores excluding the pilot participants not included in the 

longitudinal analyses had a mean of 22.4 (SD = 2.99; range 17-26). 

Participants completed a Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) (Yesavage, et al., 

1983) at both time periods. The GDS has 30 yedno items designed to tap the 

domain of depressive symptoms. The number of depressive responses was tallied, 
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and the score of O - 30 indicated the level of depression (O - 10 = normal; 1 1 - 20 = 

mild depression; 21 - 30 = moderate or major depression). The number of 

depressive responses was Wied at time 1 and time 2, Where participants wished to 

endorse both yes and no responses as in 'sometimes', a depressive response was 

smred so that scores may be slightly elevated. 

At time 1, the mean depression score was 7 (SD = 5.08) with a range from O 

- 17. Twelve participants (7 men, 5 women) fell in the normal (O - 10) range. One of 

the women was a pilot participant. Three male participants, one of whom was a pilot 

participant, were in the mild range for depression. Thus 20% of participants were 

above 11 on the GDS at time 1. None of the participants scored in the severe 

classification for depression. At the 6 month follow-up, the mean depression score 

was 8.08 (So = 5.47) with a range from 1 - 19. Seven participants (4 men, 3 

women) were classified in the normal range. Five male participants were in the 

mitdly depressed range. The two who had been in this classification 6 months 

previously remained in the category and were joined by three others. Thus 42% of 

participants were above 1 1 on the GDS. Again, no participant fell in the severe 

classification for depression. One female participant who had been placed in a long 

term care facility at the 6 month follow up did not complete the GDS at time 2. 

Comparisons of this sample to geriatric medical patients indicated that their mean 

depression scores were similar (Lichtenberg et al., 1995). 

Participant scores on the Modified Eriksonian Psychosocial lnventory 

(MEPSI) - lntegrity Subscale (DarlingFisher & Kline Leidy, 1988) were totalled to 

give a score on the Despair-lntegrity Continuum that could range from a low of 10 to 
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a high of 50 with lower scores indicating a greater sense of despair and higher 

scores indicating a relatively stronger sense of integrity. At time 1, the mean MEPSl 

was 39.07 (SD = 5.39) with a range of scores from 27 to 46 for the 15 participants. 

One female participant who had been placed in a long terni care facility at the 6 

month follow up did not complete the MEPSl at time 2 and two pilot participants 

were not included in the longitudinal sample. At time 2 the range for participants @ = 

12) was 34 to 46 with a mean of 40.58 ($O = 3.82). Cornparison to a geriatric 

nondementia sample showed similar scores across both time periods of the study 

(Darling-Fisher & Leidy, 1988; Hearn, 1993). 

The scores of the AD participants on the MEPSI and GDS are remarkably 

similar to those of cognitively unimpaired older adults. This similarity suggests that 

the sample in this study represented a wide cross section of the older population 

who may be coping with AD. It also suggests that there is minimal change in these 

measures over the first few months following diagnosis of AD in this sample. 

Constitutive Theme: Dialectical Tension between Agency and Objectification 

Employing a hermeneutic approach to interpretation of the data required 

several iterations between text and cades to construct a synthesis in an overarching 

constitutive theme. The constitutive theme was composed of two second order 

themes, each'of which were constnicted from subthemes. Figure 1 shows the 

constitutive theme structure around which the coping narratives were organized. 
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Constitutive Theme: 

Agency versus Objectification 

Second Order Theme: Second Order Theme: 

Aspects of Acknow ledgement Aspects of Resistance 

Subtheme: Knowing Subtheme: Resist Knowing 

Subtheme: Feeling Subtheme: Recontextualized Knowin! 

Minimization 
Normalization 

Subtheme: Doing 

In the Moment 
Movement Away 

Movement Toward 

Subtheme: Constructing the 
Agentic Self in the 

Face of loss 

Al1 That I Am: Pride & 
Enjoyment 

Al1 That I Was: Pnde & 
Enjoyment 

Figure 1. Constitutive Theme Structure of Narwives: Agency 1 Objectification 

Dialectic 
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The constitutive theme encapsulated a dialectical tension between processes 

of agency and objectification. The dialectical tension between these two constructs 

offered a framework to understand how AD participants talked about and 

understood their disease. Thus the constitutive or overarching theme at its most 

abstract level was an oppositional and dynamic tension which included both an 

agentic and an objectified self. 

The agentic self embraced aspects of autonomy and self determination 

reflective of the individual in charge of her/his own life. Conversely, an objectified 

self reflected a disempowerment process where the person became redefined as a 

patient (Emery, 1988; Kitwood, 1988, 1990; Kitwood & Bredin, 1992; Lyman, 1989; 

Mason, 1995). This abstracted dichotomy became animated in the narratives of the 

participants through their portrayal of experiences with their disease. This 

constitutive dialectical tension in the narratives of the participants with AD was 

revealed as an interplay between aspects of acknowledgement and resistance with 

implications for both agency and objectification. The anaiyses explicated aspects of 

acknowledgement along subthemes of Knowing, Feeling, and Doing. Aspects of 

resistance were portrayed through subthemes of Resist Knowing, Recontextualized 

Knowing, and Constructing the Agentic Self in the Face of Loss. These themes 

clarified how participants with AD lived the tension between agency and 

objectification. 

Examination of accounts across time showed 9 of the 13 longitudinal 

participant's narratives contained key exemplars of the dialectical tension between 

agency and objectification across both time periods. Key exemplars were defined as 
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narrative3 passages that were particularly illustrative of the dialectical tension. 

Language problems, problems with conversational flow, and fatigue were al1 factors 

for the 4 participants who did not contribute key exemplars to the constitutive file. 

However, al1 participants showed exemplars of both agency and objectification 

coexisting in the same narrative at both time 1 and time 2 and therefore they al1 

showed enactment of the constitutive dialectic. The patterns of understanding drew 

from paradoxical positions of agency and objectification and gave rise to themes of 

acknowledgement and resistance in dialectical form throughout the narratives. This 

generalized constitutive pattern was represented across participants in the study. 

The dialectical symbiosis of agency and objectification as a constitutive 

theme renders the terms denial and acceptance of AD tao simplistic to capture the 

complex dynamic present in the interviews. Agency and objectification worked 

together in the narratives in an involved synthesis reflective of the AD person's 

struggles to cope with the disease. Al1 AD participants showed both agentic and 

objectified selves in varying degrees and under varying circurnstances. The texture 

of these dialectical tensions weaves throughout the narratives and is the foundation 

for dealing with the disease. 

By definition the constitutive theme was an overarching one which 

characterized the narratives. This overarching theme was pervasive throughout the 

other layers of the interviews. Thus, the second order thernes of acknowledgement 

and resistance involved illustrations of agency as well as objectification. In this first 

3 1 am using narrative in the interpretive tradition (Chase, 1996) where the focus is on the 

function of the diiourse. 
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section I will give a few key examples of the organizing dialectical tension between 

agency and objectification in the narratives. In the sections that follow I will examine 

the themes which aremcapsulated by this dialectic. 

The constitutive tension between agency and objectification arises for people 

with AD when areas of their life where they had complete autonomy have been 

threatened or lost. Losses and threats thereof formed a major challenge to people in 

the early stages of the disease. For example, Blake recounted a dream where he 

Iost parts of himself: 

T l  Blake: You're waiting for an arm or a hand or something to fall off! 
That's one of the dreams I have. You just don? stay there looking 
normal like the rest of the world and then suddenly die!' 

(The superscript is the reference number for the complete unedited transcript 
excerpt in Appendix G.) 

In the above passage, Blake was acknowledging the disease and explaining 

the anxiety that underlies the disease. Not surprisingly, Alzheimer's disease was 

perceived as a threat to participants' sense of agency. The diagnosis of AD was 

perceived as threatening autonomy and some participants felt their families were 

pushing them to find a diagnosis when it was not a choice they would make for 

themselves. For example, llena described the context for her diagnosis and 

subsequent resistance issues: 

Tl Ilena: So the kids got together and they decided that this 
(Alzheimer's Disease) is what it was. From there on, I wasn't 
going to go (for a diagnosis), I was going to fight it and Say, "No 
way was there anything wrong with me!" but that's not the way it 
tumed out to be. I have not yet (decided that it really is 
Alzheimer's) and I'm not going to give in because, (pause) well if 
it does, I have a good husband he's corne to al1 the times over at 
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UBC. But as, it was the kids that dragged me into this. I don't 
know whether they're sorry about it now or not! 

Colleen: Are you sorry about it? 
T l  Ilena: No, I'm not sorry I went into it. That was your question wasn't 

it? 
Colleen: Yeah. 
T l  Ilena: That I had gone ahead with it? 
Colleen: Yeah. 
T l  Ilena: Isaac (husband) bullied me into that one sort of you know.' 

References to feeling bullied in her narrative and in other narratives 

illustrated the tension to loss of control and her opinion of the diagnostic process 

that her family encouraged her to undertake. At the same time her fighting the 

process represented agency. 

The disequilibrium between the autonomous and the objectified self was 

evident where participants with AD reflected upon the discrepancy of what they held 

to be true about themselves and what their family or friends held to be true. For 

example, Denton was aware of the disjuncture between his perception of himself 

and his family's perception of his abilities: 

T l  Denton: But aside from that 1 don't really have too much problem. 
At least 1 don't. Maybe other people do. You know maybe, the 
wife and my kids, they probably find a big change or ~omething.~ 

Another indicator of the shift in the spectrum of control over one's life came 

with a redefinition of the spousal relationship that reflected compromised mutuality. 

This shift in mutuality was reflected where spouses redefined one as patient and the 

other as caregiver. An example from Blake in our second interview illustrated the 

changed mutuality. In response to my question about wishes and fears around long 

term care, he recounted reasons for staying out of a long term care facility but 

ended with the realization that he would eventually have to go. For him, the trouble 

centered around when the decision would be made. At that point he shifted his 
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description of his spousal relationship, referring to himself as a patient and his 

spouse as a caregiver: 

Colleen: Do you think you're far away from going into long term care? 
T2 Blake: Don't know. They tell me that the condition can deteriorate 

very rapidly, very sharply. And then the other thing that (must be 
considered is) when does the patient no longer recognize the 
~aregiver?~ 

This redefinition played itself out in ways that were subtle yet profound. As in 

the case where a person with AD felt the cargiver's vigilance to be a burden on 

herlhis autonomy. This was illustrated by Blake, "Ahh a tough thing to live with is the 

overly protectiveU5 

The burden on autonomy was not lessened by the fact the AD participant 

understood the vigilance. For example, during Our second interview Blake confided 

that the "annoying thing is she keeps me under observation. Probably a lot to do 

with household ~urvival."~ This feeling of being ovewatched did not limit itself to the 

spousal relationship. It was present in the services that participants utilized: 

T l  Blake: So I'd like to be asked by the Handi Dart drivers how well am 
I on my feet (rather than) have this 200 pounder pick me up like a 
bag of potatoes and h8lp me in! That's not help! 

Colleen: They don't ask if you want help? They just assume that you 
want to be lifted in? 

T l  Blake: Yeah, if you're on this section of the daycenter they've got a 
schedule there. They rnove around like taxis. If he wants to keep 
the door clear, I can make it in one step.' 

Some acts of care, no matter how well meaning, were interpreted by the 

recipients of care as a diminishrnent of their personhood. These acts worked to shift 

the balance toward objectification of the people the services were designed to 

benefit and were not perceived as very helpful at all. This contributed to the tension 

between agency and objectification. 
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The issue for people with AD was one of control over their lives and of being 

full participants in matters concerning them. For example, at the time of our second 

interview, Ilena was struggling witti the loss of her driving privileges in terms of 

feeling manipulateci by her husband and family: 

Colleen: You're no longer driving? 
T2 Ilena: No! No! That irked, that irked me! Oh, I was furious! It wasn't 

the idea of what they did. It was not to have talked to me too! You 
know like, Say to me, we think this is the best for yuu, and we will 
look after you. Like if you need to go someplace, ok. And they've 
done that. But I didnft like the idea that they could just take those 
license and say 'ha, ha, ha' as my dear husband (did). (1 don't 
know) whether they (family) talked it over together or (what). But 
it is not the fact of them taking the license, it was how it was 
done. So there's been a couple of little things like that, that are 
really bad. But I will Say that ttiey have been quite good about 
picking me up and taking me someplace. But that kind of 
aggravates you too! Cause you can't spend ail those years 
driving and not feel lost without it, He's (husband) quite ok with 
that (driving her places), but it's a real jolt. AH of a sudden it's like 
being locked up!' 

Thus not only was Ilena struggling with another loss to her sense of freedom, 

but she was also confronted with how her family was dealing with the challenges of 

ensuring safety in the face of the progression of the disease. She was aware their 

intervention was done out of concern. And she appreciated their efforts to care for 

her. Nevertheless, how her family handled the situation was a source of anger and 

resentment to her. 

Participants with AD worked to assert control over areas of their life where 

their independence had been taken away. For example, Blake explained in oui 

second interview how he took control back from his day centre when the 

programming was ta, low level for his needs. He used a Swiss Amy knife to unlock 

a door and gain access to a room that was off Iimits for people in the daycenter. It 
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was through his refusal to comply with the programming that he was able to gain a 

compromise: 

T2 Blake: lnitially they didn't want to compromise. Just stay in there 
and stay in the room. Basically they just keep an eye on me. And 
they didn't realize how quick I could slip a latch with a Swiss Army 
knife or a nail file or whatever. 

Colleen: So you got them to compromise; to let you go off and read. 
T2 Blake: Oh, they put more activity, they increased their activity. The 

best they could do they said, I don't know whether it's going to be 
at the increased rate of activities. They're talking about some 
nature walks and things like that next year. 

Colleen: Oh! (shared laughter) Oh, they still don7 know how you got 
out (of the room) but they've said [ok sure.] 

T2 Blake: [yeah], I just totd them beforehand, this is where I'm 
going..Yeah, I said if they can't bring the fireplace here, l'II have 
to go there. (quiet laughter) 

Assertions of independence in the face of restrictions illustrated the tension 

behiveen agency and objectification. For example, llena described how the disease 

impacted upon her freedorn, however she also worked hard to ensure her 

independence in spite of the disease: 

Colleen: So you've noticed changes in your personality then? I'd like to 
know about those if you 

T l  Ilena: I stand up for myself more. Like when Isaac (husband) says 
sornething about "We'll do it another time. We don? need them 
right now." Well I mean I might just say, "Well, I'm going out for a 
walk." And I'd end up down at the store buying what I want 
anyway. I mean that's my way of standing up for myself. Whether 
that's important or not, I don1 know. 

Colleen: Do you think it is? 
T l  Ilena: Yes because it keeps my independence. It makes me 

independent. Rather than have somebody say, "Well we will pick 
them up next week." That annoys me. Cause if I want them, I 
want them now. 'O 

In conclusion, a salient constitutive theme that emerged from the analyses 

was tension between being an agent and being objectified. Agency meant 

independence and control over one's life directions and decisions. Objectification 
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meant dependence upon others for care and losing autonomy over areas of life 

where one had previously been in control. This central organizing dialectical tension 

was manifested through aspects of acknowledgement and resistance which will be 

explicated in the following sections. Acknowledgement and resistance worked 

together in the narratives in a complex interplay that reflected the person's struggles 

to cope with the disease. Thus participants showed both acknowledgement and 

resistance in varying degrees and under varying circumstances. In the following 

sections, I will explore these aspects in greater detail. 

Asoects of Acknowledaement 

In this section, I explore the ways in which acknowledgement was woven 

throughout the interview in terms of how the person with AD acknowledged a range 

of limitations including the presence of AD and its symptoms in herlhis life. Aspects 

of acknowledgement were a series of interwnnected subthemes which 

coiresponded to Knowing, Feeling, and Doing. These aspects of acknowledgement 

illustrated the understanding of the tension to object status or the threat to one's 

personal agency and effectiveness in the world. 

Knowing 

The Knowing subtheme reflected an understanding that one is not what one 

used to bel that there were changes taking place, and that something was amiss. 

Some participants were quite willing to use the term Alzheimer's in relation to 

themselves and spoke about their symptoms readily. Others were more reluctant to 

discuss the symptoms of the disease let alone use the term Alzheimer's in Our 

conversation. Knowing was comprised of specific references to AD and specific 
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references to the symptoms of the disease. In the following section I will examine 

the ways in which people talked about their knowing they have the disease. 

Twelve of the 13 longitudinal participants acknowledged a range of limitations 

and problems across both time intervals. (One participant, Hilton, did not discuss 

limitations in the interview at either time. However he did endorse some items on a 

self report measure of impairment which was not included in the analyses for this 

paper.) Granted, some participants were much more willing and able than others to 

discuss these limitations and their implications. Six of the 13 participants explicitly 

acknowledged Alzheimer's at both time 1 and time 2. Two participant's narratives 

contained exemplars at tirne 1 only and two at time 2 only. Three participants did 

not explicitly use the term Alzheimer's at either time, although they did acknowtedge 

symptoms associateci with AD. 

Explicit acknowledgement of Alzheimer's disease was reflected in some 

participant's willingness to refer to the impact of the disease in their tives. This 

typically began with a narrative of their search to find a diagnosis for their difficulties. 

For this research, I used diagnosis as a discrete moment despite the fact it was a 

lengthy, time consuming process which was often initiated only after the diagnosis 

of AD was anticipated. Thus, the process of diagnosis for participants had begun 

more as confirmation of what was dreadfully suspected rather than as a grasping for 

answers in a void. What complicated the diagnostic process for AD was the reliance 

upon the process of elimination of competing explanalions. There were no definitive 

diagnostic tests that would provide the answer. The search for answers to what was 

going wrong formed a central role for participants like Blake and Fremont who 
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openly discussed their diagnostic process. Both Blake and Fremont described a 

cascade of problems that sent them on a quest for answers to what was wrong. For 

example in Our first interview Blake confided, "What was really hard to put up with 

was not knowing what's wrong."ll 

For some participants, the actual testing at the Alzheimer's Clinic became a 

telling moment for their awareness that something was definitely amiss, Participants 

who openly acknowledged the disease described the process as a growing 

realization. For example, in Our second interview, Blake described how his search 

for answers led him to a specialist at UBC who gave him a simple block design to 

copy and he could not. His realization that he could not perfom this simple task was 

a turning point for him. He compared this loss with his former ability to solve the 

Rubic's Cube which is a highly complex manipulation puzzle requiring intense 

concentration and cognitive abilities: 

T2 Blake: (The doctor) had the coloured blocks and asked me (to do 
the design) and I can remember a few years before that when I 
was pretty good on a Rubic's cube. 

Colleen: Yeah (shared laughter) So was that the point where it did it for 
you? 
T2 Blake: (nods affirmative)'* 

Fremont, who also openly acknowledged AD, thought the diagnostic 

questions were silly because he knew the answers. Yet he understood the rationale 

behind the testing; that his knowledge was influx and the testing was probably quite 

necessary : 

Tl Fremont: So I was answering questions, and you know I got tired of 
some of the questions because I said, 

Colleen: Because they were too low? 
Tl  Fremont: Yeah, I didn't, you know I said, "1 don? want to do al1 that." I 
says, "Ils really silly because I know al1 about it, but," 1 said, "ln this that 
you're doing and whats involved in here (gestures to head)," I said, 
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"You're probably right in asking me anyway because it's al1 changing now! 
If that's correct what you've been doing, it's al1 changing." 
Colleen: But have you noticed any changes in yourself? 
T l  Fremont: Yes in the last year.13 

Other participants were more guarded in their acknowledgement by not giving 

many details around their clinical assessment. For example, Denton mentioned 

diagnosis in passing but did not elaborate upon it. Similarly, participants like Marù 

and Oliver who did not directly acknowledge the diagnosis of AD spoke only briefly 

about their diagnostic experiences. Mark advocated going to the clinic for a 

definitive diagnosis but he did not elaborate on his experiences there. Oliver 

expressed dissatisfaction with his clinic experience because he could not answer 

the questions: 

Tl  Oliver: Yeah, one time I wasn't too satisfied with what had gone on 
there so. 

Colteen: How so? 
Tl  Oliver: Well, they were way ahead of me, you know? And I mean 

they were asking questions that I couldn't answerl* 

Paizicipant's accounts of their reactions to the diagnosis were varied. Upon 

reflection some participants recalled their initial reactions ranged from outright 

acceptance to outright denial they had a disease. Granted, time may have changed 

how participants recollected their initial reactions and their recall may have had 

more to do with their current thinking about their disease. However participants 

described a variety of reactions including automatic resistance. For example, in Our 

first interview llena captured her reaction to diagnosis thus: "No way was there 

anything wrong with me! But (sighs) that's not the way it turned out to be."I5 On the 

other hand, Blake felt tremendous relief with the diagnosis. He stated that "when the 

diagnosis, Alzheimer, came around, it was a good piece of relief there" '"ince he'd 
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feared a far worse outcome such as a tumour or other more painful disease. He 

returned to this topic six months later and explained the fear that filled the void when 

a diagnosis was not forthcoming. "When I wasn't getting any information, I'rn scared 

because it left virtually the whole spectrum of what could be wrong open 

(exhales)."17 

Some participants who openly acknowledged the disease recalled the 

diagnosis as a cal1 to action. In response to my question of whether it's a good idea 

for the doctor to tell people they have possible or probable AD, Nelson was quite 

clear: 

Tl  Nelson: Oh, I think the doctor should, because l'd be wondering 
what's going on. 

Colleen: Now you know. 
Tl  Nelson: Now 1 know how to attack it on my own way. le 

Nelson also recalled his reaction to th8 diagnosis as one of acceptance: "1 

just thought that well I'm gonna have to go with it."19 However, he did so in the 

context of cautioning others against denial and reported the importance of taking 

charge over the disease. 

Closely connected to diagnosis and reactions to that process were issues 

around treatment. That there was no cure for what ailed them posed an important 

part of how some participants dealt with the symptoms. Participants who showed 

some acknowledgement of the disease saw the lack of a cure as a central part of 

the story of how to deal with the symptoms in their life. For example, Denton quickly 

glossed over the meaning of Alzheimer's in his life with the following, "lt's something 

that's you know, there's no treatment for it as far as I know."" Similariy Oliver 

described his diagnosis as linked to treatment: 
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T2 Oliver: 1 know 17/e got loss of memory and that. And not very long 
ago, somebody had told my daughter that they had found a way 
of stopping that. But evidently they didn't get it. But then they 
started giving me pills and more pills and more pills! And 

Colleen: And you didn't like the pills did you? 
T2 Oliver: There was noaiing 1 could do about it. They just, there was 

fighting started to get you know something two or three tirnes 
now. One of the doctors from some way off there, they had a way 
of stopping it. But it didn't work,.. '1 21 

Mark moved from not acknowledging the diagnosis in Our first interview to 

some acknowledgement in our second. However, he chose to speak about his 

disease in the past tense since he was now on a prescription of Arisept. In his 

assessment, things had greatly improved: 

Colleen: So, did you find that occasionally you'd forget where you'd put 
something? 

T2 Mark: Oh it was, it used to be awful. 22 

In conciusion, some participants used the terni Alzheimer's and were quite 

open in their discussion of the disease. However, other participants were not as 

open in their reference to the disease but they were willing and able to acknowledge 

in some way they had limitations and were struggling. 

In the next section of knowing, 1 explore the various ways people 

acknowledged their struggles with the disease. Participants spoke about the daily 

annoyances and hassles that came with memory loss. For example, Blake who 

openly acknowledged his disease described the annoyance of the loss of his short 

term memory in great detail and discussed his insigtit into his memory problems: 

Tl Blake: 1 can look up somebody's name, go to the phone book, once 
I've got the number, I've forgotten whose name I'm looking for. 
And you get into a cycle like this, about 4 or 5 steps long, a 
closed loop. The mind does funny things to you. In this situation 
your memory you feel that somebody or something is pulling 
strings and gaming with you. And 1 remember things back in the 
2nd wodd war, Korean war, al1 of them avidly. Read, I've worked 
in electronics al1 my life and this is largely a memory game. And 
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the last 60 seconds are a real problem. Remembering what was 
going on, I mean I can lose a phrase or lose a word in the middle 
of a phrase. And oh, it'll turn up perhaps 9 or 10 o'clock tonight 
(quiet laugh). So in that respect, ifs a bit chaotic." 

Even though Denton was quite guarded in his discussion of the disease, he 

did allow some limited discussion of his memory problems: 

Tl Denton: You know, I don7 know what's in my own mind so how can 
I know what's in theirs. We wouldn't be here now if I wasn't 
having memory problems! You know so like I Say, you'd have to 
ask other people what ah ... l'm sure my family, I know my family 
have noticed. You know they've noticed changes in me for sure. 

Colleen: How do you know that they have? 
Tl Denton: Well they've told me. 
Colleen: So as a family, do you talk about it? 
Denton: Oh yeah, we can talk about it. There's no problem talking 

about it. But we don't have, you know, we don? go out of Our way 
to talk about that. 24 

Beyond diagnosis, acknowledgement extended to the meaning of the disease 

within the person's life. Participants talked about the impact that AD has had and 

continued to have in their lives. This does not mean that Alzheimer's always formed 

the foremost context of participant's lives. Indeed, for some participants, part of 

acknowledging they had the disease was to see it as just a part of life now. This was 

often expressed as nothing can be done about it, so it's best to just keep going as 

best one can. In this context, asking some participants to reflect on the disease 

meant it wasn't a customary style for them. For example in Our second interview, 

Mark indicated: "It's now I feel it's the natural thing for me to have that 

Participants described another limitation the disease brought, the 

disorientation to one's surroundings. For example, Nelson described how easily this 

could happen: 

Colleen: Do you ever stop and ask for directions from people? 
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Tl  Nelson: N a  No, not yet. Not in this area, Not downtown or this here 
(area). I can get tumed around right in the maIl up here quite 
easily if they've changed their windows. That's al1 it takes! All they 
have to do is change the window and I would have to try and find 
out which direction I went or if there's mannequins are being 
moved or something like that, oh yeah. You use up evelything. 
And the thing is, it's a lot slower, If somebody's waiting for you, 
they want to know why it took 20 minutes to get here when it 
should only taken 10. It's more than a little turned around. It's 
pretty serious. But it happens. As 1 Say, I always find them. But 
people think, "Well what are you wasting so much time for? How 
corne you've been away for 10 minutes? " Or something like that. 
Sut they don't know that I been just mixed up. 

Participants also described the symptom of feeling confused in general. For 

ekample, in our second inte~ew, Grace reftected on her confusion, "(laughs) I can't 

(answer) Most of ail, I don? know, (i'm) not thinking right." " 

Another struggle participants described as symptomatic of the disease was 

the ability to communicate with others. For example, in our second interview, Grace 

described her st~ggle, "1 forget what I want to say." a Similarly Evan was hesitant in 

his speech and he admitted his struggle with "knowing how to say the words 

properly so they come out properly." "And Mark raadily conceded the limitations of 

his memory when he was in conversation with others: 

Tl Mark: But my memory as I bld you is a very fickle thing. And more 
than once I've had to drop something I was talking about because 
one thing, one word that 1 could put, won1 come." 30 

Another problem participants described was the feeling of being ovenivhelmed by 

group situations, particularly where everyone was talking at once. For example, 

Nelson who openly acknowledged his diagnosis described his struggle with group 

interactions, "But I get, when everybody's taiking at once, they're trying to give you 

instructions and things like Wat, that's the hardest things to rernernber." 3' 
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Trouble with cherished or taken for granted activities was also cited as a 

common annoyance. For example, even though Jane did not directly acknowledge 

the disease, she conceded she missed cooking dinner and having guests over, "1 

can't do it that much easy anyways anymore." 32 And Mark conceded he can't use 

his workshop any longer: 

T l  Mark: Well, there's a workshop there.. 
Colleen: Unhuh? And what do you do out there? 
T l  Mark: Now, not much. 
Colleen: No? 
T l  Mark; No. I'm, you know, losing it now. 
Colleen: Yeah. When you Say yau're losing it now, do you mean that 

you're losing the desire to go out and do it or just [when you go 
out to do it, it's frustrating?] 

T l  Mark: [It's not the] it's not the desire, because every so often, 
something will click. And it will corne to me then and it goes so far 
and then I try and hang on to it; somehow mend to it and if it will, 
it will and if it won't, I just don't let it bother me. 

Colleen: Oh, good for you. 
T l  Mark: That kills a lot of any trouble that I'm not getting what 1 want. 

And I've done it with a lot of things, that. 

These annoyances and hassles could challenge a participant's sense of what 

was possible in terms of living with the indignities and the syrnptoms of the disease. 

For example, in out second interview, Blake expressed incredulity that "things that 

would never happen to me, have happenecl!"? Another example came from 

Denton's experience of having a badly swollen elbow that he had injured enough to 

warrant medical attention. But he could not recall how he'd sustained such an injury. 

He could only presume that he'd hit it against something. 0th participants, like 

Evan who was reluctant to explicitly acknowledge his diagnosis nonetheless 

acknowledged role loss. 
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Driving and limitations around driving were major areas for concern that were 

expressed in the interviews. Some participants took a matter of fact attitude to their 

disorientation while driving. They would just continue driving around until they 

figured out where they were going. For example, in Our first intenriew, Denton held 

the opinion that disorientation would pass if he just kept driving: 

Colleen: Do you have a strategy if you get disoriented when you're 
out? 

T l  Denton: Yeah, l drive around until I find out where I'm going. 
Colleen: right. 
T l  Denton: (laughs) 
Colleen: It'll come back to you. 
T l  Denton: I ended up, the last time I went I had no problem. But the 

time before that I ended up in Tryon, you know. And driving 
around and driving around looking for where the heck I was 
supposed to be going and then I came out at Tryon, So, once I 
got to Tryon, well then I just, there was no problem in getting 
back. Getting home.35 

Denton also spoke about the challenge of learning the locations of newly 

moved family memben so he could drive to their home to visit. 

Another way participants communicated they felt something was wrong was 

through a negative opinion of themselves. For example, in Our second interview, 

Evan affirmed, 'Yeah, I do lots of stupid things myself I guess," sSimilarly, Grace 

expressed frustration with her memory, but instead of ascribing it to a disease, she 

reflected negatively upon her own abilities: 

T l  Grace: I don't know how to Say that. Just that I forget, But I can't 
say, But I don? know what to Say that I forget that I forget for one 
thing! 

Colleen: Do you think that's a good thing? To forget [that you forget?] 
T l  Grace: [l don? think so, no.] 
Colleen: No? 
T l  Grace: No! 
Colleen: What do you think it is? 
T l  Grace: Well, 1 think that I'm stupid. Excuse me. 
Colleen: W hy3 
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T l  Grace: Well because I wish I knew more than I (do.) I'd like to know 
a lot more things than I do know. I don7 know if I'm slow or ", 37 

This dynamic was apparent later when I asked her about AD: 

"Colleen: Ok. So what do you think about when I Say the term 
Alzheimer's? 

T l  Grace: Well sometimes I don? like myself. I don't know ~ h y . " ~  

Negative statements about the self were also made by participants who were 

openly acknowledging their diagnosis. For example, in Our first interview, Nelson 

confided, "1 just play dumb, which I am down thereaM3' Yet his work life up to this 

point had been in a highly prestigious profession which had garnered him a great 

deal of trust and respect. llena also had a particularly graphic hallucination while she 

was out socializing with her community group and was terribly embarrassed by the 

incident. She spoke negatively about herself and the indignity of the disease was 

apparent in her reaction to the symptom: 

T l  llena: No I didn't want to go back (to the group). More because 
they'd think I was an idiot, you know and you think, c r ~ m m y . ~  

Leanne was unwilling to acknowledge the diagnosis at bath time periods. 

However, in our second interview, Leanne expressed a generalized feeling 

that she'd lost something and she'd grown worse. "1 must have grown worse then." 41 

This was an apt description of her predicament since she had indeed been placed in 

a long term care facility. She was not orienteci to her surroundings in that she did not 

refer to being out of her own home. Further she felt that others simply couldn't be 

bothered trying to communicate with her any more: 

T2Leanne: I find that especially when you're sort of behind you know in 
many ways because of like, I could have got, I couldn't use my 
hearing aid and people can't be bothered to help you. They can't 
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be bothered to find out what you want to Say, if you know what I 
mean."" 

Thus participants spoke about the myriad of ways in which the disease had 

made an impact on their life. Relationships with others were also affected. Som8 

participants who openly acknowledged the disease spoke about their facades when 

dealing with others. For exampte, in our second interview, Nelson confided, "Oh. No, 

it's not easy. No. This is a false face. A lot of it is false. Here this laughing or 

anything like that, a lot of it is false." a 

Some participants acknowledged their relationship with their spouse had 

been changed or even mmpromised as a result of their limitations. For example, 

Grace describeci some of her relationship changes: 

Colleen: How has your relationship with Gilrnore changed [with your 
memory problems.] 

Tl  Grace: [Sometirnes we don't] get along very well. I don? know why. 
I really can't understand why. Maybe it's the way he, his way and 
maybe he doesn't like something about me. But I don7 think we'll 
ever separate. We'll never ever get divorced. No. 

Colleen: Have your memory problems contributed to those problems? 
Tl  Grace: Maybe a little bit. Just a little bit, yeah, yeah.'"' 

llena noticed the changes in her relationship, "Little things like that 

(dependence on spouse) that's worse than the big things." Similarly, Nelson noted 

the friction in his relationship: 

Tl Nelson: Yeah I probably desewed it anyway if she did Say 
something. 

Colleen: I'rn just trying to get a sense of what you're going through 
rnemory wise and whether it's had any impact on your 
relationship. 

Tl  Nelson: Oh, I imagine it would because I'm not adhering to 
everything that I should be paying attention to or something like 
that. It's going out of me. And a while later, she may ask 
something about it and I don? even know that I said it or gave an 
answer Everything, it'll slip out. 

Colleen: So that's a little bit of friction now? 
Tl Nelson: Yeah, yeah'46 
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Some of this change in the relationship came as a loss of shared activities. 

For example, in Our second interview, Blake wished he and his spouse would do 

more together. 

In addition to the daily lived impact of the disease, participants spoke about 

the future impact of the disease. This was reflected in participant's placement of 

themselves within a stage of the disease or a reference to a future state of being 

(not there yet). Future orientation in terms of not yet was acknowledgement that a 

process was underway and that something was happening to them. For example, in 

our second interview, Denton acknowledged the potential for future difficulties, 

"Well, you know what it's like sometimes, we haven't any problems but you know it 

can always happen (laughs through ~ o r d s ) . " ~ ~  The hope for a cure or the futility 

thereof was also part of the discussion about future realities. For example, Blake 

mused about his future and a discussion he had with his son: 

T l  Blake: Ahh I don? know how much about Alzheimer's he knew 
other than it's terminal. "So, how much time have you got?" I 
don? know, 5 years (quiet laugh)? 1 O? Unlikely 15 (laughs)" a 

Blake concluded with the statement of his uncertain future, "The House of 

False Lies! Well, I think the worst is yet to corne. (sniffs)" " 
Other participants also spoke forebodingly of the pending / threatening reality 

of living in a nursing home. Kent who did not explicitly acknowledge the diagnosis of 

AD at either time had these thoughts: 

T2 Kent: But I suppose when you face reality, that's (nursing home) 
what you would go (to) but I hope we never get to that stage. I 
don't want to live forever of course. That isn't the way the world 
goes. But I certainly don't want to be standing around any house 
with tears down my face or dribbling at the mouth or whatever old 
people do, very old people do. I mean that would be, and I don't 
know what you could do to stop that if that's where you ended up. 
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You just hope you don?. Unless we get some disease that's 
uncontrollable or something. I guess if you got something it could 
happen to you I suppose. It may be inevitable. I don? know. Well 
I just hope, I don7 lose al1 my faculties and whatever and need to 
have somebody holding my hand or whatever they do at nursing 
homes. No, I mean, you have to be realistic I suppose.50 

In thinking about his future, Mark, in Our first interview, referred to concern 

over losing his mind and a hope that his memory would improve: 

Tl  Mark: if this isn't gone 
Colleen: Your mind? 
T l  Mark: Yeah 
Colleen: What do you think? 
Tl  Mark: Well as I am now I couldn't put any money on myself you 

know with having that do with my head. '' 
Thus participants acknowledged they knew they had the disease or problems 

associated with it in a myriad of ways. Some explicitly used the term AD to refer to 

their disease while others preferred to communicate their knowing from the 

standpoint of memory loss. In the next section, I explore another way in which 

participants acknowledged the impact of the disease, through the theme of feeling. 

The Feeling subtheme reflected an emotional awareness that something was 

wrong. lt illustrated emotional reactions to the symptoms and was another aspect of 

acknowledgement. Coding for feeling used the participant's words or explanations of 

feelings. Nine of the 13 narratives contained codeable excerpts across both time 

periods and two participant's expressed specific feelings at time 1 only. 

In coping with their disease, participants expressed a range of emotions. 

Annoyance, anger, hurt, shock, sadness, and exasperation were common 

sentiments. For example, in our first interview, llena spoke about her frustration 

when she cannot remember how to do things she had done for years: 
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Tl  Ilena: I do more grwling at him (husband). But everything turned 
out. 

Colleen: Yeah, so did you end up putting up the Christmas tree? 
Tl Ilena: Yeah, after I swore. I didn't swear at hl i just said, "l don't 

know how. I don't know how!" That's exactly how you feel, That's 
how I feV2 

Frustration was expressed toward oneself as well. For example, in our 

second interview, Grace was upset at her inability to think. "1 can't even think! That's 

disgusting to me." 53 Participants expressed feeling trapped by their disease. For 

example during our second interview Fremont explains: 

T2 Fremont: I'm really trapped as far as I feel. 
Cotleen: You feel trapped? 
T2 Fremont: Oh, yeah. Yeah. Because you can see me stopping and 

everything. And I don't know. You know I want to know who she 
worked for. I know who she worked for but I don't know his name 
now. 54 

Similarly, llena described a bad day as one in which she felt "penned in" 55 

and had to stay at home to just sit and think. Related to these feelings of k i n g  

trapped were feelings of being isolated and lonely. In Our second interview, Leanne 

described her isolation through feeling that people did not understand her. She 

responded to my questioning about her feelings of loneliness. "Am I lonely? I am to 

a point, yes. To a point I am, y e ~ . " ~  

Many participants expressed their own fears and feelings of dread. For 

example, during our second interview Fremont was candid: 

T2 Fremont: And the thing that's so bad is when I'm laying there, I 
can't think of anything. See if I look at this or this (picks up a 
piece of paper) you know? Yeah. It's kinda scary to me, yeah. Oh 
yeah, and I know I'm nearing something. And l'II hate going out or 
anything because, see we're al1 around you know. And when 
you're going out and (people ask) "How are you doing?" 

Colleen: You sense something? You sense a change, a shift? 
T2 Fremont: Yeah. 
Colleen: And you're worried about that. 
T2 Fremont: Yeah, yeah. 
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In Our second interview, llena also expressed her experience of fear at 

finding herself lost: 

T2 Ilena: Well, that part is a little bit frightening when al1 of a sudden 
you find yourself, you know, what do I do? Like where am I? Or 
what? 

Mark too was candid about his fear during Our second interview when I asked about 

changes he's seen in himself as a person: 

T2 Mark: (tsk) Oh yeah! This at first I thought what a hell of a mess 
we've got with this. We didn't know what to cal1 it, whatever I've 
got. But I didn't want to build up on it and so I like get a bit scared 
because we didn't know. We had no idea what it wad9 

And Nelson surnmarized how with this disease "you can sure have some anxiety, a 

lot of i t M 6 O  

Feelings of humiliation in front of others were eloquently expressed by llena 

during our second interview, "This is the worst part is when I lose my chain train of 

thoughts and you stand there like an idiot!" '' Nelson, in Our first interview, indicated 

his feelings about the hassles, "lt gets a little bit embar~assing."~~ 

llena spoke about her feelings of resentment at the changes in her life. In the 

second interview she alluded to her ange? and feelings of resentment before shifting 

midsentence to recant her feelings: 

T2 Ilena: Really, it cheeses me off. (1 feel) resentful sometimes. No, I 
can't even really Say I resent. e3 

Evan reiterated at the end of Our first interview that it was important that I 

understood how he felt when I asked if he had any questions for me, "You 

understand how I feel do you? Do you understand how I feel?" 

In the context of the fear, worry, and anxiety that accompanied the transitions 

in the disease, Blake and his spouse both feared violence could occur. They 
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disclosed this to me separately. During Our second interview, Blake wanted to 

ensure others knew that violence in the home might be an issue for some people 

with AD. He wanted this issue presented especially for people who were newly 

diagnosed with the disease: 

T2 Blake: So this is a time to be warned that some wife beating may 
be around the corner. How do you mmmunicate this to new 
Alzheimer candidates before he takes a swing at his wife without 
understanding why he did it?%5 

Similarly, in our first interview, Oliver expressed fear about hurting others in 

the context of his frustration: "1 get kind of upset easy. But I don? show it. I don? like 

to hurt anybody." Some participants made violent references to themselves. For 

example in Our second interview in the context of discussing the future, Fremont 

responded to my question of what he will do as things deteriorate with the following: 

"Well I don? know. I guess, l'II probably kk kick myself.' * 

A central aspect of acknowledgement concerns the feelings expressed by 

people with AD around the impact of the disease in their lives. Candour in this 

emotional acknowledgement was notable amongst participants. In the final section 

on aspects of acknowledgement, participant's actions to deal with their disease 

were the focus of inquiry. 

Doing 

The Doing theme illustrated how ail participants showed aspects of 

acknowledgement by how they dealt with their losses and challenges. These 

strategies were actions that acknowledged changes or symptoms and ways to cope 

with them. Strategies were of three forms, In the Moment, Movement Away, and 

Movement Toward. 
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In the Moment. ln the Moment strategies were illustrated by the participant in 

the interview and generally reflected communication strategies either for oneself or 

with others. Ten of the thirteen participants demonstrated this subtheme across both 

phases of the study. Two showed this subtheme at tirne 1 only and one at time 2 

only. Often participants used several strategies in one passage, which wasn't 

surprising given their desire to cornmunicate their thoughts to me and my interest in 

understanding their perspectives. The strategies were broken into two sets. The first 

set involved self strategies and the second set involved strategies with others. 

Participants used the self strategy of tirne marking or pausing to try to 

recollect worâs as the following excerpt from my first interview with Blake 

Tl Blake: And we just turn loose with ahhhh ... (4 sec.) ... I was going to 
tell you her name.., itlll corne.. (9 sec.).. .. . . .. ohhhh it's. . .(6 
sec) . . oh, 1'11 tell it to you when it cornes back. . . . . 

Colleen: That's ok. 
Tl Blake: Anne! (said with finality and confiden~e)~ 

Verbal casting, another self strategy, involved stretching out verbalizations 

such as "ahhh". It was a method used by participants to hold their place in the 

conversation while a word was sought or a line of thought was organized. Far 

example, in our second interview, Oliver used this strategy, "' for the .. people 

amund and the ahh (sniffs) ohhhh ...( 13 sec) ... ohhh .... ... .. I don? know what else 

she (laughs). (4 sec) No, that's .." 

4 Full unediied quotes are used in ais section to illustrate the non-verbal aspects of aiese 

strategies and to fully parbay the context of ln the Moment strategies. 
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Participants like Blake expressed the need to dig for words in our first 

interview, "Just dig. (exhales). Dig till you find a word if you get ahmm.(2 sec.)..if 

ah.(2 sec.) ... a word a word path to it isnY going, isn't going anywhere then do a long 

dog kg." In Our second interview he described this process in detail, "1 have to 

undergo procedures like association ... to fetch words that I want in ahh general 

conver/conversation." '' Sometimes this digging involved an open methodical 

approach to self question and answer. Denton undertook this process in our first 

interview: 

T l  Denton: He's got two ah ... he's got a girl and a boy ... over there ... 
he's ... is that al1 there is? Yeah, I think there's just ah ... there's 
Shannon ... no Shannon's Pat ...( laughs) Shannon's my daughter 
over here (laughs).. . .thereps ah ..... (3 sec).. .Martin...Martin has 
ah.,. Kate and ah .... Scott! Those are my gran, rny son, rny 
grandchildren." 72 

At other times the word finding strategy involved a vague description of the 

concept as Mark did in our second interview in speaking about modern art 

magazines: "Because you've got ... (3 sec) definite ahhh .. (lowers voice) what shall I 

say? .,. (8 sec). . .I don't know how to put it (inhales) you pick up a modern .. ahh I 

think there's one on there.. a magazine that I like." 73 

For participants whose mother tongue was not Engiish, word finding 

sometimes involved another language. This was the case for Grace for whom 

English was a second language, "l'm not cruel, but I am sometimes with (exhales)..( 

3 sec) ... Je viens de Quebec, Ma mere a viens de .. (lowers voice) Quebec." 74 In our 

second interview I asked about this process more directly: 

Colleen: do you find that you sometimes are thinking in french now? 
T2 Grace: Yes! yes! 
Colleen: Is it easier to think in French or English.. . . or? 
T2 Grace: ..(4 sec).. ahhh you can if you want, yes. 
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Colleen: But for you I'm wondering, .. 
T2 Grace: for me 
colleen: Do you sometimes have thoughts in french? 
T2 Grace: Oh yes, yes, oui, oui ... . (4 sec) (exhaled) .. I sure do. Oui, je 

parle francais, je pense en francais. 75 

Sometirnes, after searching in vain for the thought, word, or concept, 

participants frankly adrnitted their struggle. For example: 

Tl  Denton: ' Her heart specialist, he's he's.. his office is just across 
from euh ,.., from euh ,... Queen Elizabeth ..Dr .... what the heck's 
his name anyway. I forget his name now. That's part of the 
memory going there (laughs)..(shared laughter).oh.. A's its' he, 
he..she goes to him, I don't ahh..l don't ah ,..I don? go to him at 
all. My only Dr. I have is Dr. Brint.76 

T l  Fremont: One thing happened ahh .. that was very strange.. ( 3 
sec) ahhh I ..I get my..(Ssec) .. My ... ahhh .... ( 5  sec). ahhh I 
I'm gonna miss a lot here you know, it takes so long 

Colleen: yeah, but just go with itn 

In other cases, participants were monitoring their words to ensure they were 

communicating what they intended or that they were on topic. For example, llena 

used this strategy extensively in the first interview, " .. no, .. but they are not going to 

change, ..no that's not the right word ...( 3 sec) ummm (tsk) ... now how in the heck do 

you explain al1 of this?"" And in the second interview as well, "now here's 

something.. see, see, just like that my mind can go blank. ..( 3 sec).. But, there was 

something."" Jane also used this strategy: 

Tl  Jane: (inhales) Matter of fact, there's umm ..(tsk) ( 3 sec), there I 
am you see, having trouble rernernbering, there's something 
coming up downtown and I've got it written on the calendar .. 
about Alzheimer's some .. ahh kind of a lime meeting of some 
kind .. I can't.. or a lecture or some dam thing and I've got it on 
my calendar and I can't remember ... here I am forgetting it 
already. But recent things, I have trouble remembering.80 

In our second interview, Kent used this strategy, "' but I know that's not the 

(laughs through words) proper word but (inhales) ... you know that are as ... 
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comforting (inhales) and so on ' but ahh we've got a flock of great grandchildren. A 

flock doesn't sound right (laughs through words) but we've got quite a number." 

Related to the concept of self monitoring, participants sometimes told me 

they were going to go around a topic rather than labour through it. This is a strategy 

of sidestepping topics to avoid cumbersome lapses. For example, Fremont used 

this in Our first interview, "And ahhh ... hets down there ... he ahhhh she (laughs 

through words) I won? bother to tell you." And he used the sidestepping strategy in 

the second interview as well as combined it with a series of empty repeated words: 

"' I won't Say what it is right now (said quickly), and then ..I then took ... boom boom, 

boom, boom, boom, .." 

In other instances, participants informed me they would build room for error 

into their accounts. For example Jane used the caveat, "Umm (3 sec). . Well thislH 

be round figures" 84 Similarly Nelson indicated, "Ahh.. I guess it would be about 3 

years now. I may be out a year but it's about 3 years." 85 

Another strategy that reflected self monitoring was Denton's expressed wish 

to have more time to prepare his thoughts when I concluded oui first interview by 

asking him if there was anything else he would like to discuss. This appeared sirnilar 

to the reflection strategy used by Mark during a break in Our second interview. W hen 

he returned to the kitchen table from a bathroom break he said he'd been 

"remindingMes himself about a topic. He proceeded to explain, in great detail, a 

procedure he'd done at work. 

Participants showed a variety of strategies for their own communication 

needs. In addition to the seif strategies described above, they also showed a 
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second set of strategies which involved others. A common one was appealing to 

another for recall assistance. A few examples included asking for my assistance: 

T l  Oliver: I believe .. three years.. three.. (3 sec) what's in-between? 
(laughs) 

Colleen: months? 
T l  Oliver: Months, yeah months ... *" 

Other examples include asking me to enlist the help of their spouse: 

T l  Denton: But maybe once ah ...y ou know ..., maybe once she goes 
into the ah ... into the what do you cal1 it, I'm trying to think of the 
name of the darn place there ...( 4 sec)..oh, what the heck do they 
cal1 that ... l'Il have to ask her the name. Go, go, give a shout and 
ask her what it what it tis. 8e 

T2 Denton: ' We just finished listening for it today there, it's ah oh 
that's a bunch of old people there, .. and it's ahhhh ... what the 
heck is it called anyway? .... ohhhh I'd have to ask Donna they're 
on every., .this. .today, what's today anyway? 

Colleen: Today is Monday. 
T2 Denton: Monday, so that's on ahh .... every Monday they have that 

program on there. And it's something something similar there, 
therels..they got older people and that (laughs) yeah, yeah. 

Colleen: And so they, they do ... this program profiles different , different 
older groups or what is the program about? 

T2 Denton: Oh, they, they talk about talk about the ahh the older 
people. There's older people there. What the heck's it called 
anyway? .. (3 sec)..Oh, have to ask Donna. Thank god, she's got 
a memory (laughs) 

Colleen: (shared laughter) 
T2 Denton: Yeah. She, she, she.. she'll remember what it is thereaeg 

Sometimes participants would cal1 out mid-interview for their spouse's 

assistance. In Our second interview, Fremont used this strategy, "1 had three years, 

three years putting ... k oh..whats (laughs) .... what's that, you know now I'm rotten 

you know I can't tell you (laughs through words) ahh ahhh ( yells upstairs:) ... Mom 

... Mom (yells out to his wife) .... 
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In addition to using others to help them to remember, participants also used 

others to help structure their communications, For example, Evan requested more 

structure in the conversation since it was easier to respond to questions rather than 

try to generate ideas in a more open ended format, "Unless you could lead me 

along, then I could ... maybe do it better that way." '' llena also requested more 

structure, "(inhales).. Umm ..(6 sec).. now what else? ....( 4 sec) ... I'm trying to think 

(laughs through words) of what else. 1 have to have somebody ask me the 

questions, ok? You ask them. Cause then it's easier for me to say." 92 Hilton was 

quite able to answer the direct questions on the quantitative measures, but 

generation of conversation was quite difficult. Thus, encouraging others to give them 

a structure was a strategy used by participants to keep their interactions with others 

going. 

Occasionally participant's struggles elicited my help even though it was not 

directly requested. For example in Our second interview, 1 offered Blake what 1 

thought to be a sought after word: 

T2 Blake: ' she ahh ... attends the ahh ..she8s been attending the ahh.. 
ahhh ... (10 sec).. . . . .(tsk) ohhh I've forgotten what it's called ! 

Colleen: The support group? 
T2 Blake: Support gr ou^!'^ 

Similarly, I worked with Fremont to build meaning in out first interview: 

T l  Fremont ' ahh ... Like this is ... ahh .. this can... go swell or do 
anything, this 

Colleen: your nose? 
T l  Fremont: yeah, 
Colleen: just the bridge of it? 
T l  Fremont: no, no, right through here, al1 the nose ok? 
Colleen: oh an allergy? 
T l  Fremont: yeah, " 
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The a d  of meaning making with participants was based on facilitating 

communication as this excerpt from my first interview with Oliver illustrated: 

T l  Oliver: Yeah.. and.. mm Like those there 
Colleen: oh, what's that? 
T l  Oliver: That's (tsk) fall ahh ahhhh.. of ahh (rubs hands on table 

cloth) (9 sec) 
Colleen: it's like a freezer jam is it..? 
T l  Oliver: Yes.. ahh ..Oh it's ..,.(IO sec) it'll come to me.. (laughs). 
Colleen: It looks kind of red, is it rhubarb ? 
T l  Oliver: NNNo, it's 
Colleen: or strawberries? 
T l  Oliver: strawberries! 
Colleen: strawberries. 
T l  Oliver: That's it?' 

Another strategy participants used during the interview involved using their 

house and items within it as props for their conversation with me. For example, 

when Fremont was struggling to recall an important point, he decided to retrieve a 

prop from his house to help his communication. Family photos were also important 

reminciers as this excerpt from Denton's second interview showed: 

T2 Denton: oh yeah. Oh yeah. ' That's her there. 
Colleen: Oh ok. I was wondering why you were pointing over hem. 

Yeah. That's [a young her isn't it?] 
T2 Denton: [That's Melinda,].. pardon? 96 

Some participants used reenactment to communicate their meaning. For 

example, Fremont during Our interview was quite theatrical in reenacting and 

itlustrating his points with body movements and gestures rather than words. 

Thus a variety of strategies were used by al1 participants to cope with their 

limitations in the moment. This showed the dynamic way in which participants 

continued as agentic selves despite the disease process. This included enlisting the 

help of others in order to keep an interaction going and to keep up their participation 

in the interview. 
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Movement Awav. Movement Away strategies were actions described by 

participants which illustrated coping by withdrawal or delimiting their involvement 

with others. These strategies involved participant's acknowledgement of their 

disease by withdrawal from discomforting situations. Six of the thirteen participants 

showed this strategy across both time periods and three showed it at time 1 only. 

The strategy of withdrawal formed part of a response to threats or 

challenges. Participants described how isolating themselves and backing away from 

challenges enabled them to think. Withdrawal was as subtle as removing the 

pressure for recall. For example, Ilena's comment in Our first interview illustrated the 

value in backing away from a struggle, "Yeah, you could walk/just start walking away 

from it and turn around and it would just click back into your mind, "Of course, that's 

what it ~as!" '~'  Sometimes the withdrawal was as overt as avoiding group 

interactions. For example, several times in Our first interview, Nelson returned to the 

theme of extracting himself from others and he reflected on this, "1 probably am 

making excuses myself by shunning people, you know too many people away, 

stepping away from from them. I'm shunning them" In Our second interview, 

Nelson spoke about how easily he muld be upset and how important it was for him 

to remove himself from the upsetting situation: 

T2 Nelson: Well I've gotta walk away! Get away! I'm probably shaking, 
but I've got to walk away. And which by walking away is not being 
nasty to them, because th8y don't even caught on because it's a 
bunch of guys talking. 99 

At times this withdrawal was attributed to a reduction in confidence or seif 

esteem. In these instances, a withdrawal strategy came from the acknowledgement 
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that communication and memory were crucial to social situations. And when that 

was lost, withdrawal was an easier strategy: 

T l  Fremont: Yeah, another bad thing is 1 find now, that 1 don't want to 
speak to anybody in here (meaning his housing cornplex). 
Because 1 can't talk to thern soon as they talk. 

Colleen: Cause you're not recognizing who they are? or? 
Tl Fremont: No, I know everybody. But their names are al! gone. 
Colleen: Right. 
T l  Fremont: Yeah the names are gone. 
Colleen: And you like to address people by their name? 
T l  Fremont: (fidgets on couch).. Exactly, sure. 
Colleen: And so are you avoiding social contact? 
T l  Fremont: 1 don? have much social contact with them. I go out and 

wave and say hello, and al1 that. 
Colleen: Yeah, but none of that sort of intimate conversation? 
T l  Fremont: No, 1 can't because when they Say something, you know I 

can't answer usually. So you know that's, I feel kind of strange 1 
guess. 1 know already well 1 don? think there's nothing 1 can do 
about that!lW 

Similady, in out second interview, Fremont expressed his difficulties with 

communication with others, "Yeah, there's no way that 1 can, I can't go and talk to 

people" 'O1 

Other aspects of Movement Away were witnessed in participanî's decisions 

to relinquish activities based on an acknowledgement of limitations. For exarnple, 

Nelson's account during Our second interview illustrated how he had relinquished 

driving : 

Colleen: Are you still driving? 
T2 Nelson: No, I gave that up as soon as 1 knew what my problem 

was. I stopped right then because that's when I'm phasing 
everythinç out that could hurt anybody on my behalf. Everything, 
I'm getting it away because 1 don? want to be involved with 
hurting anybody. 'O2 

Hena described her decision around driving thus: 

Colleen: Are there areas of your life that you've lost independence? 
Have you any losses of independence? 

T l  Ilena: You mean taken from me? 
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Colleen: Or that you've decided not to do, it could bel 
T l  Ilena: For one, I've decided not to drive the car. 
Colleen: Right 
T l  Ilena: But 1 
Colleen: 1s that a decision that you made? 
T l  Ilena: I did it myself, yes.lm 

Participants also described giving up hobby activities, using power tools, and 

travelling with their local service club, An important aspect of relinquishing activities 

centered around participant's agentic assertions they made the decision as this 

example from Mark's first interview illustrated, "I gradually sold them or I'd give one 

or iwo older ones away and I've let it go.' l M  This point was made quite well in 

Nelson's first interview account of his decision to stop travelling with his service club: 

Colleen: So when you had to give up travelling with the Service Club1 
T l  Nelson: Oh, 1 didn't have to. Nobody stopped me. I did it myself. 
Colleen: When you decided to do that, how did that affect how you felt 

about yourself. 
T l  Nelson: Well I felt relisved. l'II miss going up there. (But if I were 

working in the souvenir booth,) it would be, who gave me that 10 
dollar bill? You feel that you don? want that to happen. 1 wouldn't 
put any money or anything like that in my pocket. But you can't 
(keep track). Somebody would come up there and there's a lot of 
people around. And then they corne up and 'Nelson, will you save 
this for me? l'II pick it up after the ceremonial.' or something like 
that, Then you turn around, who was he? What was it he wanted 
me to save? That type of thing. And 1 donnt want to (get into that) 
1 OS 

Participants spoke about a number of restrictions related to the disease. For 

example Nelson described how he left his work: 

T l  Nelson: No, 1, the doctors spotted it (AD), and the Company told me 
it was better just to get out. 

T l  Nelson: So 1 contemplated for a few minutes and 
that's it. 

Colleen: That must have been hard 
T l  Nelson: Oh! That was the hardest thing in my life. 

thing, l m  

1 said well 1 guess 

Yeah the hardest 
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Finally, withdrawal may be based on the idea, whether correct or not, that 

some participants felt there was little help available to them. For example €van 

expressed this sentiment of isolation referring to his inability to get help in general, '1 

don't think there'd be that much. Cant gel that much help," 'O7 

Movement Away was based on participant's awareness / acknowledgement 

they could no longer perform as they once did. It was rooted in the ability to 

acknowledge they needed to limit their involvement in some significant way. In some 

cases it was based on an awareness that they needed to back off from competing 

distractions in order to function to the best of their abilities. This renders Movement 

Away as a particular kind of coping strategy which can promote feelings of agency 

and delimit objectification. This is especially central to an agentic self to the extent it 

enables the perception that withdrawal was one's own decision and not imposed 

from others. 

Movement Toward. Movement Toward strategies were actions described by 

participants that illustrated a reaching out for help, assistance, and support with the 

disease. Ten of the thirteen participants illustrated this concept across both time 

periods and three at time 1 only. There were two different aspects of Movement 

Toward strategies. One aspect was reliance on others for informal help and the 

other was a movement toward formalized services available in the community. 

The first aspect, the informal genre, involved communication about the 

disease with others. For the person with Alzheimer's, part of their movement toward 

others was found first in admitting their struggles to themselves. Participants who 

did not openly acknowtedge the diagnosis of AD were less likeiy to illustrate the 
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movement toward strategy than participants who were more open in their 

acknowledgement. For example, in Our first interview, Fremont described an early 

incident of disorientation and how he admitted his struggle to his wife: 

Tl  Fremont: So my wife was walking down the Street when I got up 
close and she thought something was wmng because I took 
about an hour from being in there. 

Colleen: Right, but she had expected you long and ever ago? 
Tl Fremont: Yeah, and she said to me, 'What's the matter?' I says, "1 

donPt know where 1 am!'lo8 

Participants first level of communication occurred within their family unit. This 

com m unication may have occurred before diagnosis, typically wit h a s pouse and 

sometimes expanded to include children, other family members, and friends. Nelson 

was clear on the benefit of working through the implications of the disease with the 

help of his family, "1 think they (doctors) should tell the person that he's got it (AD) 

and let him work out the same way as I'm doing it with the help of the family"'Og 

Beyond one's immediate familial circle, the next level included telling friends. 

For example Blake summed it up in Our first interview, 

T l  Blake: And eventually you just have to tell your friends, 'Sorry, I've 
been having some mernory problems lately.' 

Colleen: So have you told many of your friends what's going on? 
T l  Blake: Yeah! I don? hide it.1 figure the more people who fess up 

and bitch the sooner something is gonna happen.'1° 

Likewise, in our first interview Fremont described telling his neighbour about 

his disease: 

T l  Fremont: Sol I told him, I says, 'Mathew, I know that you told me 
where that was and so on, but I've forgotten it!' He looked at me. 
He'd just told me! You know that's a terrible. 

Colleen: So did he tell you again or what happened then? 
T l  Fremont: Sure, he said, 'Anything wrong Fremont?' And he's a nice 

guy. I said, 'Yeah, I'm sure there is.' I said, Tm beginning to lose 
my memory and everything.' 'Oh, no. Oh no.' And I said, 'So we're 
gonna have a hell of a time finishing this. You've got to be sure 
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that you get your fence done!' And he laughed and everything but 
that sort of thing. 11' 

In Our second interview, Fremont described how open he was about the 

disease with his neighbours: 

T2 Fremont: Yeah. Because, well they al1 know here now because 
Colleen: All your neighbours right? 
T2 Fremont: Yeah. 
Colleen: You decided that it was better for them to know? 
T2 Fremont: Absolutely! I Say, I tell them! Yeah. I tell them. I tell them 

to go to hell if they Say something that I don? like. You know? '12 

In our first interview, llena described her friends' and families' reactions to her 
news about her diagnosis: 

Tl  Ilena: And you hear sort of a stunned silence for a few minutes. 
You know people thinking. But no, I hadn't anybody saying like 
'yuk!' Like you know, Iike how if something, especially little kids, if 
they see something they don? like, it's always yuk. Well, in this 
case if they hear it, their mind doesn't go back and think, 'Oh, for 
god's sake, I don? want anything to do with her.' You know? I 
mean, they're very very (supportive) actually what l've run into, 
they're like, if I've talked to them on the phone too, I've told them! 
And they never Say anything (negative). As 1 Say, they'd stand 
behind you. Not only your family, but as I said, some of the 
people you care for. Il3 

This openness may have been a way to continue enjoyment of interactions 

with friends. In Our second interview, Evan expresseci, "My best hope is to be able to 

live more to be able to continue with my friendships I guess" '14 Similarly Ilena's first 

interview described her friend's support to retum to their community group when she 

was reluctant to come back following an embarrassing episode where she'd had a 

hallucination, "'Yes, you are coming back.' I mean she knows how much I enjoy the 

mornings because they're just a super bunch of women that sit down and talk and 

you know" IlS 
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Participants acknowledged their dependence on others. This dependence or 

need for others was connected to security. Reaching out was within a context of 

compromised mutuality. During Our first interview, llena expressed the simultaneous 

acknowledgernent of need and dependence that was undercut by mixed feelings of 

gratitude and resentment: 

T l  Ilena: But I say, I de.. count on my family. I don't bully them with it, I 
don? complain with it. 

Colleen: How do you count on your family? 
Tl Ilena: Oh, I don't know but they're super. 
Colleen: What are some of the thingsthey do? 
Tl Ilena: Oh, my daughter will bul, will bully me. Oh that's the wrong, 

rub that out ...( shared laughter) um, No, .. like ..'Ok mum, I'rn 
going over to haircut. Let's go and get Our haircut and go for 
lunch.' But I mean he (husband) has been excellent! As far as 
going out to the Clinic and Sitting there for hours, he has been 
good. So we overlook the growling. That's the only way. But, 
cause he, just the nature sornebody is and he just, but no, my 
family are very good. '16 

However, while llena described her supportive farnily, she also recognized 

how their support was connected to her worst fear of being placed in a nursing 

home. Nelson too was clear during Our first interview on his need for other's 

assistance, "So if we're going somewhere, I always make sure that, this situation 

that I'm in, that I want somebody to, if I get turned around or something, to corne 

Iooking for me"17Thus participants held a clear recognition of how crucial their 

families were for their continued security. Not only did Oliver feel his family was a 

strong source of support, he acknowledged how they help hirn to rernember himself. 

Thus, regarbless the openness to applying the term AD to thernselves, participants 

acknowledged the central role others played in their lives in terms of their current 

and future security. 
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Reliance upon one's spouse was a central theme in some participant's 

narratives. Nelson's comments from our first interview were illustrative of this: 

T l  Nelson: No, 1 think one respects the other. Yeah.. not because ... 
oh, no, 1 think .. I ttiink ..we're closer together. 

Colleen: Are you, do you find that you rely on her more 
T l  Nelson: (raises voice) [Oh yeah! Yes, yes, yes, yeah.. ] 
Colleen: [than you used to?] 
T l  Nelson: I've got to.. (lowers voice) I've got to. 11' 

In Our second interview, Nelson returned to his reliance which was connected 

to his fear of being lost in a crowd, 

T2 Nelson: But the only thing is if she disappears in a crowd of people, 
and 1 don7 know where she is, then 1 start to panic. Secause 1 
panic if she's in a crowd of people, and 1 may not have seen her 
go in or where she'd go; I just stop right there and let her go 
through and eventually realize that I'm not there. She'll come 
looking for me. I just stay ~ t i l l ! ~ ~ ~  

Oliver was also quite dependent upon his spouse as illustrated by the 

following from Our first interview, "Oh 1 would be lost if 1 didn't hang around with my 

mum, my wife." 120 He was quite aware of how crucial his wife was for his continued 

quality of life: 

T l  Oliver: No she's a real good girl, I'd a been dead a long time ago if 
she wasn't around. 

Colleen: So you really depend on Olga to ... 
T l  Oliver: Oh yeah 
Colleen: To be there for you. 
T l  Oliver: Yeah. 
Colleen: Do you find that she's able to help you with your memory 

problems 
Tl  Oliver: Yeah, lots of times I've been thinking of something, and 

she'll answer it for me. 12' 

In the context of Alzheimer's Disease, the spouse's health became an 

important issue for a participant's continued security in herfhis home. For example 

Blake was clear that his future securiîy was connected with his spouse. His spouse 

became a central focus for his hopes for the future in Our first interview, "1 don? have 
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any great hopes that 1 can focus on. 1 guess a good healthy spouse" IaHis spouse's 

centrality to his security was still an issue 6 months later when we spoke, "The 

question that bothers me is, it's a what if there's some, a disaster like an automobile 

accident and she's disabled?" '" He worries what will become of him. In addition to 

the expected concern that spouses may have for each other, the health of one's 

spouse is an important preoccupation with AD participants as they acknowiedge 

their personal security rests on dependence. 

Pets can become quite important for security as well. For example, in our 

second interview, Evan explained how "You can depend on them." lZ4 Fremont too 

used the idea of a pet as a source of security during our second interview: 

T2 Fremont: l'II tell you one thing that if I got a good dog. 
Colleen: A good dog? 
T2 Fremont: Yeah. 
Colleen: What would the dog do? 
T2 Fremont: Everything 1 want.12' 

Fremont's spouse had also confided how she used the dog to assure herself 

when Fremont went for walks because she was sure the dog would remember how 

to get home, even when Fremont would not. Other participants and their spouses 

also relied on pets as sources of comfort and security. 

Another set of movement toward strategies involved reaching out to more 

fomalized services for information and support. This included the spouse's 

movement toward a support group. For example, during our first interview Blake 

described his spouse's detective work around discovering what was happening to 

him. For some participants their movement toward something included extensive 

reading on the topic of Alzheimer's etiology, research, and cure. For example in our 
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second interview, llena described her intense interest in any material related to 

Alzheimer's Disease: 

Colleen: You've leamed more about what the disease id 
T2 Ilena: Yes! I read and tear out every little thing you can on the 

paper. And that helps too a lot of it! üke, there was one with a 
smart looking woman walking. You know like this is on tv. And 
she came out and she just said something and she said, 'So I'm 
gonna have to do what 1 can!' You know like before that she 
would be capable of doing it. 

Colleen: And she had Alzheimer's? 
T2 Ilena: Yeah. I missed the biggest part of it (the show). So, like to 

me, if somebody said, 'Hey something is on about Alzheimer's.' 
I'd drop everything and of course I want to see too. Just when 
that woman said that, I mean it was right on tv but I couldn't tell 
you when,lS 

In some cases, reading material was purchased for family members so they 

could become more comfortable in discussing the disease. Blake, in Our first 

interview, described one such paperback that he purchased for his son, "a 

paperback, 'When Someone You Love Has Alzheimer's', I think is the title, 

something like that" 12' 

Also connected to the formalized aspect was the attendance or interest in 

support groups for people with AD. For example, in both interviews Blake spoke with 

a sense of belonging about his group and Nelson in our first interview expressed a 

desire to know more about the people who share his disease: 

Colleen: Have you received al1 the information that you wanted to 
about Alzheimer's. 

Tl Nelson: Actually I havenlt. No, I don't think so. 
Colleen: What kind of information would you like? Do you have 

questions that you want answers to? 
Tl Nelson: Is there a place in town for people to congregate to discuss 

their own problem with somebody else that's got something 
~ imi lar? '~~ 
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Thus, participants expressed interest in seeing and talking with others who 

were struggling with the disease. Some participants were also interested in being 

with others in a less pressured social atmosphere such as a day centre. For 

example, in Our second interview, Blake was enthusiastic about his involvement with 

his day centre, "1 think the social activities at the senior's club, the day care (are) 

pretty good. We're going down to the science centre this week" la 

Reliance upon and access to services in the community was also reflective of 

the movement toward forrn of acknowledgement. For example, despite earlier 

resistance to the notion of using bracelets, in Our second intewiew, Fremont 

acknowledged his looming need for one: 

Colleen: Have you thought about a bracelet with your 
T2 Fremont: Yeah. [No, I'm foolish] 
Colleen: [address and that stuff on it?] 
T2 Fremont: I've stopped things and well I had nothing in both those 

places (when I got lost), I had nothing ta go with. 
Colleen: So do you think a bracelet [would help?] 
T2 Fremont: [ Yeah, absolutely, ] absolutely. I oughta get one. Yeah, I 

better talk (to her about getting one.} ( he picks up a pen and 
looks for paper to write a note to rernind h im~el f ) '~~ 

Similarly Grace acknowledged her bracelet made her feel safer. And llena 

admitted a similar sentiment in our second interview: 

T2 h a :  But ummm bracelets. 
Colleen: You're thinking about getting one? 
T2 Ilena: Yeah. [It's because] 
Colleen: [So ifs] 
T2 Ilena: Like they come out and I think, I don? know where I am or 

something. I think they (bracelets) should be something that's put 
on and don? wait that long. Like don? wait too long to put it (on). 
And I hope that anybody ever had to pick it up, they'd know 
where I would have to go! 

Colleen: That's a choice that you're making? 
T2 Ilena: Ummmhmm, yeah 13' 
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Another aspect to the formalized Movement Toward fom of 

acknowledgement involved thinking about participation in research or in leaving a 

legacy through donating one's body to science. For example, in Our second 

interview Fremont was proud, "Oh, yeah, I know I am helping (to find a cure for 

Alzheimer's) because I'm going through (drug trials) and you know and doing this 

(research with you) you know. yeah." '32 ln our first interview, Nelson expressed his 

desire to contribute to research even though it may not benefit him directly, it may 

help others, 

T l  Nelson: ' but do everything in my power to work to get something 
done about it (Alzheimer's). 1, you know, I was gung ho to help 
and that's how it is because I have volunteered myself to these 
particular things (drug and research trials) that may run out on me 
but it may help somebody else someday. 'W 

In conclusion, participants illustrated diverse ways of acknowledging the 

disease in their lives, The acknowledgement took on various forms depending upon 

the participant's openness in acknowledging the diagnosis and herlhis strategies for 

balancing the constitutive tension between agency and objectification. The next 

section resistance continues to explore the dialectic of the tension between k i ng  an 

agentic self and an objectified other. 
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Aspects of Resistance 

Aspects of Resistance were characterized along three general themes, 

Resist Knowing, Recontextualized Knowing, and Constructing Agency in the Face 

of Loss. AH participants' narratives illustrated forms of resistance. The first theme, 

Resist Knowing consisted of strategies to cope with losses or threats to 

personhood. This theme explicated resistance to acknowledging limitations and 

the avoidance of discussing them. The second theme, Recontextualized 

Knowing, explored how participants minimized and normalized their losses. The 

third theme, Constructing Agency in the Face of Loss, encompassed strategies to 

celebrate the agentic self. This third theme illustrated participant's assertions of 

self-esteem and pride in al1 that they were in the present and the past. 

Resist Knowinq 

Resistance to knowing was centered around disavowal of problems or 

limitations. Ten of the thirteen participants illustrated this concept across both 

phases of the study and two at time 1 onîy. In a most basic sense, these 

passages may be understood as variations on the theme of denial. Over the next 

few paragraphs, I will iltustrate the myriad of ways in which denial was manifest in 

the narratives. However denial as a static category would not capture the 

dynamic interplay between acknowtedgement and resistance in symbiosis 

throughout the narratives. 

For some participants the resistance to knowing centered around the 

diagnosis, and was often enacted in the i n t e~ew  as a resistance to discussion. 

This form of resistance was evident for participants who did not openly 
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acknowledge the diagnosis of AD as particutarly relevant to their experiences. 

Because this form of resistance challenged the assumption there was something 

to discuss, disavowal of any problems rendered moot a discussion of problems. 

In Mark's first interview, he was dear about his perception of a diagnosis of 

Alzhiemer's disease: 

Colleen: And did they say that you had Alzheimer's or not? 
T l  Mark: Nol 
Colleen: No? 
T l  Mark: Definitely not. 

Leanne also asserted she didn't be l  there was much to discuss in Our first 

interview. I was asking about her diagnosis and whether she would use the word 

Alzheimer's disease to describe her memory problems: 

Colleen: My main question is just whether you use that word 
(Alzheimer's) to describe your memory loss? 

T l  Leanne: No, not really, I can't remember anyway. And I don't think 
that I've used that word, not really. 

Colleen: Have you noticed that some days are better than others with 
regard to memory problems? 

T l  Leanne: No, I don? think so. I think I'm just normal. '35 

Denton resisted discussion by refusing to engage in consideration of the 

topic. In the second interview Denton resisted discussion by asserting he did not 

perceive a problem, "No. I don't have any trouble with my memory. I don? have 

any trouble with my memory! People, other people might have trouble with my 

memory, but I don't have any trouble" 13' He wenf on to assert, '1 wouldn't know 

cause I'rn not, I don't have Alzheimer's. As far as I'rn concerned, Alzheimer's is 

not bothering me at all!" 13' Jane also used this strategy of resistance by refusing 

to acknowledge the relevance of any limitations to her experience. By the time of 

Our second interview, she had become less willing to discuss any limitations and 
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she denied her memory problems played any role in her decisions to discontinue 

dnving. She clearly resisted discussion by deciding to end taping part way 

through Our discussion and prefemng to just talk. While she wanted to continue 

talking with me about other aspects of her life, she did not want to discuss 

problems. She no longer wished to be taped and ended the discussion about her 

limitations. In Our first interview, Kent resisted the relevance of any limitations to 

his experiences, Well I don? really appreciate or know that I have memory 

problems but what would you define as memory problems?" 13' Kent resisted 

discussion throughout the first interview by redefining what memory problems 

meant for him: 

T l  Kent: Well, that is sort of making an assumption that I have 
memory problems. But l'ni not sure that I do because if I want, 
you know if I make up my mind I want to do something, and I 
don't forget it, I nonnally get it done and so on. And maybe 1, the 
definition of memory problems is probably what 1 don? 
understand. 

Colleen: Right, right, well how would you define them? Cause I think 
that's really important what you think. 

T l  Kent: Yeah, well I guess it would be a making a plan of what I'm 
gonna do during the wwk and then forget everything I planned to 
do and do nothing and so on. I would start to consider that as a 
relatively serious problem. But I don? have that kind of a problem. 
You know I don't have much ta do to keep me busy. 

At the conclusion of the first interview, Kent gave me some insight into the 

impetus underlying his resistance, "Well, I don't you know, I'm not gonna admit 

that I'm ~ l d . " ' ~ ~  

Sometimes participants resisted knowing by creating distance between 

themselves and the topic under discussion. For example, throughout Our first 

interview, Kent questioned why I was interested in speaking with him. After my 
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explanation which I connected to his diagnostic testing experience, he explained 

his perception of the testing experience. His explanation eff ectively placed 

distance between himself and the diagnosis. He understood the testing to mean 

something he was doing as a favour for somebody else. Diagnosis was nothing 

that he personally felt interested in compteting: 

Tl Kent: Well I've always, forgive me, but I've always regarded that 
(diagnostic testing) as a bunch of people we passed through that 
they were attempt, you know, quite naturally were attempting to 
do their job. And they got doing some anaîysing on me and so 
on, which I don't object to. But I didn't go there or any of those 
places because 1 was in any sort of discornfort or unhappy about 
anything like that at al!. You know, and I can respect that theyfre 
doing research and so they psychoanalysed me or whatever they 
did. It doesn't bother me a bit eh? 14' 

In our second interview, Kent sought the definition for Alzheimer's from 

me. He then effectively closed the discussion about his experiences with AD by 

asserting, "Well I certainiy donPt have a memory Ioss.''~ Mark also placed 

distance between himself and the terni Alzheimets in Our second interview: 

Colleen: Would you Say you have Alzheimer's? Is that a word that yod 
T2 Mark: No. No, Ifm not ahh I'm not familiar about it and I don't want 

to b e Y  

In our first interview Ilena confided it was her family that pursued a 

diagnosis when it would not have been a choice she would make for herself. She 

described the context for her diagnosis and subsequent resistance issues: 

Tl Ilena: So they, the kids, got together and they decided that this 
(AD) is what it was. From there on, I wasn't going to go (to the 
clinic). I was going to fight it and say, 'No way was there anything 
wrong with me!' 

Colleen: How did you corne ta put the label of ppossibly having 
Alzheimer's? 

Tl Ilena: Well, the family did. 
Colleen: Oh, they did [before the testing?] 
T l  Ilena: [They had already,] Yes, oh yes. They 
Colleen: When did it happen for you, or has that even happened yet? 
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T l  Ilena: How did it happen for me? You rnean how did I corne to the 
conclusion that this is what it is? 

Colleen: Yeah. 
T l  Ilena: I haven't yet. I have not yet and I'm not going to give in '" 

By our second interview, Ilena's description of her reactions to the 

diagnosis provided some clarity around her resistance. In this passage she 

shares how she made excuses to deny what was happening to her: 

T2 Ilena: First senses are no. No way. I don? have such a thing! You 
know? I mean this is how your first reaction is. I'm just tired, I've 
had a bad day. Or something that really upset me very much 
about the same time when I started. I mean it was just one of 
those things, No. I don?. That's not me, I didn't! I don? want that! 
You know as if you could just go up and brush it aside. Because 
anybody that knows the word, I think they know what it is, but you 
deny it! 

Colleen: Oh, ok. You were saying that you deny it. And I asked you, 
was it that you, llena deny it or that other people deny it? 

T2 Ilena: Itena? 

For participants who openîy acknowîedged the diagnosis, resistance 

sometimes arose in discussion of the implications of the disease. For example, 

while Blake was willing to discuss the disease in Our first intewiew, he was quite 

resistant to any discussion of long tenn implications. His resistance was apparent 

in discussions about decisions for his future in the context of long term care 

facilities. By focusing on the long term care home's reputation and not on his 

opinion about moving into such a facility, he sidestepped the discussion. 

Similady, he resisted a discussion of his placement in a home in our second 

intewiew. We briefly touched on this discussion when he diverted the topic. He 

continued to elude discussion of this topic by ptaising his wife's continued vigour. 

He contrasted his wife's health with other's frailties. All of this avoided a 

discussion of how the decision to go to a home would be made. Fremont was 
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quite willing to discuss the disease and its symptoms with me. However he was 

less willing or able to discuss ifs impact on his life. For example, in asking him 

about the impact of the disease on his relationship with his wife, he first 

acknowledged there had been an eifect. Then he shifted our discussion to 

illustrate how the latest conflict had k e n  her fault. Despite the fact Fremont 

openly discussed the disease, he illustrated moments of resistance when I asked 

him about the implications of the disease during ouf second interview: 

Colleen: So you rely on her to remember things for you too? 
T2 Fremont: No, 1 don?. 

Denton was more forceful in his resistance to the implications of the 

disease. In discussing his options for the future during our first inte~ew, he was 

adamant that he was not muving from his home: 

Colleen : And where will you be going then? Witl you stay (here or ., 
-he cuts into my sentence), 

T l  Denton: I won? be going anywhere! 14' 

In our second interview, I was attempting to discover the extent to which 

Denton discussed his memory problems with his family. His resistance seemed 

rooted to a cornmitment that what his family "didn't know wouldn't hurt themm '* 
He invested some time into explaining how he avoided the implications of the 

disease in his life. For example, in our second interview he confided, "1  guess 

there'll come a time, maybe when I'd have to worry about it. You know. But I don? 

consider that. You know."* 

Grace provided some understanding of her resistance to diagnosis as 

connected with the need to stay in the present and to "just live as I go!"t50 She 

believed she did not have Alrheimets Disease: 
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T2 Grace: And I didn't like that because I don't think I have Alzheimer's 
Disease. 

Colleen: Oh? 
T2 Grace: No! I don? have that Alzheimets disease, 
Colleen: No? 
T2 Grace: I'm not that old! "' 

Sirnilariy, Jane did not become engaged in the discussion of the disease 

or its implications. She referred to the fact that "l'm alive and healthyI"ls2 that she 

didn't 'have any health problems, to speak of," '52 and she wasn't even interested 

in considering a nursing home unless she "as not able to get around" t53 In my 

probes to find the extent of her involvement with the household, Jane confided 

her husband was doing more of the work. Next she undercut this, saying it was in 

his nature to do that work anyway. She effectively avoided a discussion of her 

limitations, 

ln order to resist discussion, participants sometimes deferred the question 

to another member of their family. The deferral directed the conversation away 

from the topic of the impact of the disease: 

T l  Denton: I don't think $0, you'll have to ask somebody else that 
(laughs) 

Colleen: But I am asking you. 
T l  Denton: Well, I know, but I mean I don't think sol no. No. I can't say 

that anyîhing's changed with me. No. You'd have to ask my wife, 
ask rny kids, ask my friends l u  

Sometimes in an effort to resist discussion of problerns, participants 

diverted the conversation to a different topic. For example, Blake diverted our 

discussion from his problerns to a detailed description of a tree in Our first 

interview. And later in the same conversation he diverted our discussion of 

nursing homes b his desire to be an organ donor. Similarly, Oenton diverted our 

discussion throughout the first interview away from discussions of the disease 
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with interjections. Some were about his need to shave or, as this excerpt 

illusirateci, the issue of the future was sidestepped with a humorous turn on the 

future: 

Colleen: Do you think things will change in the future? 
Tl  Denton: I'm not a fortune teller. If I were a fortune tellgr, hell l'd be 

making money! I'd be out there eaming money. No. I mean who 
knows? You know you don? really know. You don7 know what 
change.lS5 

During Our second interview, Fremont, who was quite open about the 

diagnosis and readily discussed the disease with me, was reticent in discussing 

his involvement with a support group. He sidestepped his involvernent in the 

support group with reference to reasons he could no longer attend. Finally, he 

described his contribution ta the support group through his role as caregiver for 

his mother who had AD and not from his own more personalireci perspective of 

someone who has AD. 

Another strategy to resist knowing and avoid a discussion was to close 

down the conversation. For example, Denton refused to discuss the idea of 

bracelets or the wandering registry in our second interview: 

Colleen: Have you considered getting a bracelet? 00 you know what 
the bracelets are that have your your name and your phone 
number and your 1 

T2 Denton: No! 
Colleen:: /address on it. 
T2 Denton: No never, no. 'a 

Kent, in our first interview, closed down the discussion about his driving 

and his daughtets concern for his safety by dismissing her concern out of hand, 

"Oh, 1 don't pay any attention to her." '" During Our first intewiew, Mark refused to 
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discuss his disorientation despite the fact that had been one of the key indicators 

fur him tu obtain testing for his memory problems: 

Colleen: So what would you do if you wete out in the neighbourhood 
and you couldn't remember exactly where, how to get back, what 
would you do? 

T l  Mark: Well, excuse me, it's never occurred! 

In Our first intenriew Oliver also refused to discuss the idea of nursing 

homes, "Oh, I don't go into that, I have never had anything to do with them." 15' 

Another strategy whereby participants avoided discussion was to indicate 

they didn't think about the issue. For exarnple, to my query about the future, most 

participants had teactions similar to Blake's in Our second interview, 'Don't do 

very much thinking about the future right now." '@'ln our second interview, Denton 

provided some indication of the reason for his resistance to a discussion of his 

pro blems: 

T2 Denton: No, not really, I don't really, I haven't really thought about it 
too much. You know the only reason l'm talking about it now is 
because, with you there, things corne up and that. Yeah, no I 
don't really, I haven't cantemplated it, in fact my daughter wants 
me to go and live with her.16' 

In the same interview, Denton followed his explanation for his resistance to 

discussion of ppioblems, "but I don't really worry too rnuch about the (future), you 

know I don't trouble trouble unless trouble troubles you. You know. I tried not to 

think about these things at ail" 162 Denton went on to elaborate his reasons for 

not conternplating the future, "tomorrow rnay never never corne. You know, so 

why worry about something you don't know if it's even gonna be here" '63 llena 

aIso used this strategy in ouf first interview, "l've just put it off and put it off. I think 

it's more it's almost li ke, what I don't know wonY hurt me." lg4 Leanne in Our first 
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interview was clear about her strategy too, "1 just don't think about the future. It's 

the way I look at it. I don't know whatb going to happen next. And I just don7 think 

about it. Put it out of my head and tive day by day. That's the only way to live." lsS 

Another way participants avoided discussion was to indicate they weren't 

aware / hadn't noticed anything. For exarnple, in Our second interview, Denton's 

resistance to acknowledgement seemed rooted in not attending to deficits: 

Colleen: Your rnernory doesn't interfere with your ddving? 
T2 Denton: No, not that I know of. la 

llena also used this strategy to avoid discussion of the disease. Despite 

the fact she was quite open about discussing the disease with me and the 

symptoms, in this passage from the first interview, she confided she still doubted 

the relevance of the diagnosis, "1 have never ever really been told this is what it 

is. I mean, like not that I can remember" 

Participants found many ways to illustrate the tenor of their resistance to 

knowing through denial. Among them were avoidance of discussion of limitations 

or implications of AD. Sometirnes this involved an agentic assertion to close down 

the conversation. At other times it involved a more objectified standpoint in which 

the AD person would not daim authority to speak on herlhis own behalf but rather 

deferred to other family members' perceptions of their abilities. In the next section 

I will elaborate on other ways resistance continues as redefining problems 

through recontextualized knowing. 

-q 

Most participants used a form of resislance whereby problems or 

limitations were noticed, but their impacts and implications were recontextualized. 
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Eleven of thirteen participants showed examples of this subtheme during both 

phases of the study, and one at tirne 1 only. In broad tenns the 

recontextualization of knowing was categorized into strategies of minimization 

and norrnalization. 

Minimitation. The most prevalent strategy to Recontextualized Knowing 

was to diminish or minimize the impaet of the symptoms or the disease. This was 

effectively accomplished in a number of ways amongst participants. For example, 

in our first interview, Blake downplayed the impact by contextualizing the 

frequency with which he was bothered by symptoms such as memoiy lapses, "it's 

not an incessant thing," and hallucinations while driving his car, "it's never 

happened since. " 16' llena talked of good and bad days in Our first interview. 

However she resisted discussing what a bad day was like: "they're not very, well 

for me, they're not that bad."170 Participants also recontextualized lapses as 

minimally intrusive to diminish the impact of the disease. For example, Mark 

explained his problem as just with 'recall" 17' and Kent did not classify his lapses 

as "signifi~ant."'~~ Some participants, like Denton in the first interview, diminished 

the impact by explaining the lapses were not something to dwell on: 

Tl  Denton: I don't know. Irs hard to Say because if you forget 
something, what is it they say? Forget, I forget, I forgot, I forget, I 
forget and don? give a darnn and it's a little bit like that for me! 
You know you just, you don't really look into it. And if you just 
forget something you forget it thafs all. 1 just I don't want to make 
a big deal out of it. If I'm losing my memory, I'm losing my 
memory. What the heck, nothing I can do about it. '" 

Other participants, like Oliver in our first interview, not only diminished the 

impact by seeing the disease as no big deal, but were confident that their lost 
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thought would "corne back" '74g~en time. As Leanne said in Our first interview, " 1  

just forget things now and again but it's not, it's more of a natural forgetting, you 

know. Il's not a big upheaval or anything like that."175 

Sometimes a participants minimization of the disease went beyond the 

realm of benign consequences. Some disregarded the danger or importance of a 

symptom. For example, in out first interview, Blake explained how he retained his 

driver's license and regularly drove after his hallucination. Kent was engaged in a 

conflict with his daughter around his driving. Neither participant saw reason to 

relinquish their driving. 

Aside from diminishing the impact of the disease, another way participants 

used minimization to recontextualize their disease and its symptoms was to 

revalue the lost attribute or activity. For example, in oui first interview, llena 

downplayed her rnemory: "But I've never had a good memory, so I won? cry over 

that one!" '78C~nnected to this, yet subtly different, was another kind of strategy in 

which participants diminished their needs. For example, during out first 

conversation, Denton joked: "1 don7 really have too much to remember" '"since 

he was no longer working. Similarly Nelson said he didnY "need to know what 

date it is." 17' 

Another minimization strategy some participants used to recontextualize 

the symptoms of their disease was to ascribe a loss of interest in certain activities 

as the reason for their discontinuance. For example, in Our first conversation, 

llena described her cessation of preserving and canning less as a reaction to her 

disease and more of an attribution of lost interest. However, undercutting her 
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account was the counter tension wherein she described her resentrnent of her 

husband's interference with and taking over of the canning task. Related to this, 

Mark ascribed a lack of effort on his behalf as the reason for his inability to recall 

information. In Our first conversation, he asserted that "it's there when I want to 

bother." Kent was adamant during Our first interview that forgetting was more a 

motivated forgetting strategy than anything like AD, "Yeah, oh well, that 

(forgetting) maybe is a convenience! Some things if you don't want to remember 

it you don? really!" IBO In our first conversation, Jane ascribed her disinvolvement 

with cherished activities less to her disease and more to the fact she no longer 

drove and it was inconvenient to take two buses to get to her club. She dismissed 

her memory problems as 'inc~nvenient"'~' but not that debilitating: V haven't 

been up a tree about itn '"So she did not organite explanations about her 

decisions around her disease but rather contextualized the disease as peripheral 

to her experiences. 

As part of minimizing, participants tended to attribut0 a symptom to 

situations rendering the perceived impact more transient than chronic and 

perhaps less threatening. For example, in oui second intewiew, Nelson ascribed 

his forgetting to being pressured or challenged to remember something: 

T2 Nelson: No, actually, there's really been not, no changes. Maybe 
forgetting a little bit more. But possibly and t'm, I think ifs other 
people forget more than I do. The only time that I really forget or 
anything is if I'm challenged.le3 

Another aspect of minimizing was to contextualize changes in familial 

relationships as reflective of things other than the disease. For example, during 

our first discussion, Kent contextualized his conflict with his daughter around 
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driving as reflective of her personality as opposed to having a grounding in his 

reality : 

Colleen: So why do you think your daughter is pressuring you (to give 
up driving)? 

Tl Kent: Oh she's a take, from the day she was bom, she's been a 
take charge type. And she means well but she pursues with some 
vigour her ideas. Whether they're good, or you know whether we 
judge them to be good, bad or indifferent. 18" 

Another way this form of resistance played out without conflict was 

illustrated by Mark. Mark used his son's need for tools as the reason underlying 

his decision to stop working with power tools. 

Often participants used humour to divert us from the personal to a more 

distanced discussion of the topic of Alzheimer's disease. Throughout Our first 

discussion, Jane described how she and Jeremy made light of her memory 

lapses, "Yeah, I don't spend a lot of time on it (trying to remember) or anything. 

We giggle more than we do anything else, which helps an awful lot if you can be 

silly with it you know."IB5 She displayed this sense of humour in Our first interview 

when she undercut a discussion of her memory lapse with a joke about keeping it 

from her bridge partner. Memory lapses were placed in the context of something 

to be made light of rather than something to be taken too seriously. Thus, there 

were a variety of ways in which participants showed resistance through 

minimitation of either their symptoms or their impact. 

Normalization. Another way symptoms were recontextualited was through 

an attribution strategy of normalization of the effects of the disease. For example, 

during Our first discussion, Blake recounted a story where he became disoriented 

in the mall. However he balanced this by including an explanation of how others 
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had also become disoriented. In so doing, he was normalizing his experiences. 

Similarly, in describing his disease during Our first conversation, Evan included 

his friends as also having problems. Leanne throughout oui first interview was 

adamant her rnemory problems weren't anything out of the ordinary, "Cause 

everybody has problems with memory, nobody's perfect." 

One example of this nonnalization strategy was the use of an age 

attribution strategy. Examples from Our first conversation included Jane's 

attribution of her husband's better memory to his younger age and Kent's 

assertion that his age alone could account for his memory challenges: 

T l  Kent: And it wouldn't at al1 surprise me that I have some symptoms 
of what people cal1 Alzheimer's. I mean afterall, I'm well into my 
80s. When does it start? And you grow older obviously so, there 
must be some things that 

In conclusion, participants employed vanous guises of minimization and 

normalization to their experiences in the early stages of AD. These strategies 

worked to limit the objectification and loss to personhood that can accompany a 

debilitating illness such as AD. 

Constructina Aaencv in the Face of Loss 

Resistance was enacted through a construction of the self as agentic even 

as aspects of agency were being undermined through losses. This was a 

self-affirming strategy that enabled participants to limit the transition to object 

status by bolstering their agentic status. The Constructing Agency in the Face of 

Loss theme used the dimension of time (past or present) to divide strategies into 

one of two subthemes. The All That 1 Am: Pride and Enjoyment subtheme 
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focused on the present while the All That t Was: Pride and Enjoyment subtheme 

portrayed reminiscences. 

All That I Am: Pride and Eniovment. This subtheme embraced the diverse 

ways in which participants affirmed and celebrated aspects of their current selves 

in the context of an interview about their experiences with AD. Ten of thirteen 

participants used this subtheme throughout both phases of the research, one at 

time 1 only, and one at time 2 only. This resistance to the disease through 

bolstering pride in one's present agentic status was especially prevalent with 

regard to issues of independence and self-determination. For example, in Our first 

session, Denton was adamant about his independence, "1 go out and I know 

where I'm going and 1 corne back,"'@@ Throughout the interviews he asserted he 

was in control and his ''~ptions*'~ for his life were wide. Part of his pride 

stemmed from his conception of himself as central caretaker to his pet and his 

spouse who was quite frail: "she depends on me more than I depend on her." lgO 

In Our first interview, Kenrs resistance strategy was a thorough affirmation 

of his self determination: 

T l  Kent: What a person that has Alzheimer's does or doesn't do. I 
mean, as far as I'm concemed, I'm in complet8 control of my 
own, whatever I want, intend to do. I get it done and if I don't want 
to do it, 1 don't do it and so on. So I don? have any sense of being 
lost control of my actions or my thoughts or anything like that, if 
that's what you do if you've got Alzheimer's. 1, you must have 
some trait. What is the traits of Alzheimer's? I don? know. 

Colleen: I think you described it pretty well with the feeling of loss of 
control 

T l  Kent: Well I don't have any sense of loss of control. lgl 
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Kent affirmed his ego as "able to do anything I want' lS2 repeatedly in the 

interview. He shared how he thinks of himself as a Prontrunner' lg3and was clear 

having a dementia did not fit meaningfully into his conception of himself. 

Connected to participants' stated desire to remain independent was their 

expression of the comfort & security of remaining in their homes. For example, 

during Our first interviews, Denton, Jane, and Oliver al1 resisted a discussion of 

moving into assisted living arrangements in a facility because, as Oliver 

articulated, he was "in this p l a ~ e " ' ~  and was used to "doing things" ' ~ 4  he wanted 

to do. Participants described moving into a facility as problematic because it 

would mean leaving what was familiar and known and giving up independence. 

Denton's excerpt from Our second session illustrated this well: 

Colleen: Yeah, why do you want to stay here? 
T2 Denton: Because I'm used to it! You know, it's my place, I own it Ig5 

Participants elaborated a range of activities they pursued. Although there 

was no verification of whether participants actually could or did do the activities 

they were proud of describing, their discussion of their involvement was important 

because they saw themselves as still able to fulfil these roles and functions. For 

example, even though Denton no longer had his vehicle in his yard and he relied 

upon his daughter to drive him, at one point in the second interview he portrayed 

himself as "still driving." lgs Earlier in the same interview he had described how 

helpful his daughter was for driving him to his appointments. Fremont was proud 

of his pool playing and his expertise and knowledge was an important part of how 

he portrayed himself throughout the first interview, "1 know everything there is 
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around here." '''This extended to his pride at his ability to "do al1 this good 

beautiful work" '* around the complex in which he lived: 

T2Fremont: I see that it's perfect. It's perfect. All the things perfect and 
everything. I walk on it and Wear running shoes always. So I told 
you that I walk. I do part of the garden and everything too you 
know. And I really do a job. if you saw what l did to that job."lg9 

In Our first discussion, llena expressed pride in her ability to drive if she 

had to because she "still (had) a license" 2001n our first interview, Jane expressed 

pride in her abilities around socializing and entertaining and she asserted she still 

played sports. She was also proud of her ability to remember: "ask me how I 

remembered back that far!"20' Throughout our first interview, Kent's portrayal of 

himself as writer took precedence over any consideration that he would have AD. 

For him, his current abilities and regular involvements with others precluded the 

veracity of any diagnosis or disease process: 

T l  Kent: Do people that have Alzheimer's, do they write books that are 
best sellers? You know? So I don't know what, you know how I 
could be. I don? know what classification people would put me 
in?* 

Mark too was immersed in his enjoyment of his hobbies and books. He 

returned to his current interests as a point of discussion in lieu of discussing his 

experiences with AD. He talked about books and magazines aiding him to retain 

his knowledge because he can "pick up a mechanical book 1 magazine and look 

through it and then bing, (he's) got it and (he's) back in it again' 203 His pride and 

enjoyment of his abilities was evident in this excerpt from our first interview: 

T l  Mark: Well I like books. 1 don't like these slack stories. I'm still 
interested even now in mechanics. But not mechanics as in car 
mechanic. I don? mean that. I've still got a lot of tools in here. 
(gestures to head) 

Colleen: In your mind? 
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Tl  Mark: Yeah. And I do quite a bit of pieking up, Something flicks by 
up here (in his mind) and I like to sort it out. Not for many minutes 
wrne time and 1 think it does me gwâ. 

Colleen: Yeah? 
Tl Mark: Yeah. 
Colleen: In that it makes you feel happy or 
T l  Mark: Yeah 
Colleen: Fuifilleci? 
Tl Mark: Pleasant. 
Colleen: Yeah. 
Tl Mark: Cause it's a thing you've done al1 my life."14 

In Our first interview, Nelson felt he could cope especially well in familiar 

territory or in perfonning simple routine tasks. When I clarified the extent of his 

reliance on his spouse ensuring he did not get lost, he made it clear that, "1 can 

do it myself. I may do it a different way or whatever, but I can get here."205The 

quote below reflects his pride in his abilities: 

Tl  Nelson: Well we do a lot of walking and working in the garden. And 
I do the bull work, But l'II wheel it if there's any wheeling to be 
done or I'm gonna start cutting the gras again. Get that out of 
my system. And it will take me a day to cut it, 206 

As far as Nelson was concerned, in an emergency he "could drive down to 

the hospitaV2'" and his conversational abilities were fine, "any subject that I know, 

I have no problem. I can rattle around with them (friends) just as fast as they 

can." He perceived others as interfering with his ability to think and he 

expressed confidence that, "If I'm by myself, 1'11 eventually conquer the 

During Our first conversation, Oliver was proud of the things he could do, 

"work around outside" ln OU? second interview, he spoke of his improving 

ability to "rernember more things than I was before." '11 He was quick to point out 

that he never got lost and he felt that his abilities were better than his sister's 
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abilities who also "had Alzheimer's, didn1t know anybody, couldn't talk to 

anybody" "2 He was proud that he was doing "the best yw can." 213 

Walking was a central aspect in many participant's lives. Blake, in our first 

discussion, referred ta the long walks on "two hour trails for people who are fit."214 

In Our second interview, he expressed satisfaction with his health relative to other 

diseases he'd feared and which would be more physically debilitating. ûvarall, 

walking seemed to facilitate coping for participants. For example, walking 

promoted a sense of freedom and autonomy, Mena described a bad day as one in 

which she could not get outside and walk. For Nelson, his mental health hinged 

on his ability to keep on moving and to keep on walking as he expressed in his 

second interview: 

12 Nelson: And the thing is I've got to walk! People don? really 
understand that. I've talked to other people that's {around here on 
the pathways) and they've got to walk. I guess there's something 
in walking that clears everybody's mind of their ills and ailments. 
But anyway I definitely have tom And l'm honoured I have good 
health. And I can buzt these hills with my two legs faster than 
anybody else can and boy I can go! And I don? run eithec but I 
guess the challenge, I challenge steep hills. I can see this kid 
who is 12 years of age go out and pass me. I know I have to get 
in shape. But yeah there's some right up, right out here. There's 
some good steep hills. And they're tough. I feel that I know what 
I'm going to be doing everyday and I just, I1ve got to walk. I know 
that and she (wife) possibly thinks that I do too much walking but 
I need it. Yeah she may think that 1 do too much walking, but I've 
got to! And other people in my age, they have that same problem. 
They've got to walk. You see them with their dogs but that's just a 
pet to go along with thern. They're out there for a purpose. But as 
1 Say with me and a lot of fellas that I met up there we're al1 in the 
same miil. We've got to walk. And it's the easiest, it doesn't cost 
money to walk and it's the best exercise that a person can get 
and if that's taken away from me, I've had it! Really had it. I've got 
to do it, yeah! 2'5 
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Closely connected to abilities was the self satisfaction, pride, and 

enjoyment of accomplishments including household contributions. For example, 

in our first discussion, Fremont was candid about how important his role was for 

him, "1 do al1 the cleaning of the house. I do al1 this. I do this. I do hers. I do al1 

that, al1 the tirne. That keeps me going "216 Blake's account was reflective of 

mastery in using an official sounding way to describe his role in doing the faundry 

in a humorous way, "l've also got a driver's license for a 3 speed washer." 217 In 

fact, for Oenton whose spouse was quite house bound, his household 

contributions were vital as this excerpt from our first discussion showed: 

Tl Denton: Well, she depends on me to go out and get the food, Go to 
the store. I goita go to the Safeway and get the food. She gives 
me a list and I go and get it there and stuff like that she depends 
on me for. You know, there's al1 kinds a thing~."*'~ 

ln Our first interview, Nelson placed himself at the centre of his family's 

morning, maintaining a vital role in their routine. Similarly, Kent's account 

throughout Our first session reflected pride in the mutuality he shared with his 

spouse and in his contributions to the household: 

T l  Kent: Oh really just to share the work cause I help with the cooking, 
and we wash the dishes together and I bring in the wood and she 
does vacuuming. l'II do vacuuming, whatever, needs to be done. 
Either I do it or she does it or we both do it together or whatever. 
There's no debate or discussion necessarily that you know, I do 
as much house work as she does really.21g 

The story shifts slightly for the women in the study. Jane was the only 

female participant who expressed pride in this kind of involvement as a resistance 

piece. Her cornrnents, like Kentls, reflected a pride in the mutual ability of she and 

her husband to get things done around the house. Perhaps household work was 

a new area for the men but for women who have had a career of housework. It 
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may be so overlearned, it's not considered a topic of conversation regarding 

competencies. Jane spoke often of her career as an office clerk whereas the 

other women had worked primarily in their homes with some limited employment 

outside the home. 

Moving from a focus on the self, participants also constructed an agentic 

self through their connections with others. This was part of the way participants 

balanced the interview from its focus on the disease to ways in which their lives 

were in addiion to the disease. For example, to balance our discussion, Blake 

used a story in our first session about how thoroughly he enjoyed his senior's 

centre. ln our second interview, Denton began looking through his wallet to show 

me examples of his involvement. Frernont portrayed an important self by 

disclosing how he helped the police. Nelson was proud of his involvement in the 

search for a cure for the disease. Thus, involvement was an important form of 

resistance that participants felt important to share with me. 

In conclusion, participants embraced a wide aspect of their current lives to 

construct an agentic self in the face of loss. By talking about their abilities, 

participants with AD performed acts of resistance to the disease. This resistance 

pushed against an underrnining of their agency in a disease process. The next 

section describes a similar process through reminiscence. 

All That I Was: Pride and Eniovment. This theme encompassed those 

aspects of reminiscence that worked in the interview to resist loss of an agentic 

self. Ten of the thirteen participants engaged in this subtheme at both time 

periods. The reminiscences reflected on a past competent and important self. 
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Reminiscence in the interview took the function of simultaneously resisting focus 

on present difficulties while bringing fotward a focus that constructed the self as 

competent. Self status was enhanced by orienting discussion to areas where 

participants held considerable'confidence and could claim authority in their 

memories. Therefore the discussion reflected both an "1 can remember" 

enactment of resistance and a logic of the moment whereby "1 was great, 

therefore i am fine." Moving discussion away from the disease to areas where the 

participant could demonstrate some memory abilities was described as an 

enjoyable activity. For example, Denton reminisced about the places he had 

lived. Rather than discuss the disease, Mark rerninisced on a past where he had 

been active in "the Saturday Night Army" 220 and had "always been delighted with 

what I've done." "' His narrative included the fact I was dealing with someone 

who was masterful and 'had a very interesting life." 222 

Most reminiscences of accomplishments were in connection with a 

competence 1 enjoyment of a work identity. For example, Blake drew upon his 

work identity throughout Our interviews. In the context of a question I asked about 

dependencies within the home, he used his work identity to describe how after 

"1 3 years in the arrned forces, I know what it is to clean barracks!" 223 Denton 

described his career as a salesman. Fremont drew extensively on his work 

identity to portray himself as the best at whatever he turned his hand toward. He 

ensured that 1 realized he was a mover and a shaker, the central hub of any 

operation, and an important person not to be dismissed. He contextualized my 

questions about fears by contrasting it with his militaiy experiences. He explained 
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that fear around the disease is irrelevant juxtaposed to the life threatening 

situations he survived during the war. 

Grace reminisced about sewing, knitting, and how similar she was to her 

parents. llena reminisced about her role in the household around canning and 

prese~ng and how well things turned out when she chose to do them. When I 

asked her opinion on nursing homes, she resisted discussion by saying she'd 

worked in one. It took some time in the interview before she gave her opinion of 

not wanting to live in one, 

Jane spent considerable time in the interview explaining how her memory 

had always been good and referenced her career as an example of her 

competence. Kent too spent considerable time recounting his past competent self 

and how this was reflective of his current reality. The overall effect he portrayed 

seemed to focus on the question of how someone who had accomplished so 

much and had been so competent could have any problems, let alone a disease 

like AD. Mark reminisced with a similar effect. Mark placed his work identity at the 

center of his narrative to show how his current conception of how he was a 

competent and important person emanated from his past accomplishments. Mark 

and Nelson also used their work identities to show they were more than they 

currently appeared to be. 

The reification of one's past competence to portray a present competent 

self included reminisced physical prowess. Blake reminisced about his biking, 

Denton about his 'timber cruising," 224 and Jane about her healthy status and 

athletic abilities. The function in the interview was to ensure I knew there was 
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much more to the person in front of me than someone with AD. The reminiscence 

was an important part of how the person with AD was able to push against the 

loss of an agentic self. 

In conclusion, countering the processes of objectification with the 

promotion of an agentic self was a key aspect of resistance. Pride in one's past 

and present cornpetencies, accomplishments, familial and community 

connections formed the cornerstone for these forrns of resistance. 
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DISCUSSION 

Speaking about their experiences, participants in the early stages of 

Alzheimer's disease portrayed a system of understanding not previously articulated 

in the AD literature. This system of understanding was organized around a 

dialectical tension beiween agency and objectification. This tension was voiced 

according to themes of resistance and acknowledgement working together in a 

paradox of understanding. The paradox was understood through the central 

organizing tension around remaining an agentic self in the face of a disease which 

systematically undermines abilities, status, and pushes toward objectification. 

Acknowledgement of the disease consisted of components reflective of 

agency as well as objectification. Participants described their knowing about the 

disease with stories of loss which undermined agency. For example, Blake's drearn 

of losing an a n  or a leg illustrates his acknowledged loss of agency. Juxtaposed to 

the loss were participants' agentic affirming actions in the interview and their stories 

of the choices and the decisions they have made. For example, Nelson explained 

how he made the choice to stop travelling out of town with his service club. Similarly, 

participants' descriptions of seeking out information through books, television, and 

support groups gesture toward agentic assertions over their disease. These 

subthemes of acknowîedgement illustrated agentic forms of engagement and 

withdrawal as both were important ways to explain how they dealt with their 

experiences. 

Resistance also contained exemplars of this dialectical tension between 

objectification and agency. Resistance was often the push against processes and 
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situations of objectification. For example, Kent's characterization of the diagnostic 

process as a series of tests that others needed to do to him rather than something 

he choose illustrates this form of resistance. Similarly re-framing the symptoms of 

the disease through minimization and normalization strategies pushes against the 

objectifying process of identification as a patient with a disease. For example, 

Leanne's assertions that everybody forgets and that it is just a normal part of aging 

illustrates this form of resistance. However, resistance was also the movement of 

embracing and promoting moments of agency. For example, reminiscences 

juxtaposed past accomplishments against current situations of loss of confidence in 

one's abilities. Thus Fremont reminisced his former abilities as a high powered 

executive against his current predicament with the focus on his identity as top in his 

field. 

Several findings from this research are relevant to the AD literature. The 

research provides some initial guidance around the constructs of acknowledgment 

and resistance in early stage AD with a view to clarifying a paradox of 

understanding. It also builds upon previous work in the areas of denial, depression, 

and personality in eatly stage AD and suggests a central reason for informing 

people of their diagnosis. The research also illustrates the importance of the AD 

person's perspective in the characterization of care. Finally there were a series of 

methodological strengths and limitations of this study which are important for future 

work in the area. In the following pages 1 will elaborate on each of these points, 

starting with contributions to the AD literature and ending with implications for future 

work. 
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Contributions to the AD Literature 

The first area where the current project contributes to the AD literature 

concerns the way in which people with AD understand and cornrnunicate about their 

disease in the post diagnostic early stages of the disease. The research can serve 

as a guide to theorists and community care networks alike around a paradox of 

understanding. The paradox was that people in the early stages of AD portray a 

myriad of ways they acknowledged their disease, even when they would not use the 

term AD to categorize their experiences. However they also simultaneously held 

tenaciously to aspects of resistance which appeared to contradict their 

acknowledgement. Hence the paradox of simultaneously acknowledging and 

resisting the disease emerged as a key finding. The contradiction was a paradox 

that worked to illustrate the central challenge of the preservation of self as able to 

act in the world while simultaneously experiencing symptoms and their implications 

for objectification. Knowing a diagnosis did not mean the person consistently spoke 

from that sfandpoint. For example, llena simultaneously discussed her disease and 

described how she did not really believe in the diagnosis. Nelson both elaborated on 

his losses and the impact of the disease in his life and on his maintenance of his 

independence. Conversely, even when they did not directly acknowledge their 

diagnosis, participants were able to speak about some forrns of limitations. Kent, 

who was resistant to the diagnosis, nonetheless spoke about facing the reality of a 

nursing home at some future point. 

Without understanding the dialectic underlying these narratives, the paradox 

of symbiotic acknowledgement and resistance might be dismissed as artefacts of 
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the neurogenic disease process underlying AD. This would miss the opportunity to 

beiter understand how people deal with a disease where they continue to 

experience themselves as agentic throughout a neurological and social transition 

process which undermines agency. 

While participants readily acknowledged limitations, they also simultaneously 

constructed them as arising in specific situations. To illustrate, Nelson noted how he 

had to avoid stressful situations where he was challenged and that he was fine as 

long as there was no pressure. Thus participants would talk about their experiences 

of the disease and examine the implications while at other points in the interview 

also resist discussing the implications of those experiences. The convergence of 

these oppositional tendencies is the paradox of understanding and illustrates how 

people with early stage AD experience their disease. 

This research suggests the paradox of understanding was not merely an 

artefact of a neurogenic block to awareness, but rather was part of a system for 

dealing with this disease. Although this requires empirical work to test it, there are 

several reasons to speculate that the paradox is not an artefact. First of all, the 

mean Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE) (Folstein et. al., 1975) score (22.5) 

indicated a highly functioning group of participants. Secondly, the hermeneutic 

analyses systematically examined the interviews and this paradox emerged from 

that process. The interviews held an overall coherency of using acknowledgement 

and resistance in functional patterns across the narrative. If it were merely a 

neurogenic block, then it is unlikely these functional ways of using 

acknowledgement and resistance would have emerged across the narratives. 
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Finally, a neurogenic block based on neuronal plaques would suggest more 

permanency in the resistance than was the case in the narratives for this research. 

Regardless of whether the paradox is'an artefact of the neurological deterioration or 

represents a common process for people dealing with a terminal disease, it 

nonetheless describes the way in which people in the early stages of the disease 

spoke about their illness. 

This research builds upon previous work around denial. Other theorists had 

suggested denial of memory problems and attempts to cover up mistakes were 

examples of coping behaviours in AD participants (Cotrell, 1997). The current 

research locates denial and other acts of resistance as part of a paradoxical system 

of understanding which balances tensions between agency and objectification. In 

this system, resistance is not static as participants' narratives also illustrated 

acknowledgement. This work suggests grouping reactions to diagnosis into a 

category of acceptance or denial misses the way people deal with their disease. For 

example, Ilena's description of how she did not yet accept the diagnosis but was 

actively engaged in finding out as much information as she could about her disease 

shows this point. It is not from static categories of acceptance or denial that people 

understand their disease but rather through positioning themselves as agents 

against objectification. In this system, acknowiedgment and resistance are both 

important positions that people use to explain their experiences. 

I think this paradoxical system of understanding AD enabled people to cope 

with their disease. Some evidence cornes from the overall impression left from th8 

interviews in which participants seemed to be handling their daily lives quite well 
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within their care networks. Additional evidence for this assertion comes from 

examining the depression (GDS) (Yesavage et al., 1983) data for the current 

research. None of the participants' scores indicated clinical depression. 

Furthermore, the participants' integrity (MEPSI) (Darling-Fisher & Kline Leidy, 1988) 

scores were also similar to those of cognitively unimpaired groups (Hearn, 1993). 

Thus both the interviews and the descriptive test scores indicated that the 

participants were coping well with their illness. 

Theoretical critiques of the depression Mature had encouraged researchers 

ta examine depression less as a contributing factor to cognitive impairment and 

more as'a consequence of cognitive impairment (Lyman, 1989, Reifler & Larson, 

1989). The premise for the critiques was that awareness of deficits would contribute 

to depressive feelings. Previous research with a community dwelling sample with 

MMSE scores in the range reported for this research found people with mild 

dementia were more likely to have a diagnosis of major depression (Pearson et al., 

1989). For the current sample, there was a longitudinal shift where 20% were in the 

mild depression category at phase 1 and 42% were in this category at phase 2. 

However no participants were in the severe depression category. Furthermore, the 

two longitudinal study participants who were classified in the mild depression 

category at phase 1 showed decreases in their scores at phase 2, albeit they were 

still in the category range for mild depression. This study supports other research 

which has shown that intact awareness of cognitive deterioration is not related to the 

development of depressive symptoms in dementia (Verhey et al., 1993). 
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In the current research study, awareness of deficits and limitations was not 

systematically related to depressive symptoms. All participants articulated themes of 

acknowledgment of their disease or its symptoms. While three participants' 

depression scores changed from normal to mild depression between the two 

interviews, their patterns of acknowledgement and resistance themes did not show 

longitudinal differences. Similarly, no pattern shifts emerged for participants who 

were in the mild depression category across both phases of the study. This 

suggests that acknowledgement as a cause of depressive symptoms appears to be 

too simplistic an interpretation. There is more to the development of depression in 

early stage AD than insight and awareness of changes in functioning. 

Ta speculate, the development of depression in early stage AD may be 

connected to feelings of anxiety and with how those anxious feelings are dealt with. 

Verhey and his colleagues (1 993) found an empirical link between feelings of 

anxiety and depression. While I did not initiate this current research to find 

systematic patterns of anxiety, participants spoke about feelings of anxiety 

throughout their narratives. 

Anxiety came up in two different ways. In one way, participants spoke about 

how they dealt with their anxiety through walking or other outlets. Most notable 

among these were Nelson's and Freemont's accounts of how walking helped them 

to feel better. Another way participants described dealing with their anxiety was in 

terms of preserving agency. For example, Nelson talked about the anxiety that 

comes with knowing about the disease. He elaborated that it was good for him to 

know his diagnosis so he could deal with it in his own way with the help of his famify. 
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Thus anxiety was part of early stage AD to the extent participants had insight into 

their illness. 

lnsight that leads to preservation of agency in the face of objectification may 

function to mediate feelings of anxiety. To illustrate, participants spoke about seeing 

their disease as part of their life now and made changes accordingly. In keeping 

with this, some participants simultaneously chmse to relinquish responsibilities / 

privileges in some areas (Le., driving, traveling alone) while maintaining their 

involvement and independence through other avenues (i.e., walking, gardening, 

household tasks). Often their decisions and involvernent were supported by their 

spouse. 

Perhaps insight into one's cognitive deterioration would have clearer patterns 

of association to depressive symptoms in community dwelling early stage AD 

people who do not have the kind of care networks that my participants enjoyed. 

The development of depression may inciude how the person with AD is supported 

to maintain their agentic involvement within their care network. Participants in this 

research spoke about the central role of their spouse in maintaining their 

independence. Thus the care network that this sample of participants functioned 

within likely contributed to their strong feelings of agency. 

While research in depression and AD is one aspect of personality research 

which has received a great deal of attention, other areas such as Eriksonian 

personality theory have received little attention in the AD literature. Like depression, 

participants' MEPSl scores were similar to those of cognitively intact older adults 

(Heam, 1 993). Personality research (Glenham, 1991) wit h cognitively intact older 
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adults indicated that relationships were particularly important to integrity in this stage 

of the Eriksonian life cycle. 

The current research narratives also underscore the salience of relationships 

for supporting people who are in the early stages of AD. People with AD drew 

extensively on their relationships. For some, relationships were used to promote an 

agentic self. This included references to relationships as resistance against the 

disease. This was most salient where participants described their families as the 

support necessary to keep them from needing more formal help such as a nutsing 

home. For example, Blake was concerned over his spouse's health as it held 

implications for his independence. It was also prevalent when participants located 

themselves centrally within their family and social web to construct agency in the 

face of the disease. Examples include Blake's, Denton's, and Kent's descriptions of 

their involvement in household activities. Similarly, where acknowledgement of AD 

was part of the interaction, relationships with friends served to promote agency. For 

example, the importance of relationships was clear in Ilena's expenence of being 

encouraged to return to her group even though she had felt alienated by her 

emotional outburst. In other ways relationships were used as illustrations of the 

process of objectification. For exampie, ways in which families dealt with the 

restrictions they placed on the person with AD sometimes served to promote 

objectification rather than agency. This was part of Kent's conflict with his daughter 

around his driving privileges and Blake's dissatisfaction with feeling "overwatched." 

It was also reflected in Ilena's anger about the way her family had not 

communicated with her about important decisions. While relationship discussions 
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could be interpreted as contributing to an epigenetic re-synthesis of identity in the 

narratives, they could also be seen as part of a reworking of the autonomy and 

shame and doubt Eriksonian stage. In an epigenetic sense, where relationships 

bolstered autonomy they enabled coping through the promotion of an agentic self. 

Where relationships contributed to shame and doubt the person with AD felt 

objectified. 

This research contributes to literature which suggests empirically derived 

measures of personality changes in early stage AD likely include elements reflective 

of both neurogenic as well as psycho-social processes (Cotrell, 1997; Vittoria, 1998; 

Lebert et al., 1998). Thus some of the constructs which are studied as personality 

change in AD are likely an interaction of the person with the disease and hedhis 

psychosocial environment. For example, voluntary withdrawal from activities was 

understood by some participants as a strategy for coping with the changes taking 

place. From the perspective of the participant, this was their strategic reaction to the 

neurogenic changes, not a sign of being controlled by their deterioration process. 

The research also illustrates the importance of telling people their diagnosis. 

This was a requirement at the UBC clinic. However, my experiences with rectuiting 

participants outside the clinic lead me to speculate that many people are not 

informed of their diagnosis. tn some cases, family physicians inform families of the 

diagnosis but not the AD person. Early diagnosis appeared to work well for 

individuals who were seeking answers to what was aiiing them. This research 

contributed to a growing body of evidence that telling people about their disease can 

facilitate their coping (Sauter et al., 1998, MacQuarrie, 1998a, Yale, 1994, Young, 
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2000). On the other hand, withholding the diagnosis might contribute to feelings of 

anxiety and uncertainty. Consider the case where a diagnosis is not shared with the 

AD person yet she / he is aware of her / his symptoms. This creates a troubling 

situation where the person must consider a wide array of things which could be 

wrong and this may heighten their confusion. Participants in this research spoke 

about their anxious feelings when they did not know what was wrong with them. 

Perhaps behaviours described by family and friends as troublesome in early stage 

AD have as much to do with frustration and worry in the absence of information as 

with neurogenically based deficits. The current research indicates that telling people 

empowers them to make of the diagnosis what they need. For those who needed 

answers, they worked with the diagnosis to expbin and work through their problems 

with family and friends. For those who needed to resist the implications of the 

disease, diagnostic knowledge was not deemed relevant to their conceptions of 

what was happening. Rather, their explanations of resistance centered around 

denying, minimizing or normalking their limitations. One of the most important 

findings emerging from this research was that people who used the diagnostic 

information to make sense of their experiences also used resistance strategies. 

Thus diagnostic information did not preclude resistance. 

With a possible or probable AD diagnosis, the socio-cultural attitudes around 

aging facilitated resistance through normalization of experiences. When 

participants recontextualized their memory loss as part of normal aging, they were 

communicating their experiences through the cultural attitude that memory loss was 

a normal part of the aging process. Therefore, even with a diagnosis of AD, some 
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participants felt there was little to concern them when everybody forgets and that 

was part of getting old. For example Kent believed he had some of the symptoms of 

AD because he was well into his eighties. Yet he was pretty clear this was just a 

normal part of his life and nothing with which to be concerned. He did acknowledge 

the symptoms but resisted the implications. 

The meaning made of diagnosis varied across participants. To the extent 

knowing the diagnosis facilitated their pursuit of an agentic self, participants readily 

spoke about diagnosis as a way of taking charge of their disease. Where the 

diagnosis was understood as something that was done to them, it was part of the 

objectification process and was readily constructed in Our conversation as less 

relevant to their life. For some participants like Fremont, the diagnostic process was 

a combination of agentic experience because they found the questions easy, and 

objectification because the simple questions foretold their future. Also, some 

participants experienced their family's push to find the diagnosis part of an 

objectifying process which they resisted even when they needed to find the answers 

for themselves. For exarnple llena felt 'bullied,' but she was not soriy that she had 

gone ahead with the diagnostic testing. 

This research also illustrates the importance of the perspective of the person 

with AD in the characterization of care. A strength in the research was hearing the 

AD person's account of what caring behaviour means. For example, Blake's 

description of how he felt 'overwatched by his spouse and treated as frail by the bus 

driver on the day centre route points out aie importance of hearing the perspective 

of care recipients. Care that seeks to help people with AD needs to be aware the 
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dialectic between agency and objectification. Caregivers need to be attuned to the 

dynamics of how care is offered. Care that respects the dialectic tension between 

agency and objectification needs to provide a range of options and include the AD 

person in making decisions as appropriate. For example, although people in early 

stage AD need to relinquish some areas of responsibility and privilege, especially 

around driving or other safety issues, they can be included in the discussion of that 

change. For example, liena described her anger at how her husband revoked her 

car insurance without discussing it with her. Also, rather than discontinuing some 

roles entirely, people with AD may be able to continue in an assisted version of that 

role. For example, Jane described how together she and her husband manage the 

house. Assisting with tasks where she / ne is an integral part of family life can do 

much to ameliorate the competing experiences of objectification that come with 

losses. This was evident in Nelson's role in his family's morning routine and in 

Oliver's assistance with picking the berries to make the strawberry jam. If restrictions 

can be understood within the agentic / objectification context, then decisions and 

compromises can be made to minimize the objectification and maximize the agency. 

Methodological Issues 

This research had several methodological strengths. A key one was the 

systematic follow up of early stage AD participants over 6 months 10 examine their 

perspectives in the transition following diagnosis. This represents a unique 

methodological contribution to the literature on AD. Placing the participant at the 

centre of the narrative and building common ground for understanding how they talk 

about their disease opened an opportunity to hear how they experienced the 
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disease. This narrative strategy has been used extensively within health psychology 

(Murray, 2000) but it has not been applied to the context of community dwelling 

early stage AD participants. Using a longitudinal method enabled me to verify that 

participant themes remained stable over the six months involved in the study. 

Furthemore, the intenriew methodology created an opportunity to follow the 

transition in the participant's own words. Speaking with the AD person as someone 

who can inform others about their experiences of the disease was an important 

contribution of this research. The contextualization of behaviours from the 

perspective of the person with AD is supported by other researchers advocating for 

more inclusion of the perspective of the person with AD (Vittoria, 1998). 

In addition, triangulation of data sources (Banister, Burman, Parker, Taylor, 81 

Tindall, 1994) would argue for an approach in which not only the health professional 

and the caregiver are asked about changes but also the person with the disease is 

asked about perceptions of changes as appropriate. Privileging caregiver accounts 

of personality changes over reports of AD individuals in the early stages of the 

disease may lead to discrepant conclusions from both an attribution theory 

perspective of actor-obsenrer differences (Jones & Nisbett, 1972) as well as ftom an 

empirical standpoint of caregiver accounts (DeBettignies et al., 1990; Petry et al., 

1989; Wright, 1991). For example participants constructed their walking as fulfilling 

their agentic needs. On the other hand, for spouses, the walks represented tirnes of 

intense worry and fearfulness that the AD person would become lost and not retum 

home. This was a source of tension in some homes, especially where caregiver's 

attempts to curtail their spouse's activities met with agitation. AD participants 
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explained agitation as arising when they felt their freedom was curtailed. Thus the 

interpretation of the behaviour coded as agitation varies depending upon the 

perspective of the person. Spouses who curtail much of their AD partner's behaviour 

are likely to create, and thus report, higher levels of agitated behaviour. On the other 

hand, spouses who do not curtail their AD partner's activities are likely to encounter 

and report fewer agitated behaviours. Thus a behavioural measure of the AD 

person's personality that asks spousal caregivers to report increases in agitated 

behaviours may be confounding dyadic interactions with personality changes. 

A major strength for the research was the location of the intewiew in the 

homes of the participants. Traditionally people with AD participate in research 

outside their home environment. The in-home interviews afforded many 

opportunities. Speaking with me in their home meant a minimum of interference in 

participants' routines. T hus distress and inconvenience associated with travel within 

a large city were minimized. This is a particularly salient point considering the 

importance of maintaining consistency and calm in daily routines of people with a 

dementia to maximize their functional capacity (Jones, 1995). There were other 

benefits to in home interviews. Participants were afforded a level of privacy a public 

clinic setting would not provide. Participants used their homes, possessions, and 

local seîting for contextual prompts to facilitate their communication during the 

interview. For example, participants would gesture to family photos to facilitate their 

discussion, point to areas of the house where they kept their collections, and point 

out the window to favoured walking paths. I also was able to establish rapport with 

individuals as they proudly showed aspects of their lives to me. For example, every 
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participant showed me something they had made, collected, or were proud of as a 

general course of my being in their home. In addition, the comfort of speaking with 

an interviewer in their home at their kitchen table versus sitting in a chair in an office 

likely promoted a level of candour that may not have been as easily developed ' 

elsewhere. I was also able to meet the participant's pets and some pets rested in 

their owner's lap or at her / his feet where they were patted or stroked at points in 

the interview, This contributed to the relaxed rapport and enhanced the quality of 

the information which emerged from the narratives. It is likely that being in their 

home supported a maximum level of functioning for the interview. Also, for the 

researcher, recognizing that I was in their home as their guest and acting 

accordingly sets a tone different than a laboratory or clinic setting. Reflexively, this 

created the opportunity to promote agency while asking participants about their 

experiences of objectification. This is a subtle yet important rapport setting detail 

that is not well articulated in the research to date. 

There are other elements to the interviews which created fidelity in the 

interpretation of the narratives. The interviews were structured to create optimal 

communication opportunities between myself and my participants. The 

conversational flow of the interview enabled a contextualized discussion of issues. 

This process is important for effective communication with people with AD (Vittoria, 

1998). In retuming to the interview guide at the end to ensure topics had been 

discussed, no new areas needed to be introduced out of context. As a result of this 

process, I have confidence the TlPAD refkcts the range of experiences people in 

the early stages of AD will cover in speaking about their lives in the context of their 
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disease. I did not have to decontextualite the information I wanted to receive from 

the frame of reference built within out interview rapport and interaction. 

Another strength of this research was the hermeneutic approach to analysis. 

The many iterations between text and theory throughout the process gave rise to 

the construction of a constitutive theme which was not currently available in the AD 

literature and which clarifies the paradox of understanding expressed by 

participants. The methodology also enabled a novel approach to understanding how 

overt symptoms of the disease were contextualized by participants. For example, 

this created an opportunity to better understand acknowledgement of the disease 

through movement away as a withdrawal strategy to preserve agency. Voluntaty 

withdrawal from activities was part of a strategy participants used to preserve 

aspects of their agentic self. What preserved agency was choosing to withdraw from 

activities. For example, Nelson's assertion that no one told him he had to give up 

driving, but that he did it of his own accord was an important distinction for him. 

Also, his description of how he was choosing to walk away from group interactions 

because they made him feel more confused was key to how he coped with his 

disease. Understanding withdrawal less as a neurogenic outcome of changes in the 

brain and more as an active strategy in response to the disease is a unique 

perspective and affords an opportunity to better understand how and why some 

behaviours arise in early stage AD. This alternative perspective can better facilitate 

transitions foilowing diagnosis of AD. For example, understanding the context for 

coping within an agentic / objectified dialectic can enable care networks of family 
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and friends to better adjust to the subtle boundaries around balancing safety and 

autonomy concerns, 

A final methadological strength in the current research was the conscious 

attention to reflexivity. The research from inception through cariying out the 

inte~iews to the analyses built reflexivity into the process. Reflexivity is one of the 

main elements to qualitative research (Banister et al., 1994). In this instance 

reflexivity contributed awareness of how I worked with participants within a specific 

method and methodology to construct an understanding of the experience of early 

stage AD. This reflexivity attempts to render explicit how the narratives were built 

within the context of speaking with a researcher about experiences of a disease. 

Therefore it is important to contextualize the narratives within the purpose of the 

research. Participants would not usually have had an opportunity to reflect upon 

their disease in the daily course of their lives. They explained that usually they 

would not think about these issues. Thus the opportunity to speak about their 

experiences in dealing with the disease for the purposes of research was created. 

Narratives not formed around this explicit purpose would have constructed a 

different constitutive theme. 

Limitations 

It is important to examine some of the limitations of the current research as 

these limitations have implications for the generalizability of the findings and future 

work. The sample was highly selective. Except for one participant, the sample was 

comprised of people who were able to access a diagnostic testing clinic. Further, the 

selection criteria were stringent so that over a two year period only 12% of the 
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patients tested at the clinic were eligible for inclusion. Granted, almost 43% of these 

did not have a diagnosis of possible or probable AD. However, in 39% of files, the 

AD person's level of impairment excluded them from participating in the research 

and another 12% were excluded because they did not have a spousal caregiver. 

Caregiven were the first point of contact for the research and refusa1 to participate 

came from them. Almost as many refused as agreed to participate (13 versus 14). 

This refusal rate is comparable to those within medicat research where recruitment 

of participants is an ongoing challenge for researchers (Trauth, Musa, Siminoff, 

Jewell, & Ricci, 2000). Examining caregiver's reasons indicates that some tefused 

because they were already burdened and research participation seemed too much 

to undertake. Also, despite the family conference where the diagnosis had been 

communicated by the physician, some caregivers stated their spouse did not have 

AD. Still others refused to participate because they were worried about upsetting 

their spouse. Thus the sample is a subset of a highly functioning group of AD 

participants who have spouses interested in and willing to participate in research. 

The results of the current research reflect the high level of functioning of the 

AD participants, their interest in speaking about the disease, and their spousal 

caregiver's willingness and ability to participate in research. Specifically, it may be 

that people who want to participate in research are also more likely to articulate 

aspects of acknowledgement while those who refuse to participate in research may 

be less so. Also the people who participated were able to communicate whereas I 

systematically excluded people whose communication abilities were too Iow for an 

interview based research study. In order to conduct experiential analysis with early 
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AD people, you need a select sample who have received a diagnosis, who are high 

in their verbal functioning and who are interviewed in a setting that enhances their 

communication strengths. All three issues represent a challenge to any research 

project in this area. 

One participant's conversational ability was lower than would have been 

predicted from his diagnostic tests at the clinic. He was included as AD with a Lewy 

body variant. Since the beginning of this research, Lewy body has become 

differentiated as distinct from AD (Gnarialingham, Byme, Thornton, Sambrook, & 

Bannister,l997). The experiences in this research support this differentiation. This 

participant was quite able to answer direct questions and his spouse also indicated 

she found he could retain some of his abilities to an uncanny degree. Yet, in other 

areas he was markedly below what would have been anticipated. His narratives 

contained few exemplars of the themes which emerged for other participants. This 

does not preclude him from having experiences of the dialectic described in the 

research. Rather his narrative was not as detailed as the other narratives. For this 

case, communication ability was a primary mediator in the methodology. Without a 

conversational narrative, a thematic analysis was severely restricted. 

Future Research 

This study has several implications for future research. Because dementia by 

definition includes an erosion of an agentic self through the loss of intellectual 

abilities, there has been little focus on awareness in the AD literature. However, the 

gradua1 deterioration over time with AD makes awareness in the early stages a 

relevant construct and a plausible central consideration for research on how people 
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live with the disease. In addition, given the sacio-historical ambience surrounding 

memory and aging, vigilance is likely to be heightened in the early stages of the 

disease. This heightened vigilance, makes insight into the disease process as 

experienced by people with AD an important phenomenon. 

As the disease progresses and insight diminishes, awareness becomes a 

less relevant construct. Therefore the system of understanding described in this 

current research is unlikely to be a useful schema for individuals in the latter stages 

of AD where insight is lost. Research into the system of understanding will become 

vital as researchers, the pharmaceutical industry, and health systems develop, 

promote, and distribute drugs which slow the progression of AD and maintain 

people in the early to mid stages of the disease for prolonged periods. Along with 

clinical trials research to test drugs to slow the progression of the disease, corollary 

research should shed Iight on how the extended period of mild to moderate 

dementia is handled by people with the disease and their caregiving networks both 

during and after pharrnaceutical interventions. 

Future work will also meet with challenges around the awareness context for 

people with AD (Hutchinson et al., 1997). This has direct implications for how people 

with AD are invited to participate in the research. By definition, the awareness 

context has two realms. The first is the realm of awareness of the disease or 

prognosis. The second realm involves how that knowledge is communicated. An 

open awareness context requires not only that the person was aware they had AD, 

but also that we communicated openly about the disease. All participants in this 

research had the common context of having received a diagnosis. I worked from the 
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assumption of an open awareness context. That is the person had been told they 

had AD and I was there deliberately and openly to discuss their experiences with 

the disease. While al1 participants had been told they had AD, there was a dialectic 

at work through which people moved between acknowledgement and resistance. 

Even with the common context of the diagnosis, some participants did not perceive 

the disease as particulariy relevant to their experiences. Without the common 

context of the diagnostic process it would have been quite difficult to build common 

ground upon which to have a conversation. 

Another implication from this current research is the importance of 

conducting qualitative exploratory research, especially in the formative stages of 

research where constructs may be less well defined. Until more is known about the 

complexity of experiences, operationalization of constructs for early stage AD will 

likely be inadequate. For example, as the acknowledgement theme explicates, 

measuring the person's awareness of the disease is multifaceted. Similarly, a 

person's denial of the disease is also multifaceted. Thus this research showed how 

a qualitative approach can contribute to better understanding the transition process 

for people in the early stages of AD. 

While the focus of this research was upon a hermeneutic approach to 

common themes across participants, some tentative offerings can be made toward 

individual differences in the data. There were some idiographic differences in the 

ways in which people communicated about their disease. For example, participants 

like Blake, Freemont, Ilena, and Nelson were quite open about discussing the 

disease and its implications in their lives. They used resistance, but the overall 
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qualhy of theit narratives tended more toward a frank discussion about the disease. 

Other participants were far less interested in discussing Vie disease and its 

implications. While these narratives also containeci thernes of acknowledgement, 

the overall quality of the story was inclined to resistance. Thus how participants 

enacted the agency / objectification tension in their narratives invoived varying 

degrees of acknowledgement and resistance. However, the focus for this research 

was upon locating a cammon thematic structure for al1 the narratives and did not 

systematically examine narratives according to the relative degree of 

acknowledgement and resistance. Future research could pursue this line of inquiry 

to develop a systematic approach for exploring individual differences in the 

narratives. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, a major contribution of this research was longitudinal 

home-based interviews with people in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease to 

systematically describe their experiences. These interviews formed the foundation 

for the analyses and enabled an understanding of the tensions underlying how 

people experience their illness. Central to the narratives was the balance between 

maintaining an agentic seif even while processes were underway which undermined 

agency and promoted objectification. This is part of a body of work in dementia 

research that seeks to add psychological information to the neurogenic literature to 

better understand AD and how people live wiîh the disease. 

The implications of this research extend into both research and care 

neiworks. First of all, research about behavioural and persdnality change in eariy 
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stage AD should include the perspective of the person with the disease. However, 

the research protocol should also be examined to ensure the information is 

gathered within an environment that would rnaximize the AD person's abilities to 

participate. Finally, and most imporiantly, people who have AD should be informed 

of their diagnosis as early as possible. lnforming people enables them to deal with 

their disease within their care networks. 
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NEW RESEARCH STUDY UNDERWAY- VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 

STUDY OF TRANSmONS IN AUHEIMER'S DlSEASE 

If you or your spuse recently have been diagnosed with probable or possible 
Alzheimer's disease, and you live in the Lower Mainland induding Vancouver Island 
and the Fraser Valley, you are invited to take part in a study of transitions in 
early-stage Alzheimets disease. The purpose of the study is to obtain a greater 
understanding of the emotional impact and coping demands following this 
diagnosis. The purpose is not to evaluate you, but tather to understand your 
experiences. The hope is that this information will allow health care workers to be 
more aware and understanding in assisting individuals and their spouses or 
caregivers. 

Participation involves both you and your spouse, Individually, you will talk 
with the researcher about the changes each of you is experiencing and how you are 
coping with those changes. In addition, each of you will comptete 5 or 6 brief 
measures to get additional information about the changes in your lives. Your entire 
participation will take place in your home at your convenience. The interview and 
measures will take less than 2 hours per person. In addition, the researcher will 
contact you again in 6 months tirne to invite you to participate in a follow-up 
interview. 

Please be assured that al1 information collected for the study will be kept 
confidential and any reports of the findings will not contain any identifying 
information. This will protect your privacy. There will be no monetary compensation 
for participation. You will be free to refuse participation as well as free to withdraw 
at any time during the study without having to provide a reasori. 

1 hope that this study interests you and that you consider volunteering. If you 
choose to volunteer, the researcher will maintain regular contact with you through a 
study newsletter and also will send you information about services and groups that 
might be of benefit to you or your spouse. 

If you are interested in volunteering or would like further information about the 
study, please contact: 

Colleen is a Ph.D. student at Simon Fraser University and she is conducting this 
research study for her thesis. 
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TIPAD Schedule 1 
TIPAD SCHEDULE 1 

Transition Interview for Persons with AD (TIPAD) 
SELF IMAGE (ADAPTATION, RESILIENCE, AND COPING) 

1. l'd like you to talk with you about your expsriences. The experiences 
that I most want to talk about concern the diagnosis of Alzheimer's 
dis8ase. What things are different about pur  llfe now than before you 
were diagnosed with Alzheimer's dimase? What has changed in your 
llfe? [GET SPEClFlC EXAMPLES] What strategfes have you used to 
adapt to these changes [SPECIF ICS]? What has helped you to came up 
with these strategles? [SPECIFICS] 

2. Loaking o w  al1 of your experiences, what has stayed the 
same?[SPECIFICS] What strategies have hel ped you to maintain 
this?[SPECIFICS] 

3. What changes, if any, have occurred in you as a person? [EXAMPLE] 
Probe: Do you notice any changes in your personality? 

4. How do these changes affect how you think about yourself? [EXAMPLE] 

5. What do you find is the hardest thing to cope with? [EXAMPLE] In what 
ways do you feel limited? [EXAMPLE] How do tbese limitations make 
you feel?[EXAMPLE] In what ways do you feel in control of your day to 
day Iite?[EXAMPLE] In what ways do you teel out of control of your day 
to day Ilfe?[EXAMPLE] 

6. What do you find is the easiest thing to cope with? [EXAMPLE] In what 
ways do you feel independent? [EXAMPLE] How does this 
independence make you feei?[SPECIFICS] 
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TlPAD Schedule 1 
TlPAD SCHEDULE 1 

RELA TIONSHIPS 

PERCEP7ïONS OF SPOUSAL RELATlONSHlP 
1. I'd like to talk with you about your relationship with 

MrJMrs (Insert spouses name). How would you 
describe your mlationship with herlhim? [SPECIFICS] [Follow-up for 
elements of conflict, how disagreements are settled, how close person feels 
to spouse] 

2. What has changed in your relatbnship since the diagnosis? [EXAMPLE] 

3. In what ways do you depsnd on your wlfelhusband? [SPECIFICS] How 
has this changed slnce the dlagnosls?[SPECIFICS] In what ways does 
your spouse depend on you?[SPECIFICS] How has this changed since 
the dlagnosis? [SPECIFICS] 

4. What has your witelhusband done which is helpful? What has your 
witehusband done which is  not helpful? [EXAMPLES] Did any of these 
actions change the way p u  thought about yourself? [EXAMPLE] 

5. What activities dld you both enjoy together?[SPECIFICS] How has that 
changed with AD?[SPECIFICS] What activltles do you share 
now?[SPECIFICS] 

6. How have people responded to you as a couple slnce the diagnosis? 
[SPECIFICS] What have they said which was helpful? [SPECIFICS] 
What have they said which was not helpful?[SPECIFICS] How did these 
comments Influence the way you thought about being a 
couple?[SPECIFICS] 

0 family 
0 close friends 
0 otherfrhnds 
0 hwiîh cam profoulonils 
0 others? 
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T IPAD Schedule 1 
TIPAD SCHEDULE 1 

PERCEPTlONS OF OTHER RELATIONSHIPS 
1. How did ptmpk react whsn they found out that you had AD? How do 

they treat you now? [EXAMPLE] [PROBE: How have people responded 
to you? What hava they midl or dom, that was helpful, or not helpful? 
[EXAMPLE] Check the people below as they corne up, if not al1 are 
covered, probe directly: 

O kmily 
O closefriendr 
O otherfriendr 
O health cam profesrlonirls 
O co=workm (applicabk) 
O oîhen? 

2. How has your relationship changed with your: 
O tamilylchildnn? [EXAMPLq 
O frlends? [EXAMPLE] 

3. Did any of these responses change the way you thought about 
yourself? [PROBE: What feelings do you have to other people's reactions?] 

1. What information have you received about AD? ... from whom? 
[EXAMPLES] PROBE: Do you recetiw helpful information from: 

O health cam worûon and pmfeslionals? 
0 from spoum? 
O other kmlly? 

2. How satisfied are you with the care your spouse is providing? 
[EXAMPLE] 

3. What are your wishes / terin regaiding a nurslng home? [EXAMPLE] 

1. What does Alzheimer dimase mean to you? How would you describe 
AD to someone who had never heard of it before? 

2. Do you think anythlng caused your Alzheimer disease? 

1. When you think about the future, what do you think about? [EXAMPLE] 
How far do you plan ahead? 

2. I'd iike to ask you about your fears. What is your worst fear? 
[EXAMPLE] Now, I'd iike to ask you about your hopes. What is your 
best hop? [EXAMPLE] 

1s there anything that 1 have not asked in this interview which is important for me to know? 
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TiPAD SCHEDULE 2 

Transition Interview for Persons with AD (Time 2) 
GENERAL INTRODUCTiON. We last spoke in (month). At that time I 
asked you to think about your experiences since the diagnosis of POSSIBLE OR 
PROBABLE ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE. I would like to ask you the same questions. 
This tirne, i'd like you to think about what has happened since (month). 

SELF IMAGE (ADAPTATION, RESILIENCE, AND COPING) 

1. i'd like to taik with you about your experiences in the last 6 months. 
The emperiences that i most want to taik about concern Aizheimer's 
disease. What has changeâ in your Me? [GET SPEClFlC EXAMPLES] 
What strategies have you used to adapt to these changes [SPECIFICS]? 
What has helped you to come up with these strategies? [SPECIFICS] 

2. Looking over ali of your experiences, what has stayed the 
same?[SPECIFiCS] What strategies have helped you to maintain 
thls?[SPECiFICS] 

3. What changes, if any, have occurreâ ln you as a person in the last 6 
months? [EXAMPLE] Probe: Do you notice any changes in your 
personality? 

4. How do these changes affect how you think about yourself? [EXAMPLE] 
5. What do you find 1s the haidest thlng to cope with? [EXAMPLE] In what 

ways do you feel limited? [EXAMPLE] How do these limitations make 
you feel?[EXAMPLE] In what ways do you feel in control of your day to 
day Iife?[EXAMPLE] In what ways do you feel out of control of your day 
to day ilfe?[EXAMPLE] 

6. What do you find is the easiest thing to cope with? (EXAMPLE] In what 
ways do you feel independent? [EXAMPLE] How does this 
independence make you feei?[SPECIFICS] 
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1 IPAD SCHEDULE 2 

I'd like to talk with you about your mlationship with 
MrJMrs (insert spouses name). How would you 
descriôe p u r  relationship with herlhim? [SPECIFICS] [Follow-up for 
elements of conflict, how disagreements are settled, how close person feels 
to spouse] 
What ha8 changed in your relationship slnce we last spoke in 

(month)? [EXAMPLE] 
In whut ways do you depend on your wifehusband? [SPECIFICS] How 
has this changeâ In the la& 6 months?[SPECIFICS] In what ways does 
your spouse depend on you?[SPECIFICS] tiow has this changed since 
we Iast spoke in (month)? [SPECIFICS] 
What ha8 your wifelhusband done whlch is helphil? What has your 
wifelhusband done which is not helpful? [EXAMPLES] Did any of these 
actions change the way you thought about yourself? [EXAMPLE] 
The last time we spoke in (month), you stated that you both 
enjoyed doing (Insert activities hem) 
togethet. How has that changed since we last spoke?[SPECIFICS] 
What actkities do you share now?[SPECIFICS] 
How have people responded to you as a couple in the last 6 months? 
[SPECIFICS] What have they said which was helpful? [SPECIFICS] 
What have they satd which was not helpful?[SPECIFICS] How did these 
comments Influence the way you thought about being a 
couple?[SPECIFICS] 

O ïam~~y - 

O clow trladr 
O other i rWr 
O heaîîh mis pmWrlonalr 
O othm? 
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TlPAO SCHEDULE 2 

PERCEPTIONS OF 07HER REiA7iOUSHIPS 

1. Since we l ad  spoke, how have people reacted when they've been told 
or have faund out that you had AD? How do they treat you now? 
[EXAMPLE] [PROBE: How have people mp&d to you? What have 
they said, or dons, that was halpful, or not helptul? [EXAMPLE] Check 
the people below as they corne up, if not al1 are covered, probe directly: 

0 iamlly 
0 closetiknds 
0 othertrknâs 
0 h l t h  cari professlonalr 
O ca-workers (appllcabh) 
0 OUIMI? 

2. Since we last spoke in ( m o n t h ) ,  how has your relationshlp changed 
with pur: 

3. Dtd any of these respanses change the way you thought about 
yourself? [PROBE: What feelings do you have to other people's reactions?] 

1. In the last 6 months, what information have you received about AD? ... trom whom? [EXAMPLES] PROBE: Do you receive helpful information 
trom: 
0 hwhh c m  worksn and pmthuloncilr? 
O h m  rpouw? 
0 othrrfamlly? 

2. How satistied are you wlth the care p u r  spouse is providing? 
[EXAMPLE] 

3. What are pur  wlshes / fesrs mgarding a nurslng home? [EXAMPLE] 

1. What does Alzheimer dlssrise mean to you? How wouid you describ8 
AD to someone who )Md mver hecird of it before? 

2. Do you think anything taud p u t  Alzheimer dlsease? 

1. When p u  think a b u t  the future, what do you think about? [EXAMPLE] 
How far do you plan ahead? 

2. i'd like to ask you about your bars, What is your worst îear? 
[EXAMPLE] Now, l'd like to ask you about your hopes. What is your 
best hop?  [EXAMPLE] 

Is there anyihing that I have not asked in mis interview which is important for me to 
know? 
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Appendix C 

STUDY OF TRANSITIONS 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. : 

Hello, I am a Ph.D. student at Simon Fraser University who is doing research 
through the Alzheimer's Clinic at the University of British Columbia. I am writing to 
invite you to take part in a study of transitions in possible or probable Alzheimer's 
disease. The purpose of the study is to obtain a greater understanding of the 
emotional impact and coping demands foltowing this diagnosis. The purpose is not 
to evaluate you, but rather to understand your experiences. The hope is that this 
information will allow health care workers to be more aware and understanding in 
assisting individuals and their spouses or caregivers. 

Participation involves both you and your spouse. Individually, you will talk 
with the researcher about the changes each of you is experiencing and how you are 
coping with those changes. In addition, each of you will complete 5 or 6 brief 
rneasures to get additional information about the changes in your lives. Your entire 
participation will take place in your home at your convenience. The interview and 
measures will take less than 2 hours per person. Finally, if you are interested and 
willing, a follow-up interview may be requested in 6 months time. 

Please be assured that al1 information collected for the study will be kept 
confidential and any reports of the findings will not contain any identifying 
information. This will protect your privacy. There will be no monetary compensation 
for participation. You will be free to refuse participation as well as free to withdraw 
at any time during the study without having to provide a reason. If you choose not 
to participate, your involvement with the Alzheimer Clinic will not be affected in any 
way. 

I hope that this study interests you and that you consider participating. A 
follow-up cal1 to this letter will be made to answer any questions about the study, If 
you choose to participate, the researcher will maintain regular contact with you 
through a study newsletter and also will send you information about services and 
groups that might be of benefit to you or your spouse. If you are interested in 
participating or would like further information about the study, please contact 
Colleen MacQuatrie at 298-9256 to leave your name and number. 

Thank you. 

Colleen MacQuarrie, M.A. (298-9256) 
Ph.D. Candidate 
Psychology Department 
Simon Fraser University 

Meredith Kimball, PhD (291 -41 30) 
Supervisor 
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Information and Consent Form 

Study Titb: Transitions in Oementia of the Alzheimer Type 
Invmtigaton: Colleen MacQuarrie, M.A. 298-9256 Ph.0 Student 

Merediih Kimball, Ph.D. 291-41 30 Facuiîy Adviior 
Sherri Hayden, Ph.D.,R. Psych. 822-7926 Clinical Neuropsychologist, 

Clinic For Alzheimer Disease And Related Disorders 

Introduction: The purpose of this study is to undetstand how individuals and their spouses cope 
with the ongoing changes of possible Alzheimer's disease ovér a twelve month period. The purpose 
of the study is to obtain a greater understanding of the emotional impact and coping demands 
following the dimgnosis of possible Alzheimer's Disease. The hope is that this information will allow 
health care workers to be more aware and understanding in assisting individuals and their spauses. 

Proceâum: You will be patiiipating in a series of tape recordecl confidential discussions, 
one-on-one with the researcher, about the changes you are experiencing and how you are coping with 
those changes. In addition, you will complete 5 or 6 brief measures to obtain additional information 
about the changes in p u r  life. Your entire participation takes place in your home at p u r  
convenience. The interview and measures will take less than 2 hours. In addition, following the first 
meeting, the researcher will contact you again in 6 months for a follow-up session. The follow-up 
session will involve a taped confidential discussion and will use the same brief measures mentioned 
above. Tapes will be erased after the research is cornplete. 

An addiional focus of the study is to understand the changes in the life of your spouse as well. As a 
result, your spouse will be asked to complete a series ot discussirins and rneasures. 

All information collected for the study is kept confidential and reports of the findings do not contain any 
identifying information. This reseatch is being conducted for a graduate thesis. Should there be any 
questions or concems related ta the study, please contact Cotieen MacQuarrie (298-9256; Ph.0. 
Candidate), Dr. Meredith Kimball(291-4130: Facuky Advisor) or Dr. Chris Webster (291 - 3358; 
Department Chair). 

If p u  choose to participate, the researcher will maintain regular contact with you through a study 
newsletter and also will send you information about services and groups that might be of benefit to 
you or p u r  spouse. In addition, you will receive a copy of the results when the study is completed. 
There is no monetary compensation for participation. You are free to refuse to participate as well as 
free to withdraw at any time throughout the study without ptoviding a reason. If you chwse not to 
participate, your involvement with the Clinic for Alzheimer Oisease and Related Disorders will not be 
affecteci in any way. 

I have received a copy of this consent form. 

Signature Date 

Investigatofs Signature Date 
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Study Tltle: Transitions in Dementia of the Alzheimer Type 

Investlgators: Coileen MacQuarrie, M A ,  298-9256 Ph.0 Student 
Meredith Kimball, Ph.D. 291 -41 30 Faculty Advisor 
Sherri Hayden, Ph.O., R.Psych. 822-7926 Clinical 
Neuropsychologist, Clinic For Alzheimer Disease And Related 
Disorders 

For the purposes of the above named research study, I certify that I agree to the 
release of diagnostic information that was gathered at the Clinic for Alzheimer's 
Disease and Related Disorders. 

I have received a copy of this consent form. 

Signature Date 

Investigator's Signature Date 
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Study Tïtls: Transitions in Dernentia of the Alzheimer Type 

Inwstigatom: Colleen Macûuarrie, MA.  298-9256 Ph.D Student 
Meredith Kimball, Ph.D. 291 -41 30 Faculty Advisor 
Sherri Hayden, PhD. ,R.Psych 822-7926 
Clinical Neuropsychologist, Chic For Alzheimer Disease And 
Related Disorders 

For the purposes of the above named research study, I certify that t agree to the 
release of diagnostic information that may be gathered in follow-up assessments at 
the Clinic for AWeimer's Disease and Related Disorders . 
I have received a mpy of this consent fom, 

Signature Date 

Investigator's Signature Date 
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Studv of Transitions Newsletter 

The purpose of this newsletter is to For more information, contact: 
provide you with an update on the Alzheimer Society of B.C. 
Transitions research project in which # 20 - 601 West Cordova Street 
you are participating, as well as to Vancouverl B.C. 
share some community-resource V6B 1Gl phone: 681 -6530 (lower 
information with you. mainland only) 

In this issue, I1ve decided to highlight 
the work of the Alzheimer Society of 
B.C. 

The Alzheimer Society of B.C. is 
guideci by the following Mission 
Statement: 

"The Alzheimer Society of B. C. 
exists to alleviate the personal and 
social conswuences of Alzheimer 
Disease and to promote public 
a wareness and the search for the cause 
and cure. " 

The warmth and caring that this 
society generates within Our 
communities has been a source of 
inspiration for me. While the main office 
is in Vancouver, they have wonderful 
regional representatives in many 
communities who provide resources and 
support throughout B.C. If you haven't 
already done so, I encourage you to 
contact your local Alzheimer Society 
representative to find out about more 
reswrces and support available to you 
in your community. 

7 

Research Update 

A heartfelt thank you to everyone 
who has participated in the first phase 
of the research project on Transitions. 
Both you and your spouse are pioneers 
in every sense of the word. You have 
made a tremendous contribution to the 
study of Alzheimer's Disease and 
furthering the understanding of how 
Canadians are living with this 
challenge. 

The first phase of the project will be 
completed in June of 1997. This phase 
consists of first-time interviews with 
spouses. The second phase of the 
research project has already begun 
and will continue until December of 
1997. The second phase of the project 
consists of follow-up interviews with al1 
participants from the first phase. 

At this point, I want to say a special 
thank you to the Alzheimer Society of 
B.C. for providing me with a fellowship 
to do this research. 

In October, I will be presenting 
some preliminary conclusions from the 
transitions research. 

Colleen MacQuanie 
Psychdogy Department. Simon Fiaser University, Burnaby, B.C. V5A 1S6 (604) 298-9256 
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Thank you 
To: Mr. and MIS. 
From: Colleen MacQuarrie 
Date: April 70,2007 
Re: Pcrrticipation in Research 

Allow me to take this opportunity to thank you once again for your time and 

contributions to the research project, Transitions in Dementia of the Alzheimer 

Type. In the fall, I will be editing and sending a bi-monthly newsleiter to al1 

study partlclpants. The newsletter will contain information about Alzheimer's 

Disease, comrnunity resources, and information about the research project. I 

look foward to sending you a copy of this tesource, 

Vour contributions have been greatly appreciated and I am indeed pleased 

to have had the opportunity to meet with you. 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to call. 

Colleen MacQuarrie. M.A. 

Ph.D. Candidate, Psychology Department, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby. B.C., V5A 1% 

Phone: (a) 298-9256 Fax: (604) 29 1 -3427 Email: cmacquarrie@arts.sfu.ca 
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Transcription Key 

Each extraction from the transcribed text contained a participant code. The 

researcher was referred to by name, Colleen. Participants and their families were 

given fictional names however the participant codes were retained in the 

Appendices. The participant code had 3 elements. The first referred to whether the 

exerpt was from time 1 (Tl) or the 6 month follow up (T2). The second element 

indicated they were the spouse with AD and CG would refer to spousal caregivers. 

The final element, numbers 1 to15 referred to the specific participant. 

Textual Codes 

A series of textual codes were developed to facilitate the transcription process. The 
following conventions were used: 
[ ] = [words inserted in square brackets indicated they were spoken simultaneously 
and were overlapping in the conversation] 
( ) = (information inserted inside round brackets indicated additional contextual 
information to the verbatim account. The information included pause lengths, 
actions, laughter, voice inflections, and audible breathing patterns such as deep 
inhalations or exhalations) 
{ ) = {information inside the parentheses indicated it was unclear and this was an 
educated inference from the researcher regarding the content of the quote. This 
inference was based upon the context of the conversation, having done the 
interview, and the cadence of the words) 

.. .. = slight pauses in speech less than 3 seconds in length or if longer, the length 
of the pause was embedded in the dots. For example: ... (4 sec.) ... indicated a 
speech pause of approximately 4 seconds in length. 
../ = sentence was interrupted. 

" = referred to passages or quotes the speaker was attributing to someone else or 
to an account of something they've commented upon to someone else so they are 
quoting themseives. 
= The exerpt was part of a larger comment, but for purposes of clarity and brevity, 

the entire comment was not used. 
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Transcript Excerpts 

-rpt 

1 lAD2: ' But ahhh . . (7 sa). ..(raises voke) you're waiting ... for an a m  ore hand or 
samethiftg to .... that, that's one of the dreams I have is , is mething's golng to fall off!. . 
(quiet Iaugh) (shamd laughter) 
Cdleen: (quiet Iaugh) And Mut  would that meen? 
T 1 AD2: Thal's suppoaed to.. eh? 
Coileen: Are you waiting for something to fall otï? 
TlAD2: Yeah.. ' Yyyyou don1 wait for em, but in in in the ahh source of the dieam, you 
iwt  ..( 5 sec)...fall domi or something and something falls oit... the ahhh the .. you just 
dont siay there ladting normal like the, like the rest of the world and then suddenly die! 
(slaps hands togelher).. It's ahh (dears throat).. 

TlAD9: (inMes).. ( 3 sec) So aiey.. the kids got together and they decied that this 1s 
what it was. . . F m  there on, 1.. I wasn't going to go, I was going to fight il and say, 'No 
way was thefe anything monp with me!' ...( 3 sec) ... but (sighs) that's not the way it tumed 
out to be. ..( 4 sec).. 

Tl ADS: I have.. not.. yet and I'm (laughs) flot going to .. (laughs through words) give in 
because .. (si@)..( 5 sec)..(raises voke) weil if it does, I have e good husband ... he's .. I 
won1 say he walks behind me, he walks with me, he has right frorn the beginning, he's 
come to ail Hie..(tsk ) ..the times over at .. UBC. But as. as..it was the kids aiat dragged 
me into this (laughs) .. I don't know whether they're sorry about H now or not! (laughs) 
Coileen: Are you sorry about it? 
TlAD9: ..Ah.. No. I .. wasn't..ahh ahh .. no,..( 3 sec).. no, I'm not sorry I went into it. That 
was your question wasnt it? 
Calleen: yeah 
TlAD9: lhat I had gone ahead with it? 
Calleen: yeah. 
TlAD9: Clayton ( husbend ) bullied (lwers voke) bullied me into ümt one (laughs) 

..(mises voke) sort of .. you know. 
- - 

TlAD4: coughs. But ah ...... aside f rk that  I don't really have too much ahh too much 
problem, at leest I don?. Maybe other people do. (Laughs) you know ma*, (laughs 
through words) maybe the wife and my kids and aiet. they probably find a you know, they 
prabaMy find a big change or something and they you know. 
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llake 

llake 

llake 

llake 

1 Colleen: ' I mas mxidMing 1 you have any wiahes or f m  that occur to you about 
long-terni Cam? 
T 2 A m  Yeah ... (3 w) 
Colleen: you do have fears? 
TUD2: ummhmm 
Colleen: what are they? 
T2AD2: m.. ..... (0 sec) ..... (dcleais Ihroat).. .(lO sec) .. . . 1 like peece and quiet. . (4 
sec) .sometimes.. I think euei)ibody needs m i r  ahh .. (4 sec)..some of their time to 
themseives .. (3 sec)..and ..that's somtHldng I likemd ahhhh. . . (15 sec) .. .... ... ... from 
the bit of obsmtion aiat occured at ahh Restlul Acres.. (3 sec).. ahhhh ..they seem to 
be managed (quiet laugh) .... They do Mut  ttiey Iike met imes .. ahh .. (4 sec) ..and 
s m e  of these people ..ahNi: 
Colleen: and yatre wonled that you'te (no1 @ng 10 be abie to do what you want to do?} 
T2AD2: ..(3 sec).. (ex) I dont wony, them's notking I can do about it, ..but 1 do wonder 
what heppecis when it's my tum... (3 sec) 
Colleen: (How do you get io do whet you want to do? or get in the facility you want?) 
T2AD2: .. (3 sec).. Restful Acres has a veiy, a very good reputation and it certainly 
eppeen to be ahh very weil kept .. they umm they have the ahh .. hdp seems to be gentie 
and patfent wiai peaple (dean throet).. . (10 sec). . . what's going on .... in my mind once 
you go into care cent en... ummm ..... (15 sec) ....... .... . ........ I don7 know how to put it..(5 
sec) (inhales) I hlnk k W g  when a patienl is ready. . . ..(21 sec) . . . .I think Mary 
Anne mted that I noted the walking distance between ahhh RmHul Acres and the 
Munkipai Ubaty or f ie new llbrary (quY laugh). 
Coüeen: Do you think w're far amy from going in10 long terni c m ?  
T N P :  Don'i know. ..They tell me Ihal ahhh.. . .the condition can det, ... deteriorate very 
r4Pidlyv W diarply-.. ' 
T2AD2: yeah, yeah.. and then the Ofier thing that.. (clmrs throat)..(l7 sec) . . . . ... when 
doea the patient no longer recognke the caregiver? 
Colleen: Thaî'S a b i ~  question in pur mlnd? 
T2AD2: mmmhmmm ... (4 sec). . 
Coileen: What do p u  thlnk? 
T2AD2: She's got a Id of I I ,  she's fui! of energy.. . . . (13 sec). . .. . . .. (inhales) 

TlAD2: Yeah, that's a big item.. In one hand people .. imrnediate friends .. ahhh 
aquaintances ahhh. .(8 sec.) .(deais throal) are overly ahh ..(3 sec.) .. protective . 46 

1 

(sec.) . .. (ciean throat) 

,ialectic 

lia*aic 1 T2AM: ahh haid to.. it wu(d would have been hard to be much doser.. ahhh the.. (4 
sec).. . annoying thin9 is the. . (6 sec). . she keeps me under observation. Ahhhh 

T l  AD2 ...( 3 sec.)..Ahh a mgh thing to live with [s the ahhhh ... 0vefly protective (laughs) 
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,.electic 

protmy a lot to do wiai survhousehoid su~vai.. 

T2AD2: Oh yeah, well, like the time I put the ahh the. . dish. ahhh .. she keeps an eye or 
me if I have a M~Q lrcm pl& in ...( 6 sec) 
Colleen: So even thou* you undmtand it, but it still annoys p u ?  
T2AD2: ummhmm 
Colleen; What is R lhat annoys you that you're being watched or that you have to be 
watched? 
T2AD2: (clean thruat) Not so much as that I'm over watched.. 
c: ohh, ak 
T2AD2: So.. (5 sec) ... I'd llke to be asked by the ahhh Handi DaR.. driven.. how i'm at, 
how well am I # my leet or to have this MO pounder, ... ahh pick me up like a bag of 
potatoes and help me in (quiet laugh)! RiaYs mt hdp! 
Colleen: They don? ask if you want heip, they just assume that you want to be lifted in? 
T2AD2: Yeah, if ycu're m this shhh this section of the ahhh ....( 4sec)..ahh daycenter..(3 
sec)..thsyie got a scheduie there, they move amund like taxis ....( 3 sec) if he wants to 
keep the doar clear, I can ..make it in one step.. (quiet laugh) 
Colleen: yeah (shared laughter) if he'd get out of your way. 
TZAD2: That's about il (shared laughter)! So this ahh, 



1 Colleen: The laat tirne I was h m ,  you were, .. you sîill had access to the car..,naw that's 
.. thal's changed? 
RAD& ummm, ..(6 sec).. hmmm 
hlleen: Yw're no l o w r  diiving? 
T2AD9: Nol No! They had... that irked, that irked me! Ohhh I was furbus! 
Mleen: yeah 
r2AD9: ..It wacui't the idea of what .. they did, it was not to have talked to me too! You 
inow like, say to me, we think this is the beat for you, and we will look atîer you, like i f  you 
ieed to go &neplace, ok. And they've done thet .. but I dMnY like the idee-that they &ulc 
ust take those license and say he, ha, ha' as my dear hwband..(3 sec). and I 

;olleen: Why do you think that heppened? Why do you think they took away pu r  driver's 
Icense? 
MAO* Well they cancdled it, they dMnY take the, No I have the driv I have my driver's 
icense, .. ( 3 sec).. there's no insurance on the car .. on the.. for.. to cover me. .. Like I 
m... .. they did that! 
klleen: Whok they? 
r2AD9: ummmm, .. ( 3 sec) .. (lowen voke).. Clayton ( husband) . 
:dleen: just Clayton? 
r2AD9: I don? know if the othen had anylhing to do with it or not, 
blleen: you mean your family? 
ï2A09: or whether they taiked it over together or.. (7 sec). but it ..as they say, it is not the 
'act of thern taking the ikense, it was how it was done. 
Ween: right 
r2ADQ: You know,' ha, ha, ha,' (said mockingly).. (laughs through words) that was 
mcüy .. what I had 
Colleen: So you had no input into the decision? 
T2AW: into what? 
Colleen: You had no input into the decision, it was a decision that mis made about p u  
ï2A09; yeah, no, I didn't, they jwt checked. .. 
Cdleen: you dMnY get to say anylhing about il. 
RAD9: No, they..(5 sec).. Clayton, he jwt laughed at it and thought it was tunny, and I 
dMn't! I really didn'l (laughs) ..I I .. as I said, it was fine, l've got along wiît~out il... I am I 
am kind of stuck in the hde because who wanœ .. to phone everytime you want to go 
someplace, like there might be sornething on sale p u  want out of the store, well they're 
not going to run out jwt fw (laughs) for, I m l d  have, ...( 3 sec).. but no. that's the way he 
.. just said, Well you can't drive anymore because your .. ( 3 sec).. didn't put any 
insurance on.' 'No,' I said, 'No, I still have a ikense.' He said Well that's too bad,' he 
said, because aiere's no insurance covering me, like H 1..(4 sec).. (raises voke) ahh so 
there's been a coude of liîüe ... (5 sec).. t h i w  like îhat, that are really bad, but I will say 
lhat they have bek .. quite good aboh.. pi6king me up and îaking me someplace but ;. 
ihat thai's kind of aggravates you too! Cause you sor, you can't spend (inhales).. al1 thoss 
yeen (exhales).. .. drhring and not feel lost withauî it. .. . 
Cdleen: yeah 
T2AD9: ...( 3 sec)..l just said, 'Hey, will you drive me?" Tes" ... but sa.1 but ihat was th8 
was their way of. ..well .. I guess they were a little bit leeiy. if îhat's what I had, have 
Alzheimeh, ...( 4 sec).. thai's what l've got, and that's why they.. (lowen voke) they have, 
they have lodred afler me, but Ks still, I , like I mimt see something on sale and want it! 
But who's going to cal1 Clayton in and say. 'l want to go and get that. ' 
Cdleen: mmmhmm 
T2AD9: fhatts what aggravates me! (iidgeœ) 

TUDQ: .. he (referring to husband) he has been ..he4 quite ok with that (driving her 
places) . but it's a r d  jdt. ..( 3 sec).. All of a sudden it's.. iike, it's like being.. locked up! 
Cdleen: You feei like a piece of your freedom was taken away? 
T2AüQ: (laughs) 
Colleen: yeah 
72AD9: Yeah! ..(5 sec) 
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I 1 

Diale T W .  lnithlly they d#n't want, they didn't want to CO mpromise... jwt  stay in ihere and 
stav in the m. basicailv iust keeo an eve on me. And thev didn't reaike how auick I 

Colleen: On, Lyoi have a siory to teiî me? - 
T M 2 :  no (lauohs)! 
Colleen: (shared lauohter) 
T2AD2; T h t  was about it..and they couldn't find me 
Cdleen: oh, you jwt walked out? 
T2AD2: Well, yea, I went behind the f m t  counter and over to the ahhh libraiy ar m.... . . 
Colleen: oh 
T2AD2: where thq had the libraty, it's right in the building there baide aie fireplace. 
Neat, what, what more could you want? A fireplace (snifh) (clean throat) 
Cdleen: Exady... And that [k that where they located you?] 
T2AD2: [and months and months ] ... No, they wanted to know where the heil i'd been 
(quiet laugh) ! 
Colleen: (shared laughter) 
T2AD2: They were backtracking ...( 3 sec) 
Cdleen: yeah? 
T2AD2: And ahh 
Cdleen: So you got them to compromise ..to let you in to..go off and read. 
T2AD2: Ohh, they put more acthrity, they they ahh increased their activity. The best they 
could do they saki, I don1 know wtmther it's going to be at the increased rate of activitles. 
ahhh .. (8 sec). . They're talking about ahhhh some nature walks and things like that next 

i 
1 

Colleen: ' eo yau've n o W  changes in your personelity then? You, you have? 
TiM9: . 1.. veah..~ewhales).. weil. lexhales) 
coileen: rd k e  to itnow about those if yau ' 
T l  AW: .. but there's nothing you cen .. ahhhh,.. no, I stand up for myself more. 
T l  AM: ' like when l a c  (hwband) says something about .. ahhm .. ( 3 sec).. Well do it 
another time, we don1 need them right now." Well I mean.. I might iust say, Well, I'm 
going out for a walk.' and I'd end up domi at the store buying what I want anyway. 
Caiieen: right 
TlAD9: I mean that's (raises mice) my way of standing up for myself, whether thal's 
important or ml. I don1 k m  but43 sec) ... 
Colleen: do you thlnk it is? 
TlAD9: Yes because it keeps my ind, it makes me independent ...( 3 sec).. Rather Vian 
have somebody say, Ulell you..ahh.. we will pkk îhem up newt wek." That annoys me. 

Cause if I want m m ,  I want them now. .. 

lromng 
TlAD2: What was really hard to put up with was no1 knowing what's wrang and il the 
docîors know what it b, and are keeping it to themselves, then mere do I go to get to find 
out7 

Dr. Mackie I think was the ..(3 sec)..doclor thnt introduced us to the dirty word. 
Colleen; right. Do you remember that.. day? 
T N P :  ... No, I had a suspicion that there was something wrong ... .l had.. ... My 
imagination was very fertile, fertile back then, I had considered the possibility of ahm, a 
brain twnor. 
Colleen: right 
T2AD2: C a m  there were funny things occuring in in in my head.. 
Cdleen: yeah 
T e .  .. paiocuîaily memocy .... . .I couldn't seem to get an answr out of any .. ahhh ... 
(5 sec).. out of ahh uhysiiian ..and ... pot amund to a specialist and made anothar 

l eppdntrnent.. (deh throat) ... .W u s b  allow ahh 2 &3 houn.. 46 sec). . .had the 
cdored Mocks and asked me. . .(inhales) .. and I can remember a few ymrs before mat 
when I was pretly good on a Rubic's cube. 

Colleen: ... Yeah (SI)..% was that the point where it dii  it for you? YoU 
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111 Fmmont: Yes in the last year. 

("Owing 

- -  - 

re: going to the diagnostic testing 
TlAD15: yeah, (ciean throat) one time 1 (3 sec) ahh I wasn't too satisfied with what had 
gone on there so.. 
Calteen: How so? 
TlAD15: Well, (3 sec) they were .. way ahead of me. you know? (inhales) And ahh I 
mean m e  were W e  were (3 sec) they were ahhhh ohh (4 sec) (tsk) .. asking questions 
that... .I couldn't answer 
Cdleen: right 
T lAD15: Yeah ... (exhales) Soooo, I dont know (ciears îhroat). (4 sec) There isnt much 

Collem Can we siatiirt with umm how it was going thmu* the Clink and how that process 
of coming to a possible dlagnosis was for you, like what was that whole .. thing about? 
T l  AD& Y&, it mbs 6 t h i i  heppend, I think. Ahhh ( c l ~ n i  t h ~ t )  49 sec) .. dhhh 
(laughs th- words) Yeah, I thought every like (laughs).. I can tdl you, I had people like 
pursali M i n g  and d o m  and 80 on A? ' So ahhh.. at the h t ,  yes it was the last 
Ume we wfmt in, we had to go back down and you know, you know how far you goiia go ( 
la* through woids) to there..it's temiMe, yeah. So ahh we got there and we anived at 
10:OO and we went into where we should have. I've forgottm who it was and that, she was 
vety nice. But ahh we sat there, my M e  and I and then somme walked in with a couple 
of people. And it was abut 5 to 10. And we mire there, we were there abaut a quarter to 
10 or mething, you k m .  And ahh she walked on thmugh and was talking to them and 
said, wali you came on in wiîh me. (Exhales) And so ... (lowers voke) I waited and I 
waitsd, and I waited and there was another woman there doing something an the phone or 
something you know? And I said, What is going on here?" I said, W e  were in here at a 
quarter to 10: I saM, "Who mis aiat m a n  that came in?' I was quite sure lhet she 
was one you know and coming to work and so on.... And she said, Weil she had those 
hv0 people with her and I guess they must have taken .. ahh you, not you, bu< taken thern 
in wiai her for.' ... And I said, "Well, I'm 10 o'clock to go in here.' I says 'lt's 1030, quarte1 
to 11 now." And she said, 'Ahhh whevrww!' So I said, 'You know, I get very, very, mad 
when something like this happens. I can understand eveiything that goes on and so on 
and so on, but,' I said , '1 reelly dont like mis. Now I want you to go and find out (mises 
voice) if she has the right people in there,' She cornes back and she says, 'Ahhhhhhh 
(deep intake of breath) ohhh I'm sorry!" 
Cdleen: Sa they had taken the m g  people in? 
TlAW: -8, yeah! Now .... anywy, she was really gmd aftemards, you knw. 
Sa that was the... As far as these ... different 6 things (laughs through words) and ahh i've 
found youll have ail my ideas lefi (laughs through words) I found that ahh in answering a 
lot of the questions you know, I... you know, I tdd you I had al1 kinds of expertences. ' 
So I I was.. you know, I was answering qua, and you know I got .. tired of some of the 
qumtions becam I said, ', 
Coileen: Because they were too low? 
TlA06; Yeah, I didn't, you know I saki, " I didn't," ahhhh I I dont know, I says ahhh , I 
says '1 don't want to do al1 that,' I says, "It's .. it's reaily silly ... ahh because I said, ' t 
know dl about it, but,' I said, 'In this that you're doing and whet's inwlved in here 
(gestures to head)," I said, 'You're prabaMy right in asking me anyway becawait's al1 
changing now! If that's correct whet you've been doing, it's ail changing.' 
Coileen: But have you noticed any changes in yourself? 

T l  AD15: So, .. (3 sec) ahh.. I couldn't answer any of the questions that mey asked, ' 

TIADQ: ' 'No way was mere anything wrong with met' 4 3  sec) ... but (sighs) thers nat 
/the way it tumed out to be. ..( 4 sec).. 
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KnawRig 

TlAD2: (dean throat) when the diagnosis, Alzheimer, ahhh came amund, it was ahh a 
Oood piece of relief there. (3 sec.). ahhh. (clean throat) and I couid stop Maming what 
was happening to me ..because of vision, becawe that had been resolved. ..Ahhh not 
hearing people that's an aura1 proMem and I don't know ii we're gmna ahhh do some 

sumty later or not. 

T2AD2: (3 sec)..When I wasn't getüng any information, I'm scared ... because ... it lefi 
virtually the whde spectnim.. of what could be m g . .  open..(ex). 
Coileen: rigM 
T N P :  ..(4 sec).. So then he ..(a) tdd me, ..we'd have to look at.. the possibility that 
..(4 sec)... you've picked up ..Aizheimer's in your travels, 
Coileen: ummhmm 

T a :  ..let's set up an appoinîment, ... we were moving again (exhaies) 



Coileen: peopk tha they .. they might have Alrheimer's? 
TlAD14: Oh, I thinkthedocîorshould,yes.* . 
Colleen: But, I mem in ternis of Wng told, are you dad you were toid? 
TlAD14: Oh yesl yeah. 
Ween: yeah? 
T1AD14: ywh because i'd be w ~ M n g  what's going on. (4 sec) Oh yeah. 
Colleen: M W  yau know. 

T l  AD14 Now I k m ,  Now I know how m.. (inhales) attack it on my own way. (6 sec) 

Colleen: So ahh.. Men was the wMd Alzheimer's finit used? 
TlAD14: When was il M t  1 would have .. thet 1 .. probably have it or got it? (inhales) 
Cdleen: or you starled to, yeah. 
TlAD14: It was, (4 sec) iî mas.. I gum it might have been about 3 years ago .. when 1 
went lhrough thia cydinder .. thing aien wi~en ihey ~rayed the.. eveiyaiing. I think R was 
ahout 3 yean aga 
Colleen: whrit dM you Mlnk et the Ibne? 
TlAD14: W b  lhey tdd me mat it was Aiz, Alzheimer's? 
cdleen: When aisy thoudlt it was, y w .  

1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 4 :  (3 sec) 1 , I ... I ]ust thlnk, .. thou~ht thet well I'm gonna have to ... po with it ' 

Denton 

Oliver 

Mark 

- - 

Knowing TlAD4: ' IYs somethlng thal's .... you k m ,  there's no treatment for it as far as I know. 

Knowing T2AD15: ' I k m  lire (pl .. lass of rnemoiy and thet (clean throat) (3 sec) and they.. not 

Knowing 

23 

TlAD1: Yw know, I don'! k?aw what's in my orni mind so how a n  I know what's in 
thein ( !am mrough mirds) 
CWEW: (hW wlth hlm) 
TIAM: We waJQl't Ee hem now if I wasn't having memory problems! ......( 3 sec).. You 
know so..(5 sec).,l(ke I say, you'd have to ask ooier people what ah. ..llm sure my my you 
know my famiiy, I k m  my famlly have notked ah, ...y0 u know they've noticed changes in 
me for sure. 
C W E M :  How do yw know thal they have? 
T l  AM: Weil lhey've told me. 
COUEEN: right. 
T l  AM: yeah 
COUEEN: So es a fsmily, do you taik about it? 
T l  AM: Oh yeah, we cm t8ik ebout il, îhefe's no pra#em telking about it .. But we don't 

veiy long ago.. aiey ahh (3 sec) samebody had told my daughter .. that they had found a 
way ai slopping thiit .... (3 !MC) but evidently they dMnY ..Bey dMnY gel il, but (sniffs) (3 
sec) ahh then they started Oiv(ng me pllls and more pills and more pills! And 
Cdleen: And you dMnr llke the pllls did you? 
T2AD15: aiere was nothing I could do about it... they just ... (3 sec) there was fighting 
started m get you know .. ahh.. somethlng with .... two or three times now .... (3 sec) 
ahhh ..... (5 sec) aie (3 sec) . some.. one d the M o n  from m e  way off ... there (3 sec) 

they had a .. way of stopping H. but 1 dMnY work.. (laughs). 

CûLLEEN; So, dM you find Wmt occasimily you'd forgel where you'd put smething? 

T2AD13; Ohh it was, it used to be awiul 

Blake 

-- 

Knowing 

have, you know, we don? go out of our way to bdk about that 

T U D I 3  (inhales) Yea, I nevei felt, I never Wt any ahh (3 sec) .. ohhh .. (loweffi voke) 
what could I say (5 sec) (inhales) it's irs now I feel it's the natural thing for me .. to have 

that ahhhh Aizheirnds.. 

TlAD2: ' I can look up somehîy's name, go to the phoneboak, once I've got aie number, 
~'ve foigotien wîwe name rm iodting ior (laughs thmu@ woids). 
COUEEN: ohhh 
TlAD2: And yau gel into a cyde llke mis, aboui 4 or 5 steps long, a closed laap (quiet 
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lelm 

iane 

hrk 

Uake 

coiieeil: &#lt 
T1AD14: lhat's dl il takesl mt's.. Ail they have ta do 4 change ihe window (inhales) 
and I.., wauld .. have io iind .. try and iind oh where.. whkh d i r h  I went or il then's 
mannequinaare bekig moved or somrithkig lUce h t ,  oh yeah. You usa up every ahh 
thing. And the Ming b. (5 sec) it's a lot shmr. If srnebody's waliing for you, aiey want 
to knaw ..My I tmk .. 20 minutes to get hem when It should only Oken 10. Il's becauSe, 
b 

ii's , ..ii's m m  than a liiüe tumed amund.. ifs .. (rakes voke) lî's prpreffy serious 
it happem. As L say, I aIways iind them. ' 

' T l N l k  ' but people mhk wdl wh8t.. wliat are you wasthip $0 much time for, how come 
YW'W .. (3 sec) youb been amay lor 10 minutes or .. someaiing Like that.. but they don1 
know b t  I ..M.. (5 sa) /wi..(lowiers iiiolcs) what do you cal1 it, ahh ..(a sec) ahh.. 

mixed up 

M~ lTZAb7; (iaughs) I can't ( l m  wice) .. most 01 all, I dont km%( 3 sec)... not thinking 

T2AD7: That tenible7 

Meen: When you Say you don7 speak that weil a n p r e ,  wtuit. .. do you have îhought9 
in ywr he8d that you ean'l say or you jus1 , You're rot sure where to go h a conversationi 
TI  AD^: ...( 3 sec).. yeah.. . mars one of them too m t  I forgot about it. 
Colleen: pardon me? 
TlAD5: (raiau6 mlce)Thatls one lb forgoiten lm is the... (3 sec) ... k d n g  how to.. sa 

- 

: M n g  

I aie prapeily so es you say, aiey came out property .... (5 sec )... 

ripm (laughs) 

T m ? :  (9 sec).. (lawen wka) What ta Say ... I I forget what I wanl 10 Say ... 
Colleen: yeah. 

TtA013: (3 sec) But ahh .. my rnemory (lowen volce) as I Md you .. is a ver 6 very kkla 
thing. '. .. And ahh .. more.. more than once I'we ahh.. I've had Io drop something I was 

l k f n u  about (inhaiea) because one thinp. one word.. that I couid put.. won1 come. 

Mice) t h w  to remmber. ' 

T l  ADlO: and I can't do il that much egsy anyways anyrnore, not have a dlnner cook a 

i d n g  

big dimer (tsk ) for guesis. 

TlAD13: Well, thece's a vmrkshp there.. 
COUEN: unhuh? And what do you do out there? 
TlAD13: (tsk).. Now, nat much. (snh) 
COUEEN: No7 
TlADl3: No ' 

TlAD14: ' (4 sec) Bu ahh 1 I get ahh I get, when euerybody's talking at once, .. they're 
trykig to give you k*itnicbkns and .. thinga like mat, ml 's  .. mat's the haidest ... (lowen 

T lADl3: But ahh, I'm .. you know, loeing R now, ' 
COUEEN: Yeah. When yau say m'te losing it now, do you mean that yau're ksing the 
the desire to po out and do it or juat [wtien you go out to do It, it's fnistraling71 
T lADt3: fît's mt tb ahh ahh ..] iî' s rot the M.. (exhaler) it's noi the desire, because 
aMiMi every so &en, .. someüling will dkk end ahh.. (ciean thmi) it..it w i U  m e  to me 
aien... ... and ahh it g m  $0 fa? -.and then ahh I Iry and hang on 10 il, somehow mend 10 
and ath .. H it dl, it Ml and if it wori't, I just dont let it bother me. 
COUEEN: ah,goodloryou 
TtAD13: That's ahh îhat kilts a lot of the a M  .. you know. any trouble that ahh.. I'm not 
gHng wtirit I want And ahh I've done it with a lot of things, aia?. 

W 2 :  and ahNihliH.,. (4 sec) lhings that would never happeri to me, have happened! 

(quiei la*) .... (4 sec).. 
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- - 
COLLEEN: ri& 
Tl AM: (laughs) 
COUEEN: lt'll c m 0  back to yw. 
Tl AM: I ended up, I ended up in ah ... the lest time I went I had no problem. But the lime 
beiore that I ended up in ah..Tryon. 
COUEEN: right, yeah. 
TlAD4: you know and dmiVig m n d  and driving around lcmking for where the heck I was 
supposed b be gdnO and then 1 came out at Tryan. So, once I got to Ttyon, well then I 
just, îhm mis no proMem In qettlng back. Gettkig home. 

Knowing COUEEN: bo you have a stnitegy l you get dlsoriented when you're out? 
Tl AD4 Yeah. I drive around unlil t find out where i'm mina. 

(nowing 

(nowing 

tnowins I Tl AD14 ' .(inhales) I lust play, play dumb (laughs through words) which I am (laughs) 

T2AD5: Yeah... I do lots ol stupid thlngs myself l guess +. ' 

TlAD7: (exhales) (lowers wice) I don? know how to say mat. Just that 1 forget. But I 
canY say, But I don7 know what to say (laughs) mat I forget that I forget (laughs) for one 
thing! (laughter.) 
Cdleen: Do you think that's a gmd thlng? ...( 3 sec) to forget [that you forget?] 
Tl AW: II don7 îhink sa, no.] 
Colleen: No? 
TlAD7: No! 
Colleen: Whmt do you thhk it is? 
TlAD7: Weil, I mink that i'm stupid (laughs). Excuse me. 
Colleen: Why? 
TlAD7: ..( 4 sec) .. (exhales) (exhales) ..(lowers voke).. Well because .... umm .. ( 3 sec) 
.. I wish I knew more l h n  I... I'd like ta know a lot more thirigs lhan I do know. .. ( 3 sec) I 

c,,,,wing 

.. I dont k m  if lin Jow or... ' 

Coileen: ok. So what do you Viink aboul when I say .. say the terni Alzheimer's? 
TlAD7: Wdl met imes I don't like myself, I don't know why. .. ' 

TIADS: No, I , (lomrrs wice).. No I diin? want to go ahh.. back, more because I I ... 
they'd fhlnk I was an idbt (laughs), you know and you itiink , crurnrny 

- 

ïnowing 

T2AD12: I I must have gmwn worse men. 
Colleen: I dont h w .  I don? know if yw have, but .. that happens someffmes. We 
forget thlngs. 
T2AD12: y&, because L aeem 10 ahhh, .. I can hear your.. I can hear your wice alright, 
Cdleen: Oh, good. 
T2AD12: .. and ahh (clears thmat) but ummm (4 sec) I feel as though I've lost something 
swnwhm in my hearing aM you know, Ive lost mething to what ahh .. more h n  1.. I 

had belore. 

d m  there. 

TlAD9: ' I started screaming at mebody, I saM, 'Get those kids out of here! There's a 
big fire coming!' The next thing I k m ,  ( sighs) ahhh was I was looking at my, ..I wa, I 
was lodtinq at mysdf.. my my body, myseif was down here and I was looking .. over at it. 
So it's like 1 was looking at my own self. 
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h,g 

("Owing 

("Owing 

T2AD12: ' I find that shh especially when you're ahh ..y ou..., you're sort of, ahh you're 
mind you know in many ways becawe of ahhhhh .. like ..(3 sec). I could have got, I 
couldn? use my imring aM and ... ahh and that (8 sec. tape interference) people canY be .. 
paaple canl be bothered Io ahh to help you. ( 3 s)They can't be bothered to ahh find out 
what you want la Say, if you know what I mean. And that's the way I look at it. 

T2AD14: (iowm d e )  Oh No.. it's nof msy ... No.. ihis is a .. false .. face, A lot of it is .. 
false. Here îhk lauphing or anything like that ... a lot of it is .. false ... (5 sec) And you jwt 
go along ... with the crowd ... don? get .. lost from it, ..don't get separated, 

Colleen: Umm.. How, how has p u r  mlatianship with Gilmore changed [with your memory 
proMems.] 
TlAD7: [Somellm we don11 get along very weil. I don1 know why. I I really can't 
understand why. Mnyba (laughs) Vs ihe way he. his way and maybe he doesnY like 
something about me. ..( 3 sec).. But I dan? üiink we'll ever separate. We'll never ever get 
diirced. Na .. 
Colteen: Have your memory pmblms wntributed to those problerns? 
TlAD7: (raisep voice).. Maybe a 1 1 t h  blî, jwt a I l e  bit, yeah, yeah. 







Blake 

Miver 

Blake 

Blake 

Denton 

Mark 

TlAD2: Amiel (said wiü~ frniiity and confldenee) 

W 1 5 :  ' for the .. peaple arwnd snd îhe ahh (snitis) ohhhh ...( 13 sec) ... ohhh .... ... .. I 

Mng: In 
the 

m e n t  

T 1AD2: Just dig. (exhales). Dig tül you îind a wrd  if you gel ahmm.(2 sec.)..if ah.(2 
sec.)... a word a wwd path b H lsn't Qoing, isn't going a-re men do a long dog lm. 

king: In 
he 
moment 
- 

Doing: In 
the 

(T2AM: I have io undergo pmdures like assoclalion ,.. to letch woids that I wnt in ahh 

I 

W. ' He4 got nive ah... he's gat a giri and a boy ..mer there... he's ... is auit ail there 
B? Yeah. I think there's iust ah ... thete's Shannon ... no Shannon's Pet ... (tauphs) 
Shannon's my daughter over hem (lau#B) .... aiece's ah ..... (3 sec) ... ~a rrki... kr t ln  has 
ah... Kate and ah .... Scott! Those aie my gran, my son, my grandehildren. 
GOUEEN: Your m ' s  EFiildren? 
T2AM: Mv am's sMe. 

Dokig: In 
the 

rnment 

T2AD13: ' Becaurre yw've W... (3 sec) definite aNih .. ( M m  mice) whmt shail l say? 
... (8 sec). . .I dont know how îo puî il (inhales) you pick up a modern .. ahh 1 think mere's 
one on hem.. a magazfne thdt I tike ' ( M e s )  and if I want to ahh .. what shall I Say? 

..(8 w). I'm #III& for WO& .... 
Doing: In TlAD7: ' l'm nbt cruel, but I am sometimes wHh (eIfhales)..( 3 sec) ... Je viens de O~~I&IC, 
Ihe Ma mere a vkm de .. (lomim mice} Quekic. 
moment Calleen: Oui? 

T l  AD?: .. (3 sec).. Ahh and my lather aiough, ' 

Mng: In Coileen: do you iind ttist pu swnetimes are thinking h french naw? 
Vie T2ADT Y=! W! , Colleen: 1s it easler to think in f m h  or english .... or? 

T24D7: 4 4  w).. ahhh yw cm il yw want, yes. 
Colleen: But ior you I'm wondering, .. 
T2Aô7: for me 
cdleen: 00 you metimes have thouphts in french? 
T2AD7: Oh y-. yes, oui, oui. .. . (4 sec) (exhnled) .. I sure do. Oui, je parle francais. je 
penseonfrancais. 
Colleen: Tu prefere? hl? 
T2AD7: oui 
CoMm Estcegue.. il y a queque chose tu p u  ma die? ahh mon francaise C'est 
(gesturer mediocie) (ahared kughlec) 
T-7: Je ne peu* pas pnfier îouî mes aUain, no... 

üaing: In 
Ihe 

m e n t  

boing: In 
the 
moment 

king: In 
the 

moment 

cdleen: no? 

1 lAD4: ' Her heait spedrillsî, he'a M.. his orne is jus1 across lm euh ,... fm euh ,... 
Queen Eihbeth ..Dr .... w h t  ne heckb hi name enyway. I iorpet his narne m. That's 
pari d the memary go iq  h m  (kugh$)..(shdred laugMer).oh ... Ws rta' he, he..she goes m 
hW, I don? ahh..l dPnY ah ... t don? (pl io him at au. My only Or. I have is Or. Brint. 

TIAD& One ihing happened ahh .. that was veiy sirange.. ( 3 sec) ahhh I ..I QM my.4 
sec) .. My ... aihh .... ( 5 sec) . ahhh I Pm g~nna miss a lot here you loiow. it lakm so laq 
Colleen: yeah.buljustgomiL 
T t m :  my ahhhm..(3 sec) ... rny shhrn.. (3 sec) .. my revenueamplaint. p u  know w h  
yau have to do ir Apn'l... fiil out the. .. 
Calleen: your inamie tax? 

TlADG: incametarl, y&. 

T l  ADS: .. rio. .. but they am not Mng ta change, ..no that'8 not th right word 4 3  sec) 
ummm (tek) ... now how in the heck do you explain dl oi mis? 
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the 

moment - 
Ddw: In 
the 
moment 

1 sut, n*. waa methirtg w 

r 
~~ena  [~aing: In 1 TUD~: novw M s  sanethimg.. ma, see, jwrt like that rny mind cm QO Msnk. ..( 3 sec).. 

TlAD10: (inhaks) Matlw oi faci, there's m m  ..(î$k) ( 3 WC), there I am you 896, hauing 
trouble mnmbsrhg, them'8 methkig annina up downtmn and I've got it wimen an the 
celendar .. abuî Alzheimah same .. ahh kind d a I d e  maeiing d aome kind .. I tant. 
or a lecture of some dam üilng and L've got it on my calendai and I cent remmber... here 

1 1 I am forpettkig it almd~.  But recent thlnps. I have trouble remmben'ng. ( 3 sec) 
- 

Ddng: In T M 1  1: knaw that's nOt the {laughs aimugh w o d )  propet mird but (inhales) ... 
you know that a n  as ... comîoftfng (inhales) and $0 on ' but ahh we've got a fiock of greal 

moment grandchlidren. A flock doesnl sound rIgM (laughs ihrough wards) but we've got quite a r 
Doing: tn T l  ADB: ' And ahhh ... her's domi there... he ahhhh stie (laughs through words) I won? 
the bother tD tell you. 
moment 

th8 (inhales) Anyrray, 1 wmt lo ahhhh ... ( 4 sec) .. Io ahh ...the (snaps f inpn) .... (6 sec) ... 
(lowera Mice) I canY teil ya .... ahhhh ..(4 aec)...Anyway... ah ah ah ahh I wenl from 4 4  
sec)., a deik, ... ahh it was an officet dmk you know In in the VRC, an f i e r  ckk,  I won7 
say whaî il ie rlghl now (said quickly), and (hen ..I ihen toc& ...boom boom, boom, booom, 

Dolng:In TlADlO: Umm(3oec)..WdI~Yllbemundflgures, 
Colm: yes 

moment TlM10: I ailnk ahh Amanda will be about 26 1 guess ... Goidan will be about 24. lm I 
lelson OOing: In T l  AD1 4: AM.. I g w  it wauld be ahut 3 yectrs now. I may be oui a year bu! ii's about 2 

In. 1, 
T2Aû13: Y M . .  pah.. fine. I was golng thmugh .. 1 was reminâing mesd about these 1 1 (ptcks up the tople of his former work) 

1 

I * I üeiiw .. three years., îhree.. (3 sec) what's in-behveen? (laughs) 
aie Colleen: monais? 

krk Doing: ln 
the 

),ton 

1 h D 4 :  Yeah. She. Jhe, W.. she'll remember what it is mere. 

(bathm break) 
COUEN: there we w, it's brick on. 

lenlon 

moment 

Dcing: In 
the 

moment 

1 manant 1 upstairs:) ...llibm ... Morn (veilo out ta hb d e )  .... 

TlAD15: Monais, yeah monais ... ' 
1 lAû4:. But maybe ~ n c e  ah ... pu k m  ..., ma* once rrhe gom into the ah ... in10 the 
what do you cal1 it, I'm aying 10 aiink ol aie name of the dam plaœ there,.,(4 sec)..oh, 
what the hedt do ihey cal1 îhaL..l'll have to aak her the narne. Go, go, give a shout and 

Odng: In 
the 

:mm 
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ask her wlMt it what it Us. 

TUM:  We j u t  lnibhed Ibtenhg for 1 tcûay îhre, it's ah oh that's a ôuffih of olâ peopl~ 
üwe, .. and Ks ahhhh... what the heck Is it dled anywny? .... ohhnh I'd have to ask Janke 
aiey're on e~iy... thk..îoday, *Ys b h y  anwy? 
COUEEN: ~oday  is -y. 
T2AW Mbnday, JO thart m ahh ....every Monday ihey have mal progiam on there. And 
Ws scnnething something slmllar M, thotefs..they got dder people and ihat (lauph8) 
W h  ~ h .  
C U E N :  And sa aiey, îhey do ... thk program proiiles different , Merent dder gmups or 
iwhat is the pro~nm about? 
T m :  Oh, Ihey, they talk about h lk about lha ahh the dder people. nece's dder 
peaple thm. What heck's itcalled anyway? .. (3 sec)..0h. have to ask Janice. 
thank god, She'S got a memory (km) 
COUEEN: (shared laughter) 

Doing: In 
the 

T2ADg: ' I had lhree yenrs, thme yeam puning ...k &..Mm& (laughs) .... what's that, yau 
know MW I'm iotlen yw know I cant' tell you (laughsthrough wards)) ahh ahhh ( yells 



YM Ddng: In 
the 

m e n t  

ilake 

'mont  

Doing: In 
me 

moment 

Doing: In 
the 

moment 

T l  ADS: 1 43 sec) .... don? undentand that 4 6  sec) ... kind of al1 mi- up. 
Cdleen: Yeah. ...(7 !Mc)... 
TlADS: I get mixed up m e t i m  -....(a sec) ... 
Colleen: Mmmhmm 
TINS:  You know .... (6 sec) .... You want me to Say ahh..(3 sec).. what I fed about it, 
Colleen: Yeah. 
TlAD5: or how l feel? 
Colleen: What il means. 
T l  AD5 ...( 3 sec) ... Well, Ks hard to tell. ... (12 sec) .... Oh, 1 dan? know know what else I 
can say to pu.  ...( 5 sec) ... 
Colleen: yeah. 

T l  ADS: Unless you could lead me along, then I could ... maybe do it better that way. 

TlAD9: go down. (inhales).. Umm ..(6 sec).. now what else? .... ( 4  sec) ... I'm trying to 
think (laughs through words) of what else. I have to have somebody ask me the 

questbns, oit? You ask them. Cause then it's wsier for me to Say. 

T2AD2: she ahh ... attends the ahh ..she's bwn attending the ahh.. ahhh ... (10 sec).. . . 
.(tsk) ohhh I've forgotten what it's called I 
Cdleen; the suppon gmup? 

T2AD2: Su* gmup! 

T l  AW: ' ahh ... Uke this is ... ahh .. this can... go swell or do enythlng, this 
Colleen: your nose? 

moment TlADG: yeah, 
Colleen: iust the bridae of il? 
T l  AB:  rb, no, right uimugh h m .  al1 the nose ok? 
Colleen: oh an allergy? 

T l  AD6: yeah, 

moment 

Doing: In 
the 

moment 

üoing: ln 
the 

young her isn't it?] 
T2AD4: p i ' s  Melinda,].. pardan? 
COLLEEN: That's a very young Melinda isn't it? 
T2AM: No, it's not that not that pung, no.... 
COUEEN: no? 
T2AW No, not that young. ..(3 sec)..fherels probeMy more. Now there up thm, thaPs 
her up there.. thet's an dd  one...thatls one...her up there. That's the mOSt recent CM I 
think 
COLLEEN: yeah 
T2AM: .. and over there, thnt's Philip ..up there. This is Scott my s..my son...( cciughs) 
or at lwst it was my son (laughs) ... was my son, my young, [young son ai one hime] 
COUEEN: [your baby son] 
T2AD4: Yeah... ilhaYs when he was.1 

TlAD15: Yeah.. and.. mm Uke those there 
Colleen: oh, what's that? 
TlAD15: Thaî's (tsk) fall ahh ahhhh.. of ahh (rubs hands on table doth) (9 Sec) 
Cdleen: it's like a freezer jam is it..? 
T l  AD15: Yes.. ahh ..Oh HL .... (10 sec) itll come to me.. (laughs). 
Colleen: It looks kind of red, is it rhubarb ? 
TlAD15: NNNo, it's 
Colleen: or strawùerries? 
TlAD15: strawberries! 
Colleen: strawberries. 

T l  AD15: That's it. 

T2AD4: oh yeah. Oh yeah. ' That's her îhere. 
COLLEEN: Oh ok. I was wondering why you were painting over hm.  Yeah. That's [a 

1 1 COLLEEN: wow 

i n :  1 TlAD14: ' (inhales) I p r o M y  am making excuses myself by shunning.. people that it. 
Moment you knaw too many people away.. stepping away (rom fmm them. I'm shunning them ... 

lene 

laway I ( i4 sec).. Y-. Mt 's  ... 
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Doing: 
Moment 

away 

T2AM: .. auil's when he mis young. 
COUEEN: 6 or 7 there eh? 

TUM: Y-., yeeh..thar~ thars scott ...y epl ...( B sec).. 

Colleen: what strategy, one you tdd me. was to walk away fmm it so 
T l  AW: Yeah, you could, you could walk/lust start walking away fmm it and turn around 

end it would just click back into p u r  mind, '01 course that's what it was!' 



Movemen 

Doing: 
Movemen 

aWY 

Doing: 
Movemer 

awaY 

Calleen: righl. and how do you seîüe dom, how do you calm yourself? 
r2AD14: well 1, ohh I I I I've gotta walk awayl (lowers voice) Get away! I'rn probabiy 
shaking ... but I've got to walk away. And that's (swallows) and which is by ... walkimg away 
b rot, .. being naaty to them, because they they don7 even they don? even caught on 

becruse irs a r of guys talkkig 
-- 

Tl- ' ~~AMI :  Y& yeeh, oh yeah, y&, y-, oh yeah. And ahh .. l I don1 know. 
The on, the oniy, another bad (lowers voice) thing is the... I I lind nw, that I dan7 w, i 
dant want to speak to anybody in hem. (meaning his housing mp lex )  Because I can't 
U k  to them soon as they talk. (lowers voke) You know, they ... 
Colleen: cause you're not recognizing who they are? or? 
TlAD6: No, I know everybody. But aieir names are al1 gone. 
Colleen: right. 
Tl-: yeah the namer am gone. 
Colleen: and you lke to address people by their name? 
TIAMI: (iidgets on couch).. Emicüy, sure. 
Colleen: And w ... are you aMidlng social contact? 
TI AD^: I dom have much social contact with them. I go... oh you know I gp out and 
wave and say helb, and ail that 
Colleen: yeah, but m e  of that sort of intimate conversatbn? 
11- No, I can't because when îhey say somethlng, ... you know 1 can't answer usually 
So ... you know ... thet's ahh I led ...( 3 sec) .. ahhh you know kind of strange I guess .. 
p u  know and that. Because ahh .. you know I k m  already well.. you k m ,  ... I dont I 
don? think ahhh ...th& s nothino .. there's nothin0 I can do about thatl - - 

T2AD6: ~ e a h  ... (inhales) .. But that anyway, (ci) there's no way that 1 an ,  (lowers voice) 

I can't go and talk to people. .. ( 4 sec) ' 

lof thing. And I .. I dont want to, (inhales) now ahhh, for the ahh for the ahhh ... (5 sec) ' [ 
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Coileen: Ahh are you slill driving? 
T2AD14: No.. I gave that up as soon as I knew, .. (lowen vcke) what my pmblem was.. 
(inhales) 1.. (mise$ voice) I stopped right then because.. and that's 4 3  sec) three or four 
yenn aga. ah.. No! ' (3 sec) see that's when I'm phasing everything out that could hwt 
anybody on my behalf. See how..everything .. you see 
Colleen: yeah 
T2AD14: Everything ... I'm getting it away.. because I dont want to be inwlved wi th... 

hurting anybody ...( 4 sec) 

Colleen: yeah. Umm are there areas of your life that you've lost independence? ..( 4 
sec).. Have you any losses of independence? 
TIAW: You mean ummm..taken fmm me, 
Coileen: or that you've decided not to do, it could be.. it could bel 
T l  AB:  For one, I've decMed not to drive the car. ..(3 sec).. 
Colleen: right 
TlAD9: But l 
Colleen: Is that a decision that you made? 

T l  ADQ: I dM it myself, yes. 

TlAD13: (la*) Yeah.. (teps on table) I wed to have one. Well I used to hava ever .% 
many .. and ahh I gmdually sold them or ahh .. I'd give one or two M e r  one3 away and 

ahh ..lb let il go. 

Coileen: So when you had to give up travelling with the Shrinersl 
TlAD14: Oh, I didn't have to, nobody, nobody stopped me, I did it myself. 
Coileen: When you decided to do that, Umm .. dM that have, how dM that aflecl how you 
felt about y o u w .  
TlADl4: (inhales) weil I le, I feit reiieved for the fact that.. (3 sec) ahh I .. t l l  miss going 
up thefe, (inhales) but ... the .. the stunts and things like that that's gohg on, I can be... 
ahh putting on the initiation you know pnrtner ahh ahh persan. or, I wuld be with the .. 
wwenir deparment. that's which .. .. ' It would be, who gave me that 10 dollar biH? You 
see somebody buying sornething and .. and if ahh they would always find me and ahh.. I'i 
I never, they would, nothing would be ahh.. m g ,  but you feel that you don? want that to 
happen .. but ahh there wouldn'î be any, I wouldn't put any money or anything like that in 
my pocket But ah .. you dont ahh .. you you can't, samebody would m e  up there and 
there's a lot of people around and then they corne up and Jack, will you .. save this for mi 
111 pi& it up aiter the ceremonbl or something like that. (inhales) Then you hm amund, 
who was he? Whet was it .. who was it ..ha. he wanted me to save? That's ... thal type , 



N e l m  

Evan 

Fmont  

Nelson 

Blake 

1 lAtl5: ' ( 4  sec)... I don1 M k  thece'd be that much, can't pet ihet much help. 

dWaV 

king: 
Mwement 
mwaY 

T l  AD14 No, 1.. no,. the doeaor, no, üie &mots ahh .. .. spotted it, and the ahh company 

tdd me it was betler jwt to get out 

Mne: 
Movmmt 

tomrd 

1 a certain Ume ..In INe, but ahh (Inhales) I ahh 1 think they should be oui there. 

T l  A M :  ' (laughs through wrds). So my M e  wes walklng dami the Street when L got up 
clase and sho thmghî something was wrong .. because see 1 took about an hour from 
behg in thete. She was doing some thbig9. 
Coileen: Rh#& but ahe had erpecfed you long and ever ego? 
TIADB: Yeah, yeah, and she said, to me. .. What's the matter, vutiat ? ahh (exhales) 

Doinw 
Movement 

tomrd 

whewmv I says, '1 dw't know where I am (whispered)ln ' 

Calleen: Why do you think that is? Why do you think it's so hard to tell the person who 
ackuilly has the disease ..thal's what aiey have. 
TlAD14: I I 1.. don't think il's .. t think they stiould ahh .. tell the persan that mat he's got 
it and (inhales) leî hm wrk out the same way as i'm doig it with the help of the femily 
and ahh and jus1 ahh .. (3 sec) .. they're ganna have to .. W i b l y  put aieir team down at 

I Cplleen: Im. - 
TlAD2: i figure the more p p i e  who ahh tes$ up and b k h  ahh Vie DaMer someaiing's 

Mng: 
Movement 

lgaflna happe".. 43 sec ) . ' 

Colleen: So have p u  told many of your Mends what's golng on? 
TlAD2: yeah! wh,  1 don? hide it. 

] thmugh wrds) and he laughed and ewything but mat sort of mlng ' 

M g :  
Mwemenl 

tomrd 

T1ADo: ' So, I #d hhi, I mys, '.. Meeaihew... " I sald, Wou know, I know that you told 
me where lhat was and so on, but I've fcu~~nen il!' (iaugha through words) he, he looked 
at me,. .. he'd ju t  tdd me1 (laughs thmugh mirds) ... p u  k m  mat's a tenible. 
Coileen: !30 did he teII you again or whal happened then? 
TlADB: sure, he sait!, 'Anything wmg Burt?' And he's a nice guy. 1 saM, 'Yeah, I'm 
sure there b ....' I saM, 'I'm .. bwnning to lose my memory and everything ...O 'Oh, no, oh 
nu..,(lowers mice)" And I said, 'So we're gonfla have a hell of a time (laughs through 
m û s )  linishing thb. You've got to be sure thel p u  get your.. fence âonelm(bughs 

Doing: 
Mbvement 
toward 

[thml . 

I 
Coiteen: yeah 
Tl* and they.. they never ... never #y anyaiing. .. üwy st lhay they.. As I Say, W d  
stand behind yw. (Males) Not only yout famüy, but as I said. .. (lowers mice) some of 

- 

Cdieen: rhe rnemory pmblerns . 
TUW: Yeeh. 
Colleen: ..Alzheimer's 
T2AD6: yeah, Because, ... wdl they al1 know hem now. because.. 
Colleen: AU your neb@bours right? 
T2Aû6: yeah. 
Cdleen: You d e e W  mat it was beiter for them ta k m ?  
T2AQ6: Abadutelyl I =y, I tell ya I tell theml Yeah. I teil them. I teil them to go io heil if 

they Say Jomethin~ mat (laiPphs MHe telking) I M t  Iiâe. You krow? 

DoClg: 
Mouement 

the people yw c m  for. 

Doing: Colleen: Whal's your best hope? 
Movemenl T2A05: ... ( 3 sec).. My imsi hoQe is ...ta be ai& IO (ive more .. to be able to continue 

-. 

TlAD9: Ami yw henr son of a stunned .. (laughs) situme for a few minutes. You know 
pmpk thinking, weü my posh. you knaw, especiaily if you're very fond of lhal pnrticular 
pafson, {inheles).. (rakes vdce) but ahh no, 1 (edaies). I hadnl I hadn't anybody, .. ahh 
saying ..like.. 'yukl*. (laughs thmu@ words) Like you know, like how if scmeihing, 
espscially liiüe k b ,  if aiey se9 swnething ihey dan't like, Ii's a h y s  yuk. WJL in this 
case H they hear it, .. ahh.. lheir mind doesn'î go badr and think, oh, for g d s  sake, t don't 
want anyihing to do with her. You k m  ..t mean, they're wry very, ..(inhales).. ( 3 sec).. 
actuelty d u t  l've nin hto. .. üiev're IIke, if I've ialked to lhem on Ihe phone lm. ILe fold 

toward wiihinyfnendaMpsIguess...{4sec).. 

Dcing: Tl ADS: 'Yw, you are coming back.' i mean she, she knows how much I enjoy I enjoy ihs 
Movement mamings beauoe they're jwt a super bumh of m e n  that ... sit down and falk and you 
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Cdleen: km do you count on your family? 
T l  ADQ: ..(rab6 vdce) OMih (&ml-).. I dont know but they're super (laughs) 
colleen: what are m e  ol the t h i w  they do? 
T l m :  Oh. my diiughter dl bul, will bully me, oh that's aie mng (laughs) rub that out 
...( shred hum) un, no, .. like ..'a mum, I'm wing over to haircut, let's go end get 

l l m  TlAD9: But I Say, I ahh ..(eWee).. I de.. wunt on my family. I dont bully them with it. I 
dont cornplein with it. 

Nelson 

Nelson 

Nelson 

Doing: 
Moment 

house M. Oecisbns or, * 

Doing: T2AD14: ' Yeah I ahh.. ahh..but..(lowem voice) the only thing is if she disappears in a 
Movement crowd of people, and I dont know where she is, then .. then I staii to panlc. because I 

pan".. if Shek in a crowd of people, and I may not have seen her go in or where she'd go 
.... I just siop .. rigM ihem and let her go throuph and eventually reallze that I'm not mm.. 

Our haifcut and go for lunch.'.. 

TlADt4: iî makes it wne so I ahh (inhales).. if we're going mewhere, I always make 
swe thet ...( 4 sec) thb siîuaüon t h t  I'm in thet I want mebody ta.. if I get tumed around 

toward 

Doing: 
Moment 

tonmrd 

shell mm lodthg for me... (3 sec) .. I just slay still! 

Doing: TlADlS: yeah, my wiie is gmd at that 
Moment Colleen: yeah, so Is that methlng thet you two do together? 

T l  AD1 5: Oh yeah, you heve to have .. a lMe hdp (laughs). 
Colleen: yeah. Do you iind that you enjoy aiose times when you a n  do those things 

TlADt 5: Oh yeah, yeah. yeah.44 sec) ..(exhales) .. Ohhhh I would be los1 if I dMnt 
(laughs through words) hang around with my mum (laughs) my wife, (inhales) 
Cdleen: yeah 
T lADl5: Yeah.. cause she.. lots of îhes I .. think and thinking and thinking and .. my 
wife wiii ask me whal am I thinking .. (3 sec) weil, I tell her then, what (exhales) (cleers 

or methkg, to awne lcdting for me. 

TlAD14: No, I think one.. respects th other, yeah.. not beceuse ... oh, no, I think .. I think 
..welre dasar togethW. 
Cdleen: Are you, do you iind that you rely a her more 
TlAD14: (rahes voke) [Oh yeah! Yes, yes, yes, yeah.. 1 
Cdleen: [than yau lwed to?l 
TlAD14: Ih got W.. (Ibm voloe] l'W gOt to. 
Colleen: In what ways? 
TlAD14: Oh. you k m ,  going out and ahh .. ahh (3 sec) prob.. proôlems M .  even in the 

Doing: 
aiver 1 MovBrnen1 

Blake 
1 
1 

m m )  1 w thinking, 

TtAD15: (1- volce) Oh y&, ye ah..... Yes she has .. lmked atler me for a Img tirne 
iraughs) yeati (4 =) ' 

(inhsles) (3 sec) (kwen, vdce) No she's a mal gmd girl. I'd a been dead a long tirne ago 
(laugha through words) if she wawt amund. 
Cdleen: So you r d t y  depend on Mrs. Hart to ... 
T l  AD1 5: oh yeah 
colleen: to be ihere for you. 
TlM15: yeah ( d m  thmat) (coughs) 

I I Colleen: do p u  tind thai she's able to heip you wilh p u r  memoiy piobiems 
TlAD15: ue3i. lots of times I've.. vou know I've been thinkina of methina, and shell 
answer it .: for me. (4 sec) .. (rai& voice) but.. 

- - 

Colleen: yeah. 
TlAD15: And ahh ... (raises mice) 

Doing: TlALM: I don? have eny ahh ahh g m t  hopes lhat I can focus on. . (1 1 sec) ... .. ( lowecs 
Movement voice to a conmplative low mumble) .... I guess ahhh a good healthy spowe. . ..(23 sec: 

1 1 toward 1 . . . . .. She has a bwy lie. 
Doing: T2AD2 Yeah.. . (12 sec) . . . . . .. ... .... .. anything questions (clears throet) .. (4 sec) the 
Movement questkn thai aMi... (4 sec) ahh m me.. is ..it's a what if..(3 sec) ahhhh there's 

1 ltoward 1 m e .  a disssier like an automobile accident and she's disabied..(4 sec) ... . 
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bing: 
~vemenl 

Ward 

bing: 
movemenl 
lward 

bing : 
m e n i  

~ward 

toward 

toward 

toward 

RADS: he waa a fiiend friend ... (13 sec).. 
Zdleen: oh yeah ... yeah, pets are wondeihil. 
r2AD5: Yeah...( 5 sec)...You can depend on them ..(5 sec)... 
Colleen: Depend on oiem h what ways? 
TUDS: ohhhh.. .. ..(a sec)... 
Colleen: lorccmfart? 
rUD5: Yeah, lhefre good for that. 

Colleen: Yeah. 

r2AD6: ..(3 sec)..sure..(3 sec).. i thlnk sa..@ sec)..well, (clears throat)..( 3 sec) .l'II tell 
p u  one (Iowws wia to a whisper) one thing that ahh if I got a good dog. 
Colleen: a goad dog? 
r2AW yeah ..( 3 aec) 
Cdleen: what w l d  the dog do? 
r2AD6: everyaiii I want. 
Colleen: yeah? Llke member how to get h m e  lm walks and stuif? 
r2AD6: ... Evefything I wanteâ. 
CdIetm: Yeah 

Coileen: Youlre learrmd more abcut what the d!amae ia/ 
T2AD9: Yes! I read and tenr out .. evwy (laughs) eveiy intie thing you a n  on the paper.. 
that.. 1 3 sec) .. and Ihat heiw too a bl of it! Like ahh.. tfiere was one with a smart lodtina 
woman (laughs) Wking, yiu k m  like this is like, bis is on tv, and she came out and she 
[ust said samethina and she said, "So.. I'm gonna have ta.. do what I cm!' ... yau know 
like in .. for the test, like .. belore that she Guld be capable of doing it. 
Colleen: And she had W i m e h ?  
T2ADQ: yeah. .. yeeh.. I mbsed 
Colleen: so you've seenl 
TUD9: I m i a d  it the blgOest part of it, so Umm .. like to me, if somebody s a M  hey 
something is on, about Alz, lid drop eveiyming and.. of course I want to se9 too. 
Coileen: yeeh 
TUD9: ..( 3 se) And I saM, it just ahhh when aiat m a n  saki that, I mean it was right 
on tv but I oouldn't tell w u  when. 
Cdleen: (but withh the last ) 

TUD9: (within the lest).. and thars where I goî the idea that things ...( 5 sec).. . 
T1A02: ' H 1 can remember to ask her (quiet laugh) ! 
Colleen: (shared laughter) But ifs a b d  about Alzheimer's ? 
TlAD2: Yeah, a paperback, When S..When ahh ..Someone You Love Has Alzheimer's, I 
think is aie litîe, something like that. . . .. . (3 sec) 
Cdleen: FwJht 

TlAD2: And shh I think it handies the ahh intmductlon .. ahh quite well. 

Coileen: Have you recaived dl the information thnt you wanted to about Alzheimer's. 
T l  AD14 (6 sec) AEtuaily I havent no (exhalm), I dont think 90. 
Colleen: What kind of iniomthri would you like? Do you have questions that you want 
answen to? 
TlADl4 No, I ahh .. I ah... (snitfs) ts thete a place in Vancouver for people to 
coqKgate to, dimw Mown problem wiai ahh.. sanrebody else ttiat's got something 

similar? 
- -- - 

T2AD2: I think oie ahh wciel acüvilies at the ahh ..ahh senior's club, the dey care .. 
pretty good... weh  @ng d m  to the scienca (ct) .... (4 sec) the science center this week. 
- 

Colleen: So you thhk a dog would hdp to remember paaiways? 
T2AD6: (raises Mice) ôhhhhhhl (aïtirmative nod) 
Colleen: Have y ~ 1  tkn@I about a bracelet with your ahhh 
T2AD6: Yeah. (No, i'm loollsh] 
Colleen: [addrBss and aiat stuti on k?] 
Tarn :  I've stopped..l've stopped things and ... wdl (exhales).. I had nothing in both aiosc 
piaces,Ihadnathitogowith. 
Colleen: So do you lhink a bracelet [would help?] 
T2A08: [ Yeah, abduMy, 1 absdutely, (lowera Mice) I oughta get one. ] 

(lowors voice) Y&, I beiîer taîk {to her about getüng one.) ( he picks up a pen 

and lodts for peper) 
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MADS: Ummmhmm, yeah 

Dohg: Cdleen: What mwiW ywr beat hope bel 
MUvemenl TUDB: My my kwt hope would k ... ihis..(S sec)ahhh ehh WB (picks up a letter on the 

lable)..aieie's, there's a whde bunch of people .. doing H, ah Alzheimer's. mafd 

Ddng: 
Movement 
b r d  

Colken: yeah. But ywr hope, k in W n g  
T2AMI: yeeh I wwld do thal, yeah 
Calleen: in resenrch, pgrasai 
T2Aû6: y&, yeeh, yeeh, yesh, yeah (said, 'al! the way tnrough my aMrrnatbn ) yeah, 

' but ummm (M) ( 3 sec) bracelets.. 
Coiieen: Yw're thinking about geiting one? 
TUD9:yenh. [ltbbecsW] 
COll-: [SO if81 
T2Aû9: Ike th@y awne out and I think.. (3 sec). . 1.. cbn'i k m  where I am (laugh4) or 
sme.. thhg.. 1 think mey should be sameihing that's put on. .. (4 sec). . . .and dont wait.. 
üwt.. ihet long, like dcnY waH @O tong to.43 sec) .put it 

T2Aû6: Oh, yeah, I k m  I am heiping beause I'm gotng through and you know and 
dolng IM p u  know. yeah. 
Colleen: You are a pnrl of H. 
T2ADg: yeah,yeah.that's me, yeah ..... 
Collem So you're parr af your oum hope? 
T2ADB: Yeah, y&, ohhh m h ,  I just , just ahhh ..( 3 sec) see (breaihes oui) 4 5  sec) 

see its, its... very iunny whaî .... what ywr mind does ... I (breames out).. ' 

O*: TlAD14: ' but do emything in my power to ahh (inhales) to.. mirk to get m e a i h g  dane 
Mavernent abwt it. 1, y ~ u  k m  I mis ,, ah ah.. (4 sec) gung ho to heip and aiai's how iî is because I 
toward have vdunteered mrself to these pariicular things that may run out on me but it may hetp 

mebody el- someuay. 
CoHeen: Are yw, In pilicipatlng do you feei like Vs a way b give somethlng baek? 
TlAD14: Oh deiinituiy! No, I I .. yes. Hls a way of jwt giving, yes. it's not reaiiy back, it's 

just giving. 

Resist 1 CWEEN: And did ihey say that wu had Alzheimefs or not? - .  
TlAD13: Nol 

knowlng CUKEEN: No? 
T1AD13: Oefinitdv mt. 

T1ADlS You know.. there's.. I wuld have argued thai, thai ahh ' 

Resist Colleen: So iî'a very consttained, anâ my maln question is jwt whether you use ütat wm 

knowing 
tD descilbe ywr merory loss? 
TlADt2: No, not really, .. (inhales) I canl ranember anyway. And aah I I dMlY mink aial 
umm l'we uwd ihat wMd, .. really ( 9 sec). 
Calleen: Have you noticed that .. m e  dsys are belter than oa im with reqard ta rnemory 
proMems? 

T l  AD12 No. I don? Wnk sù, I think I'm just nonnal. 

~egist 1 ~UM: I wwldn't imw cause rm not, I d~i" t  have Alzheimer's. ... As taras rm 

I 
-- 

~ i i i a t  T l  ADt 1: (clears th&) ~ $ 1  dm? reelly ahh (3 sec) ap appreciate or k m  aiat I have 

kminp memory pccblems but ahhh (6 sec) (eritrales) what whnt muid you ddne as rnemary 

- I pioblems -47 sec). 
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Coileen: sourds famiihr (shared Iaughs) Ummm .. y&, ,. so , l'm lut going Io go back 
again to whet you think about memory prablems, whet yw Wik they might b? 
T lAD11: (iubs hands îowîher) Weil, ... it's ... that is sort of maklnq an assumptlon that I 

TlAm1: mmhmm 
Colleen: a couple of deys of .. tesling and 
T l  AD1 1 : This was when, in Vancouver? 
Colleen: yeah, ... sony. 
T l  AD1 1: yeah.. 
Colleen: and Umm 
TlAD11: Wdl I've ahys ,  (lowen voke) forgive me but I .. I've always regard& that as 
a .. (inhales) as a bunch of people we passed through lhat that .. they were attempt, you 
know, quite .. naturally were attempUng to do (inhales) their job and they got so they ... 
doing m e  analysing on me and so on, which I don1 &jecl to. 
Colleen: nght 
TlAOl1: But ahh .. I ddn? go there or any of those places because I ..(inhales) I was in 
any sort of ahh discomtort or .. unhappy about anything like thal at ail. You k m ,  and I 
can respect thet they're doing research and so .. They they ahh psychoanalysed me or 

lesist 

whetever they dM, it doesnt bother me a bit eh? 

3eslst T2ADl1: ' what is Alzheimer's? (3 sec) 

'"Owing Colleen: ' i ls a .. a disease of the brain 
TUD11: mmhmrn 
Coileen: aciually.. w h ~ e  m e  of the memories, and ifs diiefent loi eveiyanei 
T2ADll: Veah.. what is K. a memory lass? 
Colleen: yeah. 

have mano& problems. but ahhh ..(3 sec) (clean throat) I'rn not sure that I dobeceuse .. 
I H I want , you know H I make up my mind I want to do something, and re and ahhh.. ahh 
I don? forget il, and ahh I nomially get il done and ra on. And ahhh .. maybe 1, the 
definiîkm of memory probîems Ls probabiy what I dont undentand. 
Coileen: rigi~t, Mt, wdl how wuld you define aiem? 
TlAD11: (3 sec) well, ... .. 
Coileen: cause I think thaî's really important what you ihink. 
TIAD1 1: yeah, well.. .(5 sec).. I guess il would be a making a plan of what I'm gonna do 
dunng the week and then .. forget eveiything I planned to do and do noüiing and so on, 
would, (inhales) I mwld .. start to consider that as a relaüvely serious (in) .. (3 sec) a a 
pioblem, but I don? have that kind of a problem. (3 sec) You know I don? have much to 

do ahh.. to keep me busy but ahh .. 
Coileen: Vou jus1 rehrsed to .. to change? 
T l  AD1 1: Weil, I dm? you know, I'rn no1 gonna admii that I'rn dd (low laugh). 
Coileen: Is that what not driving wuld mean to you? 
T l  AD1 1: Ohhh, I don? k m ,  .. (raises voice) I jus1 .. (inhales) cary an dolng what 1 want 

to do and...(inhaies) (3 sec) ahhh, we dont ' 

1 ~ 2 ~ ~ 1 1 :  veah.. WJI I certainiv dm't have a memoiv las.  (inhales) 

lesist T l  AD1 1: why are you here? 

i M n g  Cdleen: I'rn l'm here because ahh you and Mrs. Mahood were at the Clinic and went 
through 

1 

Jealst ICOUEEN: right.. but would you say you have Alzheimer's? Is that a riwd that youl 

TUD13: No, no, î'm no1 ahh i'm no1 familier about it and I don7 want to lm, 

Colleen: ' how did, how dM you m e  to put the labd d po~siMy hving Alzheiemef'st 
TlAW: Weil, the ... family dM. 
Colleen: ah, they did [before the teating?] 
TlAD8: Fey had almdy,] Yes, oh yes .... They.. 
Goiim: When d# il happen for you, or ha# that even happened yet? 
T l  Am. ..( 3 sec) (ewes)  How di  il happen for me (sighs)? 
Colleen: like do you s 
TlA09: you mean how dM I m e  to the conclW that this is whal it is? 
Colleen: yeah. 
TV ADS: I havent yet 
Cdleen: ahh 
TlAD9: I have.. not. yet and I'm (laughs) no1 going to .. (iaughs mrough words) gNe in 
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Grace 

Jane 

- 
Jane 

Resist 1 TUD~: firsî ae~es are *No, no way, I don? have sudi a thingl" You k m  @u@w) I 1 
mean th& is, this b how your how your first reactron is. I'm just tired, l've...had a bad &y.. 
or ..Umm.. sanethina ihat r d l v  u w t  me very vecy much .. about the same time when I 

1 started.. I mean 1.. il-bas just &of awlæ ail&...-no, I don? .. thaî's noi me, I diânï! I 

I don1 want Wat (laughs) ! -(lIw)~ou k m  as if y& could jwt go up and.. (inhales) ( 4 sec) . 
. h h  it mide and think, well, I dMnY have anything to do with k. I dbn't... I dont really 
know.. .( 4 sec) . 
Cdleen: wuld il hdp if yau idd people that this is a brain d h w ?  
T m :  Nnnnnnno. Becam anybcdy that k m  the wwd, I Wik they k m  whet it is, 
butyouden~it! 
Cdleen: oh, ok. Yw wre saying ihat you deny 9. And they I asked you, was it that you, 
llena deny il or that olher people deny it? 

T2AD9: Ilena. 

Resist Coileen: So you rely on her to remember things for you too? 
T2AD6: No, I don? ... ahhh ... 
Coileen: If you're not remembering something? 

T2AD6: ..MM yeah, 

Resist COUEEN: wow... And where will you be going then? Will you stay { h m  or ..) -he cuis 
into my sentence 
T l  A M :  I won't be going anywhere! (said adamantly wiih emphasis on the anywhere - 
iaughs) 

Resist COUEEN: Do you evei ta& to them about the facl fhat sometimes you can't rmembei 

(COLLEEN: Cs jwt .... you don't bother with thaî? 

1 TMW. Well no, ... whet they don't know won't huit them. 
I 

Resist 1 T2A04: ' (3 sec).. I guess there'll come a time, there'll come a t h e  maybe when ahh 

knowing when I'd have to wony about il. You know. But I don't consider consider thal. You know. 

Resist Coileen: Any hopes for you? 

knowing T l  AM: Me?! I don? k m ,  I just live as I go1 (Laughs. ) .. ( 4'sec) I just as .. as we go, 

Resist 1 T ~ A D ~ :  ' and I (raises voice) dMnY like that because I dont ihink 1 have Alzheimer's 

knowing E E  an 
T2A07: No! I don't have lhat Alzheimer's disease. 
Icdlk: No? - 

1 T~AD?: i'm not that old! 
1 

Resist 1 TIADIO: ' But however, I'm alive and healihy. 

knowing 

Resist 

W n g  

Resist 

knowing 

IT~AOIO: I Hnnlly don? have any .. heab problems, to speek of, eiicept th& eye here. 

1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 0 :  (lovven voice) No, because I diin? think we were ready for It yet. 
Cdleen: ummhmm. D i  you have any wlshm or fean Men il &es tonuming hcmes? 
TlAD10: I I dont fan, I don? k m ,  I (exhales) ii I was not aMe to get amund, I woukl be 

thinking about it. but I sUll can. ' 

TlAbl: I donl think so, you'll have to ask samebody else h t  (laughs) 
COLLEEN: But I am esking you. 
TlAD4: (Lughs)..Well, I kmw, but I mean I don't think so, no. No. No, I Mi think $0, 
yw know? I don't know vutiet ahh, no, I canY can't Say that, ... I can't Say lhet anything's 
changed wlth me ...( 3 sec) ...... No. You'd have Io ask ... ask rny Me, aJc my kids, ask m 

- .- 

Resist 1 COUEEN: ...~@&....DO vou think thinm will chanpe in the Mure? 

who knam? ahh You knaw you don't really know. You don't know what change. ... 

knomng 
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T lAD4: I'm k t  a forlune Uler. If I wke a forlune ttailec, hdl I'd be making maney! ... 
COUEEN: (laughs) 
TlADP: (shared laughter) I'd be oui there eem eaming money there (laughs). No. I m m  



COUEEN: / a d d m  on it. 
T m :  No never, no* 
COUEEN: no. 
TUD4: Nnrope! 
COUEEN: Ha8 anyone taiked to you about bracelets? 
TUDO: Bracelets? 
COUEEN: Bracelets. 
T m :  No 

Cdleen: Umm with regard to .. ahh your daughter insisting on ..on you not driving-and- 
then you deciding to 

T l  AD1 1: oh, I dant pay any attention to her(low laugh). 

158 

158 l ~ u *  IRmkt 1 COUEEN: Y-.. So what would p u  do if you were out in the neighboumood and you 

krowin~ couldn't remember exactly whefe, how to get back, .. what would you do? 

Denton 

1 me to QO and live with her. 

159 

160 

161 

1 - 

1 CûLiEEN: What do you mean other people might have trouble wiîh your mernory? Do 

R a b t  

kroniing 

they ever give you a hard time about it? 
T2AD4: No, with their rnemory ...( laughs) they may have trouble with theit rnemory 
(laughs thmugh words) but I don? really worry too much about, woiry tao much about the 
ahh you know I don't ... don't trouble trouMe unless trouble tmuMes you (mises mice). 

COUEEN: Have y ~ i  ansüered getting a braceleî? Do yw know whal the bracelets are 
that have your your ahhname and your phone number and your l 
TUDI:  No! 

aiver 

Blake 

Omon 

1 1 ( ... You knaw. I tried not ta think about these things at ail. ' 

- 

Clesist 

k d n g  

Resist 
k d n g  

Resist 
kdng 

,64 1 Ilma 1 Resist 1~1~09: .. whateuer, and I've just put Hoff and put if off, I think il's mare ifs almastlike, 

TlAD13: (raises Mice) Well, excuse me, Cs .. it's never occurred! 

T l  AD1 5: Numing homa? 
yeah. 

TlAD15: Oh, I dont go into that ' I have never had anyaiing to do wiai them. 
Coileen: right.. .(IO sec) . . . Can I ask you what you think about when you think about the 
Mure? 

T2AD2: Dan1 do very much thinking about the future right now. ...( 4 sec).. 

TUDI: Nnnno, no1 really, I don't really, I hven't really thought about It too much. You 
know the only reason I'm telking about it mmr is because, ...M yw there ... things corne 
up and that. Y-, no I don't really, I haven't contemplated il, in fact my daughter wants 

Denton Resist 

165 

T2AD4: Yeeh don't wony about it, ... you know. No but I mean iYs lrue because ahh .. (3 
sec)..you k m  they don't think of tomorrOw ... cause tomormw is probably the...you know , 
tomommr is ahh ... may never never corne. You know so why worry about samethhg you 

dm't k m  if it's ev6n gonm be (laughs) hem. ' 

oenton 

Leanne 

- 

167 
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knowing 

Resbt 

knowina 
dey by day. (3 sec) h r s  the only way to live. (5 sec) 

COUEEN: Yeiih...Your, your menioiy cbesn't interfere with your driving? 
-~ - 

llene 

what I don? know ... wori't hurt me ( lems thmugh words) this type of ... ( 5 sec).. 

TlADl2: I just dont think about the future. .. Ks the way I look at i t  I dont k m  whars 
@ng to happen nexl. And ahh.. I just dm7 think about it. Put it out of my head and live 

RBcOnted 
ualb 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

on 

knowing 

Rmist 

1 lAD2: But ah, Cs not, Cs not an incessant thing. 
CûLLEEN: Ummhmmm. Il's the pieces here and there? 
TlAD2: Yeah. Something wili prowke it, then you're in for a bfief session. (hends 

scraaing 

W: .... (3 sec)...No, not thst I know of. 

TlAD9; ..If, (dean thrat) if yw .. cen jwt like say guess, .. I have never ever really 
been tdd thb b what it la, I mean, .. like not aiat I can remember... ahmm ... mine is just, ' 
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ilena 

Kent 

Oenton 

-- 

Oliver 

d i e  
icnowing: 
Minimizati 
ml 

Reconteri 
ualize 
klmwing: 
Minimizati 

wi 

Reconteri 
ualize 
knowlng: 
Minimizati 

Ml 

Reconted 
ualize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

on 

Reconted 
uaiize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

on 

Recontext 
ualize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

on 

Recontext 
ualize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

an 

Recontext 
ualize 
knowinq: 
Miiirnizati 
on - 
Recontexl 
ualize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 
on 

hileen: Whal'a a bad dey l i e?  
T l  ADS: .. ( l m  Mke) They'm not vwy, (inhales) ahh well for me. they're not that ... 
: h m  voke) bad. .. ( 4 sec) ' 

- 

aleen: do you rotice oist your memoly ha8 changed much? 
TIAD13 .. Ohh it ha8 a biî but ahh .. I don? think there's anyîhing wrong .. now. T W s  
hafi ahh .. well aduaily it's like 0 recell, when you're having .. for for a long time it was.. 

rot ahh.. now so much, snd ahh I wed to go Io ahh .. 

tlAD11: ' And ahh ..I . .. if  I was, (Inhales) you know I may have some of the syrnptoms 
l f  Alzheimer's I dan? know, but ahh.. they m i n l y  dont influence me, my well being, or 
ny life siyle or anything like that (raises voice) that I'm aware of. You know 
Coilem: mmhmm 
T l  AD1 1: You ean iü2heimefs anytime you want! (law laugh). (inhales) (7 sec) 
%leen: Have you and Mm. Mahood d i s c d  the issue of Alzheimer's in any way? 
TIAD1 1: Not really, ahh, .. L dan? ahh .. I don? r W y  k m  whet the syrnptoms of 
Yzhelmeh mi@t k (kwers w b )  so 1.. ahh 4 3  sec) M t  it's , 1, I assume ifs somethin 
V) do with mernory k s .  
Coileen: yeeh, yeeh 
ri AD1 1: And as I say, I bl.. ahh ahh (rabes voice) l'm not aware that I suifer in any ., 

(3 sec) any significant ahh ..(mhalea) (3 sec) cases of memory 108s. ' 

TlAD4: I don't kmm, it's hnrd to say W u s e  if you forget something ..Mat is it they sa1 
lorget. I farm, I forgot, I iorget, I foigel and don7 giw a damn (laughs) and it's a liffle bit 
ike thmt for met (Iwghs) 
COUEEN: bu* 
TlAD4: You k i i w  you just, you don't realîy, you W t  reaUy look into it and that if you ju! 
if you forgel sameailng you forget It W s  all, r I just I don? want to make a big deal out c 
IL 

COUEEN: rlw, yeah so W s '  
TlAD4: ii l'm tashg my memocy, i'm losing my memory, whet the heck, nothing I can dc 

about il. 

TlADlS: Then, I just forgel it,.. that's it, yeah, .. I just forgel it and. .. umm aiter a Mile it'll 
cane to me and I'II .. IV rmember then and ..pu see it, .. it's an odd odd kind of a live 
iiving ... (laughs) yeah. 
Calleen: So do you iind that Y you can relax and leeue it alone that $11 come back to you? 

TlADlS: (raisa voice) Ltll comr back, yeah, yeeh. 

rlAD12: Weil I dan? think they recqpize them. (inhales) I mean 1, I don't think that any 
~f them really bother.. (5 sec) it's not . ifs rot such a big thing, .. th& ahh memory prob 
p m ü m  is not such a big thing, (inhales) I just f o ~ t  thlngs now and agnin but Ws not.., 

iYs mare of a natuml bgatüng, you know, ii's nota .. a big upheaval or anyîhing like thet 

TlADB: (inhiles) ... ahh but mmory, memory iype of thing is..(exheles).. but I've never 

had a good memory, so I m't cry over thal one! 

TlAM: I don't really have too mwh to remembar (laughs) 
COUEEN: (faupW with him) yeh 

11AD4: I dont (laughs)..i'm ~t working anymore, I don? w o k  ' 
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knowi?g: dont care. I dont know, I dont need to know what dete it is, but then, but lhat ' 
/ym"" 1 
Recontext 
ualize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

on 

TlAD14: (mises voke) Ah.. M M  you it d m ?  happen very ofien. (inhales) But the the 
oniy thing that I ..do, I I fwget ahh ...( inhales) ( 4 sec) aie date for example. .. 1 don? I Nelsan 

Recontext 
Kent 1 u a l h  

R m t e r t  
ualize 

Jane 

Jane 

Nelson 

Recontext 
ualize 
knowing : 
Minimizati 

m 

Remntext 
ualize 
knowing: 
Minimizati 

on 

Recontext 
ualize 
knowing : 
Minimitefi 

on 

T2AD13: l'va graduaiîy been .. picking bits, end you know, bits and bits and itll satisfy 
me cause I know nm .. Vs there Wen 1 want to boaier. 
COUEEN: ok 
T2AD13: yeah. 
COUEN: $0 yw trust M t  p u l l  get 1 

I Coileen: more for thkigs fhat happen during the day and stuii you do hom dey to day. 
T2AD11: oh well, yeah, oh wdl, that maybe is a convenience ! (laughs) Çome thinqs if you 

don? want to remember it you dont really! 

T2AD10: (7 sec) (inhales) Wdl somelImee it's a bif inconvenient but I haven't really been .. up a tree about it if WU know uhat I mean. I .. (inhales) 1.. straighten things up as much 
as I c m  fn my head .. becam I havent been even curiing up there .. this winter.. 
Cdleen: yeah 
T2AD10: and I mis ,  I do miss it. And I queas the incmvenience of having to go on two 
buses to get up thece makes a diifetence tao. 

T2ADlO: (7 sec) (inhaiw) Weil mel imes it's a bii inconmient but I havent really been 
.. up a tree aboutit if you knaw what 1 mean. I .. (inhales) 1.. strai@ten fhings up as much 
as I can in my head .. because I hamt been even curling up there .. hi$ winter.. 
Coileen: yeah 
T2AD10: and I miss, I do miss il. And I guess the inconmience of having to go on fwo 

buses to get up fhere makes a ditference tw. 

T2AD14: No, achially, Wre's (laughs) really been not, no changes ahh maybe forgetfing 
a liWe bit more, but, possibiy and I'm 4 3  sec) I thlnk it's ahhh, other people forget more 
than I do. ' Ahhh aie only tirne .. that I (raises voice) really forget or anything is if I'm 

challenged or ' 

Kent 

-- 

Co l l e&~~  why do you mink pu r  daugMer is pressuring yau? 
TlAD11: Oiihhh, .. she's a fake, ... frm the day she was bom, she's been a fake charge 
type (low la*). So .. (3 sec) And she meeins we, p u  know she means well one another 
but (inhales) ahhh she pursues her, .. wifh some vigor, her ideas, whether they're good, oi 

you know whether we judge them to ùe good, bad or indifferent?(low laugh) (inhales) 

Jane Recontext T l  ADlO: Yeah, yeah. I dont spend a lot of tirne on it or anything, we giggle (laughs 
ualiie fhmgh wo&) more than we do anyîhing eise, (shareâ laughs) Which which helps an 

a W l  lot if yw can be silly wlth it p u  k m .  .. ' 

Kent 

ooci 

Recontext T l  AD1 1: .. And f.. it mnildn't at al1 surprise me that ahh I have m e  symptoms of .. 
ualize what people cal1 Alzheimer's, I mean aiterall, (3 sec) lin well into my 80s (low laugh). 
km'ng: When does l sPn? (la-) 
Nonnaliza Colleen: yeah 

TlAD11: And ahh.. p u  yco grow alder obnowly so, there m u t  be same fhings that (3 " secl ahh ... DU .M WU *ID*, do people that have Aizheimer's. do they write books that 

1 are best seIlers? (low lauph) you know? (3 sec) 
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T l  A M :  cuis in: Y&. Yeah, Oh Yeah, she depends Mi mû more than 1 depend an 
Inp I 

Present 

TIAD1 1: ' you know what a person that has Alzheimer's .. does or d o m ?  do. I mean I .. 
as far as i'm caicemed, i'm In cornpiete controi of my own, whatever I want, intend to do, 
get lt done and H I don1 want to do it. I don? do il and so on. So I I dan? have any sense 
of belng ahh Wcontrol of my actions or my thoughts or anything like that, if that's what 
you do H you've got Alrheimef's I , you must have m e  trait. What is the Irai$ of 
Alzheimds? I don't know. 
Colleen: 1 think yw dascfibed it preliy well wHh the feeling of loss of contml 
T l  AD1 1 : (inhales) .. Well I don? have any sense of loss of conlrol 
Cdleen: yeah 
T l  AD1 1: and ahh .. (3 sec) and you know we have, .. evew driy is .. Iust another day 

I I really .. (5 sec) and muldn't have .. husband and wiie t i m ,  it would be impossibie to 
have a b a e r  rdabkiship than we have. (3 sec) and ahh .. We meke the meal togeaiet, 
wemishîhedfdiestogetherand 
Cdlean: ml 
TlM11: .. (inhaier) ail mis yw k n w  .. what.. so .. ahh ahh there's nothing in my lire or il 

my thoughts that ahh (inhnl=) .. give me any cause for concem. 

T l  ADt 1: * I Gan do aqlhlng I want .. (inhales) mlte another book in a week and CIO on, 

l Present I 
-- - 

Oh well ... I gueos i'd justf& it, what ever. I .. (inhales) I'm rot ahh .. I don't.. 
not. my d k p o s i  (inhales) (3 sec) ahh thmughout my IHetime is .. ahh (3 

a desh to be a frontninner and ahh .. I've ahh (3 sec) you k m  and.. (raise 
Mice) l'vealways achieved my objectives sa. and so on and I gu&s I'd feel vely 
uncmforlsMe H I (inhales) .. had something that shouid be done and they wuldn't do it 

1 1 and so on .. I I I suppose it w l d  be a question of mind over matter or whetever. l don? 

1 know, ifs hard to put.. hard to foresee what you would do if ahh .. if 1.. tashion my tate 

Oiiver 1 ITI ~015:  Weil m. ahh I ..p sic) bwn in mis place here dong things n i t  

Present 

Canstructi COUEEN: Yeah ...a what, mt would you reaily like about staying hem? 
ng T2AD1: Slaying where, hem? 
a g m :  COUEEN: yeeh, why, why do you want to stay here? 
PreJent T2AD4: ûecawe i'm used to il!... yw know, iî's my place, I own it..(3 sec) ..... Yw know. 

1 so if I, if I ieave, rve got to s e i ~  it. 

ConsffucU CôlLEEN: Are yw still mnq? 

/;L 1"""P. 
- 
Fmmont 

- Present 

TUDB: Y&, clbsoltmîy yeah, iî's the best way there is to go. There's no Iraflic. I knOu 
that You k m ,  I know I know everyîhing there is amund h m  (iaughs while telking) is all 

T m :  ' I go over thare and do al1 this good beauüful work there that and there. (inhala 

Iziw: 1 But I do.. The's this guy that does it p u  know and he's great and ahh (laughs) .. ahhh 

-- - 
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201 Jane 

206 Nelson Ï- 

202 

'tesent saw what l did b that job. 

;O"- TI AM): -NO: I saiâ, 'NO. I SM have a ~icense.~ 
NI 

Kent 

hnsbuctl T2AD8: ' I am that il's perfect, I s  periect, al1 îhe things periecî and everyaiing.+.l walk an 
iQ il.. and wear running shoes always.. and anyway ... anyway, so I ûùd you thet I waik, I do 

part of the and everyaiing too you know. (laughs) And I really do a lob. 1.. If you 

hstrucl i  
W 
Igency: 
Present 

T l  AD1 1: ' do people that have Altheimef's, da they wite books lhat are best sellem? (low 
laugh) you k W  (3 sec) So.. I don1 know what, you know how I could be ... 1 don? know 

what dassifiiUon people would put .. me in. (6 sec) 

ConsVucti 
mg 
mgency: 

TlADl3: Oh, I might even pkk ahh .. a mechanical book, 
COUEEN: riqht 
TlAD13: magazines and ahh look through it and aien .. bing, l've go1 i l  and I'rn back in it 

Present 

C o n s W  
KI 
mg- 
Present 

again, you see, lhat's what I try to do. 

TlAD13: Well I like, I like books, I dont like these slack stories, 1.. I'rn süll interesteci .. 
even now in ahh.. in mechanics, but no1 mechanics as in car mechanic, I don? mean ihat. 
l've sUll got a lot of tods ..ahh in in in here. (gestures to head) 
COUEEN: In your mind? 
TlAD13: yeah. And ahh.. 1 do quile a bit of picking up, 
COUEEN: right 
TlAD13: somelhing, .. something flicks by up hem (inhales) and ahh 1 like to soil it out,.. 
(lowen voice) for.. no1 for many minutes some time .. and ahh .. (raises voice) I think 1 
does me good. 
COUEEN: yeah? 
TlAD13; yeah. 
COUEEN: In that it makes you feel.. happy or 
TlAD13: yeah 
COUEEN: fulfilled? 
TlAD13: pieasant, 
COUEEN: yeah. 

Constructi 
ng 
agency: 

TlAD13: Cause il's a thing you've done al1 my life. 

Colleen: right.. 50.. you mostly rely on Marla for umm navigational SM, for getting 
amund? 
T l  AD14 If, if ahhh, ..(4 sec) I'rn not, not really no1 really, no..no ..m.. ahh I can do it 

Present 

Construcli 
ng 
agency: 

myseif. I may do il a different way or whatever, but I c m  .. gel here. 

TlAD14: ' TlAD14 Well we .. do a lot of walklng and., (inhales) and (exhales) working in 
the garden.' and I do the bull work. But III wheel it if aiete's any wheelhg to be done .. 
or ...( inhales) I'm gonna star1 cutüng the grass again, get W t  out of my system. And it 

Present 

Constnicti 
nQ 

jus1 as fast a8 lhey can. .. but thal's .. as long as il's mat topic that I know. 

will take me a dey b cut il, so.. 

T U D I 4  ' and ahh in an emer~ency or something .. if one of the kids were hurt or they 
were sick or something .. I could drive down ta the hospitat.. but 1 .. but I dan1 think ILe 

agency: 
Present 

ConslstrucU 
nQ 
agency: 
Present 

i 
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even think of it... i'd jus1 take a cab..(3 sec) 

Colleen: ' The k t  time I was here, you wefe vety clear that you habit been tdling friendr 
about what was going on [with your memorylj 
T2AD14: [I havent] No. 
Colleen: and you're SM. you still havent confied in your friends? 
T2AD14: No. No. .. no, no. 
Colleen: Do you think there will come a day when you will? or [or is the stigmal 
T2AD14: [ (inhales) Well if .. ] I think that ahh .. ahh .. passibly ... .. ahhhhh I dont realty th. 
.. I dont really think îhat ahhh .. ahhhh they may notice something, mat i'm siowing dom 
in my speech or something like that. they may .. notice that mat.. AMh but, any subjecl 
or anything that (rabes mice) I know, .. I have no prot~~em, I cm raiiie amraid wioi them 



Uake 

msmicu TlADl5: fla-) yeah. Wdl I work amund woslde and ahh . ' 
'g 
m: 
= m t  

hminicli T2ADt5: but .. oiî and m. now... in ahh.. (lowers Mice) well I wwld say In ale last (3 
iO sec) month anyway üiat I've begun to .. remember .. more thingo .. than I was before. 
i9ency: 

~~ T2AD15: Weil, there's nochina you cwld do abwl it (7 sec) and ahh like rny sisîer, (4 sec: 
1 .. s h  was süil aiive, but she had Alzheimei's, didn'l know anybody, couldnl talk Io 
igmcy: 

~inybody. 
'tusent 

;onstruFti T2A015: msybe I cwld get hlm ofi ol the. ... ofi worrylng about what hds ... gonna nui 

19 into (sniiis) .. but ahhhh .. (lowera wke) p u  do the Ml y ~ i  can.. .~. .  . aiai's il. 
lgency: 

T l  AW: about 2 Mur trails for m e  who are fit.. 
'9 
W'W 
'ment 

;onsiBictl T2 .14 :  oh ... 12:00 at night.. Na 1 .. 1 ahh 1 1 dont 1 dont look at any pnkular day, 
10 everyday la a f@ day. ..Som ive a lMe harder lhan others, but ahh.. if il's rainin~ too 
igency: hard or v r h a l ~ . .  I've been wel ( lems throm words) before so it doesnt M e r  me. (3 

-t sec) And the thtng 1s I've (bwem valce) got to walk! (3 sec) P W e  dont really I donr 
think they redfly undenirsnd Wt. I've talked Io m e r  people (Irrmirs mke) that's {around 
here on the paamayJ) Md he4 al& .. the tact (lowen miee) that they've wt to walk.. I 
guess there's srnethhg in walking that dean everybody's mind of their ills and ailrnents 
but anyway t.. I deiiieiy have to and I'm honored I have QW heaith .. and I a n  b u n  
these hills wiai my two le@ faster (bughs mrough words) than anybody else can and boy 
I can go (la@w)l And I dont nin eilher bu< I .. I g w  the challenge I challenge of steep 
hills. .. I a n  .. sm mb kld whoae 12 pars of age go out and pass me, .. I know I have ta 
get in shape. But am.. yeah îhere's same.. rigM up.. rigM out here, üwre'a some gwd 
steep hllls ... And a s e y ' ~  tWQh. 
Colteen: (shared laughler) Is there anyülhg we havent talked about aiat is importent for 
me ta know? 
T2AD14: I dan't I don1 think so.. . (exhales) No 1.. (exhales) (4 sec) I'm sure Jay (laugk 
thro* wide) rnay have d h m t  ideas but ahh., I ahh I don1 have ..any.. I feel thet I 
k m  .. what I'm @ng 10 k doing eveiyday and ahh .. I just ... I've got to walk ... (loweis 
mice) 1 kriow M L .  and.. she possibiy aimks that 1 da too much waking but I .. I need it. ' 
yeah she she may think , she may thinlr thal l do too much walking .. but ILe gol fol And 
.. other paq140 .. (3 sec) In my age, they they have that same problern. fhey'w pot to 
walk. You see them wiih their dog8.... but that' s just ahh a pet lo go akmg with them. 
Thwre (inhales) they're out thae fora purpose ..(3 sec) and ahh.. but ahh es I say with 
me and a lot of fdas lhat 1 met up îhsre.. (inhsles) we're al1 in the same ... mill, we've got 
to to waik. and it's the easbt, k doesnt cwt mmey to walk and it's îile best aie tmsî ahh 
.. m i s e  that a p e m  can get and 1 that's taken away from me, I'ue had it! (lowen 
wke) really hed ii... I've got b do k. yeahl 
Coileen: 1 bei youll be walking br a g a i  long lime. 

TUD14: I hope sa! (exhales) I wre hope so. yeah.. 

3mshuca T l  A M :  ' I ôn al1 ihe deaning d ihe house, I do al1 this. I do this, I da mis. I do mis, I do 

Constructi Colleen: * the dishes and sMI  like that.1 
Rg T24DZ oh yeah. 
mgency: Colleen: is.J 
Prerent T2AM: Oh yeah. I'm elsa ahh gui a dmieh l k m e  for 3 speed W h e r  ' 
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T l  AD1 1: Oh, to do, (inhales) oh really just to share the wofk cause I help wiih the 
cwking, and we vmsh the dishes together and I Mng In the wood and she does (inhales) 
vacuuming, III do vacuumina .. whatever, w know whatever neads to be done either I do 

218 

it or she does H or we bath do it together & whatever. 

TlM11: There's no debaie or (Inhales) discussion necessarüy thet.. you k m ,  I do as 

Consîfucti 
ng 
agency: 

TlAû4: Well, she depends on me to go out and get the food.(laughs through wwds) 00 
to the store, I goita go to the Safeway and that and get the food. She gives me a list and I 
go and get it there and ... stuff like W t  she depends on me for, you k m ,  there's al1 kinds 

220 

221 

CO"S1ructi 
ng 
agency: 

222 

- - -- -- 

TlAD4: ' I usad to do a lot of timber cruising and that when i was back in Ontario. 

much (inhales) (4 sec) ahh house work as she does really. 

TlAD13: Sm, when I was when I was taken into the ahh.. Saturday Night Amy as we 
used to cal1 it 

Mark 

223 

agency: 

Pest 

Maik 
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Pest 

na 

Blake 

TlADl3: ' l've always been deiighted with what I've iinished with what I've done. 

agency: 

Past 

"9 
T2AD13: yeah. Well I've I've ..Md a veiy interesting ahh .. life ... 

agency: 

Past 

Constructi 
ng 
a m :  

Past 

T2AD2: mmmhmmm. I spent ....( 3 Se~)..13 years in the amed forc es... l know what it is to 

clean barracks (quiet laugh)! 




